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INTRODUCTION

SCOPE AND NATURE OF PROBLEM

Certain similarities between boreal and montane faunas and floras
North America were pointed out lon^ ago by Merriam (1890)
Coville (1893) and Rydberg (1900) and have been alluded to by many
workers before and since that time. In the organization of biotic communities along the lines of modern bio-ecological procedure there would
in

appear to be

little

doubt that the extensive coniferous forests, char-

mountainous parts of Western North America, belong to
the same biotic unit as the vast expanse of transcontinental woods
extending across the provinces of Canada. The evidence for such a

acteristic of

position lies partly in the existence of a
tical

number

of specifically iden-

or ecologically equivalent organisms which occur throughout the

greater part of the whole area; but there

is

also a similarity in life

form and life habits of the constituents, associated with affinities of
habitat and climate, that gives character and unity to the whole community.
Shelf ord and Olsen (1935) considered the transcontinental forests
as a

'

1^

biome (Picea- Abies Biome) and suggested

(p.

397)

that

the

RIOTIC COTvlMl-NITIKS OF
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mountain forests might be included as associations in the same biome.
Weaver and Clements (1938, p. 481), on the basis of plants, placed
the mountainous forests in two distinct formations (Montane Forest
and Subalpine Forest distinct from the transcontinental forests which
were also subdivided into three communities of formational rank.
From the point of view of both animals and plants, as well as more
general features of life form, life habits and climate, such an arrange)

ment would seem

uniustifial)le.

Rasmussen (1941 in his studies of the Kaibab Plateau of Arizona
saw the close relationship of these two communities and combined
them under the general term " Montane Forest." Furthermore he re)

duced the formations of Clements to associational rank under the terms
Finns brachyptcra-Sciunis koibohensis Association, and Picca-Ahies-

From

Sciurus frcmonti Association.

the writer's studies in the

satch and Uinta Alountains the thesis of

Wa-

Rasmussen would seem

en-

tirely justifiable.

However,

it is

here proposed that the Transcontinental Coniferous

Forest Biome of Shelf ord and Olsen (see op.

cit.)

be expanded to the

Transcontinental-Montane Coniferous Forest Biome. The term "Montane Forest" is used in a geographical sense to indicate the mountainous part of the biome. just as the term "Transcontinental Forest" refers to the lowland part,

and does not necessarily represent

a biotic

unit.

Montane Forest of the Rocky
two communities of associational rank
as the Lower Montane Forest {Finns f>onderosa-Fscitdotsuga
nata-.lhics cnncolor Association), and the Upper Montane
It is

further proposed that the

tains be subdivided into

{Ficca cnc/clnianni-. Ihics lasiocarpa Association).
agrees in the main with

animal constituents are

tliat

left

of

Mounknown
mucroForest

This nomenclature

Rasmussen (op. cit.) except that the
It would
tlic community names.

out of

seem to the writer to be less confusing to designate these communities
by plants of wide distribution rather than by animal species which
often are limited to comparatively small
squirrel, for

areas such

as the

Kaibal)

example.

tlic Montane Forest into two associacomes primarily from differences in the dominant and subdominant vegetation and only secondarily from the few animals that are

Justification for separating

tions

confined to one or the other.
the Rock}'

Mountains

The above classification pertains
Montane Forest since the

portioii of the

only to

Sierran

and Coastal Forests are not included in llie study. It seems likely that
these forests w\\] fall into two or more additional associations based
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differences associated with climate. The
Merriam (1899) and others hear out the
relationshi])S of these more western mountain ranijes

upon

(irinnell

f,feneral taunistic

wayward

lloristic

(

19.^0

1

with the transcontinental forests.

Comparison of
represented

in this

and animals known from the
from the Montane Forests
least 98 forms have specifically

partial lists of plants

Transcontinental P'orests wnth partial
study shows that at

lists

two
dominant and major influent ori^^anisms that are of ji^reatest importance in the evaluation of biotic communities. This list includes onh' 31 species of invertebrates, and would
identical or ecological equivalent species occurring; throujj;hout the

areas.

These include most of

undoubtedly be

forms were

The

greatl}"

l)etter

tlie

ex])anded

if

the distribution

of these lower

known.

bio-ecological relationships between the alpine and arctic

munities are less evident as will be shown

more

in

com-

detail in the part

of this ])aper dealing with the alpine of Mt. Timpanogos.'-'^
ft.

The

MKTHODS

present study has been carried forward by the writer inter-

During the sumweeks (July 1 to August 15) was
spent in the Trial and Mirror Lake regions of the western Uinta
Mountains making studies and collections of the alpine and upper
montane birds of that area. A portion of the results of this study was
later published (1931). Most of the field work in the southern Wasatch has l)een done on Mt. Timpanogos and nearby areas. The writer's
first work on Mt. Timpanogos was carried out during a six week's
j)eriod from the middle of July to the last of August, 1933, at which
time he was on the faculty of the Brigham Young University Alpine
.Summer School. Due to teaching obligations it was possible to make
only general observations on the fauna and Hora at this time but at
the close of the period there was drawn up a tentative plan for carrying out an investigation of the biotic communities of the mountain.
The essence of this working outline has been carried forward when
mittentl}"

mer

over a period of approximately 11 years.

of 1930 a period of about six

;

opportunity has afforded, to the present time.

During the following summer (1934)

it

period from June 8 to June 21 in continuous
nogos.

This work was mostly qualitative

collection of invertebrates
(3)

and a few

Since this paper went to press an important

was
field

possible to spend a

work on Mt. Timpa-

in nature,

but a considerable

vertel)rates w^as

made.

paper by R. F. I)aul)enniire on "Vegetational Zonation in the Rocky Mountains" (The Bot. Rev.. 9 (6): pp. .W, 194,?) has
come to the writer's attention. It is regrettable that this work could not receive more
attention at this time.

Nov.
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work was done in the area in 1935, and in 1936 only a
few visits to Mt. Timpanogos were possible. However, the entire
summer of 1937, from June 5 to August 12 was spent in continuous
field work on Mt. Timpanogos and adjacent portions of the Wasatch
and Uinta Mountains. The first part of this summer (June 5-July 15)
was spent on Mt. Timpanogos, when a series of the smaller mammals
of the area was trapped and preserved for identification purposes. The
latter part of the season to August 15 was spent making a general
reconnaissance trip which carried the writer and Mr. James Bee, a

No

field

student assistant, into the Uinta Basin, then across the east end of
the Uinta Mountains by way of the Vernal-Manilla road to Fort
Bridger,

Wyoming. Later in the season some field work was done in
Range in southeastern Idaho. The latter range is the

the Bear River

During

northernmost spur of the Wasatch.

this period observations

were made principally of birds and mammals.
During portions of the summers of 1938, 1939, 1940, and 1941,
field work was continued at selected stations on Mt. Timpanogos and

and

in

collections

Uinta Mountains.

the

The

periods during which the

carried forward were as follows:
1939,

June

1938,

August

1

to

work was

September

September

August 8 to September 8; 1940, June 1 to
to August 20. General observations only were

1

1;

5; 1941,

possible during

the latter part of the 1941 season.
In addition to these
field,

more or

many week-ends and

devoted

to this

less

continuous periods spent in the

holidays at

all

seasons of the year were

work.

Studies in areas

somewhat remote from

the region herein con-

sidered have also contributed indirectly to the problem at hand.

have included a brief period

in the

These

Colorado Rocky Mountains dur-

summer of 1932; a six week's period in the La Sal Mountains
Grand and San Juan Counties, Utah, during the summer of 1934
(see Tanner and Hayward, 1934), a short peri(xl in the high plateau

ing the
of

region of the south-central

Utah

in

1936,

from June 23

to July 28, 1939, with the

University of

Illinois in the

and a

six

week's period

animal ecology class from the

north woods, tundra, grasslands and Rocky

Mountains of Canada.
During the early part of the study the collections and observations

made were

principally of a cjualitative nature.

Quantitative studies

were begun in 1938. but since the methods used were not the same as
those adopted in tlie later years, the data are not strictly ccjmparablc
and are not here used except in a general way to indicate populations.

The Great Basin Naturalist
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carried out in 1938 to 1941 consisted of
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two major

namely, general observations and routine quantitative sam-

:

Due

number

were far removed
difficult, it was
would
be
desirable. It
not possible to sample each station as often as
is felt that the data on invertebrates, especially, was not taken at frequent enough intervals to give a true picture of seasonal population
pling.

to the fact that a

of the stations

from one another and the transportation of equipment

changes.

mammal

Small

samples (animals of chipmunk size and smaller)

were taken on square

One hun-

plots of one half acre or 0.2 hectare.

dred small snap traps were

set in this

area generally in rows about 12

However, the rows were not strictly followed where favorwere noted elsewhere. The traps were baited with oatmeal
and were visited and reset where necessary in early morning and late
evening. Each plot was trapped for four or five consecutive days,
which was generally sufficient to trap out most of the small mammals.
It would appear to the writer that the data gathered by this method
is of value chiefly in a comparative way and should not be relied
upon to give an accurate picture of the actual mammal population of
any area. Nevertheless, these comparative data, wdien obtained in a
uniform manner, are of great value in evaluating a community; and,
in comparative studies such as this, afford at least a working basis for
feet apart.

able places

the analysis of populations.

apparent when such a system
population of any area.

A
is

First,

number

of possible errors are at once

used to obtain the

total small

the error resulting

from

mammal

influx

and

(1938) has proposed
formulae for correction of this error, but these formulae assume a

efflux

is

almost impossible to estimate.

Dice

knowledge of the home range of each species, and such data are genmammals. Other workers suggest
the use of circular plots to reduce the boundary distance and thus decrease the error. Such plots, however, are not practicable in certain
erally not available for the smaller

types of vegetation such as chaparral, and, even so, the error of efflux

and influx must still be considerable. The general slixness of some
mammals, and preference for different kinds of bait may be of considerable importance in this connection, although this generally applies
to the less

abundant

species.

Various devices were used for estimation of the populations of the
larger mammals, but on the whole great difficulty was encountered in
arriving at accurate figures.

abundant

in the

Numbers

of

Mt. Timpanogos area were

of the fact that most of the area

is

mule

deer,

difficult to

which

is

fairly

estimate because

steep and clothed with a dense

Nov.

15.
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growth of chaparral and trees. The grazing of sheep over the greater
part of the mountain tended to obUterate and confuse "signs" which
otherwise might have been useful in arriving at comparative numbers.
\'erv few of the larger predatory animals remain in the areas
studied and those present are being rapidly destroyed by man. A few
direct observations on bear, bobcats, coyotes, as well as records from
reliable sources

gave some indications of the relative numbers of these

mammals.
Relative numbers of large and medium sized rodents of above
chipmunk size were arrived at by counting scat, burrows, mounds,
nests and general signs, and also by cruising.
Bird populations were estimated by means of cruising over measured areas usually five acres or 2 hectares in extent. The shape and
dimensions of these areas varied with the topography and vegetation.
The counts showed rather uniform results when made during periods
of population stability, and were felt to be quite satisfactory for most
of the stations. Some difficulty was encountered in bird census work
in the chaparral. This type of vegetation is so dense and harsh that
it is almost impossible to penetrate, and the station studied occurred
on a very steep hillside. In addition, the birds that inhabit this community are generally secretive and often quiet. In this situation, therefore, it was found necessary to select some lookout where a small area
of known size could be Watched and then take note of the bird activity
(jvcr

a long period.

This system, while fairly effective during the

breeding season, was not so useful at other seasons
feed quietly on the ground and seldom

come

when

the birds

to the tops of the shrubs.

work as uniform as
uniform times, six to seven o'clock
mornings and evenings. The morning counts generally were higher,
and were taken, therefore, to represent the nearest approximation of
In order to keep the results of the bird census

possible the counts

tlie

were made

at

actual population.

Invertebrate samples were taken
the to])

two

inclies of soil

and

b\-

leaf litter,

means of random sampling
and

in herb, shrub,

and

in

trees,

or whatever portion of these la}er ccnnmunities obtained in a given

community. In making the ground studies a tenth square meter of
soil was removed, placed in a paper bag and then carefully sorted for
animals. Invertebrates of the vegetation were sampled by taking 48-50
sweeps with a net having a diameter of 30 centimeters. This is taken
to represent one square meter following the same method used by

Weese (1924), Bird (1930), and Rasmussen (1941).

The Great Basin
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KK.MKW OF I'KKNIOIS WORK

Aside from work on surrounding regions which has a bearing upon
the study at hand, comparatively

little

published material

is

available

regarding the portions of the Wasatch and Uinta Mountains here conespecially true of the Alt. Timpanogos section. As far
aware the only published works bearing directly upon
the vertebrates of this mountain are a short paper by Tanner on the
mammals (1927) and two brief papers on the l)irds by Hayward
193.Sa, 1941). Records of invertebrates found on Mt. Timpanogos
appear in numerous pultHcations but no work of which the writer is
aware deals exclusively with this group of animals in the area except
for a list of the aphids published by Knowlton (1942).
The plant ecology of Timpanogos Creek has been studied by Harris
(1926) and Flowers (1926) has worked out a comprehensive treatment of the mosses of the mountain. Neither of these reports has been

This

sidered.

as the writer

is

is

(

;

;

I)ul)lished,

but they are available in manuscript form.

The Uinta Mountains are much better known biologically, judging
from the number of papers that have appeared dealing with that reAside from the earlier topographical and geological surveys of
Mountains which include some reference to the plants and
animals, a numlier of major and minor studies have been made on the

gion.

the Uinta

biota of the region.

studied

many

mammals

Svihla (1931, 1932) has discussed the

particularly of the eastern portion of the range.

Tanner (1931a) has

of the lakes and streams of the area.

Nelson (1875,

pp. 343-345) spent a few days in the Uinta Mountains 30 miles south
of Fort Bridger and listed 27 species of birds from the area and Hay;

ward (1931)

listed

36 species of birds from high elevations in the

and Mirror Lakes. A party from the Carnegie MuK. Doutt and A. C. Tvvomey, mammalogist and
ornithologist respectively, studied and collected extensively in the
Uinta Basin and Uinta Mountains during the summer of 1937. Twomey's paper (1942) is now in print, l)ut Mr. Doutt's work has not as
yet been published. In addition tliere are a number of minor references to birds and mammals of the Uinta Mountains recorded in the
vicinity of Trial

seum including

J.

literature.

Fammell (1903, 1913) and Cottam (1929, 1930) have both contributed to our botanical knowledge of the Uinta Mountains

;

but the

most comprehensive treatment of the flora is that of Graham (1937)
resulting from extensive field work from 1931 to 1936. This work has
been of great value in the present study.

Xo

attempt has been

made

to search the literature

for

all

of the

Nov.

15,
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The

from the area studied.

stud}'

confined rather to those organisms that the writer has l)een able to

Most

personally see and study.

of the

faunistic

lists

found

literature are of little use in an ecolo,yical study since there

any information as

to e.xact habitats, relative

is

in

the

seldom

numbers and other

re-

lationships.

At

least three studies of a bio-ecoloi;ical

nature have been carried

The

out in the general vicinity of this study.

first

is

tliat

of

Wood-

Canyon, Washington County, Utah. Tliis author
goes to considerable length to dehne and outline ecological terminology,
much after the system proposed by Weaver and Clements, and has
applied these terms in part to the communities found in that area.
However, the montane forests are poorly represented in his area, so
bury (1933)

few of

that

in Zion

his findings are directly applicable to the present

The second study

of this nature

study.

was carried out by Rasmussen on
The results of his work

the Kaibab Plateau of northern Arizona.

were prepared in manuscript form in 1932 but did not appear in print
until 1941.
His studies were in many ways comparable to the writer's
and will be referred to at appropriate times throughout this text.

A
this

third bio-ecological study

work was

was

that of Fautin

(

1941

).

However,

carried out in the northern desert shrub biome of west-

ern Utah, which

strikingly dilferent than the

is

montane communities

and has no direct bearing on the present study.

II.

A.

TOPOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY

LOCATION AND GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY

Mt. Timpanogos (Fig.

1

),

where the greater part of the Wasatch

study was carried out, lies in Utah County with its highest point,
located at latitude 40° 23' 27.2" and longitude 111° 38' 42". It forms
a segment of the

Wasatch Range which extends

in a

general north-

south directi(jn through the ncjrth-central part of Utah and into the

southeastern corner of ldah(j.
to the general direction of the

what

to the

Timpanogos
range with

its

itself lies at a slight

angle

northern extremity scjme-

west of a north-south axis.

Extending westward from the base of the mountain

is the broad
and rather level floor of L'tah X'alky with an average elevation of
about 4300 feet; and eventually, at a distance of about six miles are
the waters of Utah Lake. To the eastward, after a series of low hills,
is a typical back valley known as Heber Valley.
This latter vallev has
an average elevation of about 5,300 feet.

The
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Map of Mt. Timpanogcs and vicinity
distribution of major communities.
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The northern Hniit of the mountain is bounded by the steep walled
American Fork Canyon while the southern extremity is marked by
Provo River which flows in a deep canyon completely across the Wa;

satch at this point. The distance separating these two canyons is about
seven miles and the main body of the mountain rests upon an area of
about 60 square miles.

Mt. Timpanogos represents

The

whole.

general aspect

elevations, resembling in this

rado.

There are many

well the

fairl\-

precipit(jus cliffs, steep-walled canyons,

masses of rocks and glaciated cirques.
rise

Wasatch Range

abruptly from the valley

(

)n

on the west, and high
About 50 miles south of Mt. Timpa-

nogos the Wasatch ends abruptly with Mt. Nebo which

Timpanogos

tending into southeastern Idaho
the P.ear River Range.
the principal range

jumbled

the whole the mountains

floor, especially

altitudes are quickly attained.

feet of the height of

as a

one of great ruggedness in the higher
respect the Rockies of Canada and Colo-

is

is

This spur

is

within a few

Northward in Utah and exspur of the Wasatch known as

itself.

a

on the whole, less rugged than
and resembles more the Uinta Mountains in tois,

pography.

An

map

examination of the

Mt. Timpanogos

is eft'ected

(Fig. 1) shows that the drainage of
by a number of small streams running in

four general directions from the region of the summit of the mountain. Those of the east and north run mostly in typical U-shaped glaciated canyons (Fig. 2), while those of the south

and west slopes have
formed V-shaped erosional canyons. The east side is drained principally by the north fork of the Provo River, while the north slope
drains by numerous small tributaries into the American Fork River.
Run-oft' from the w^est and south sides are carried by a number of
streams, the larger of which are Grove Creek and Battle Creek.
B.

The ruggedness
Wasatch

is

GEOLOGICAL HISTORY

of Mt.

accounted for

Timpanogos and
in

its

the greater part of the

geological history.

The

descriptions

given are summarized from the works of Emmons (Reported by
King. 1878), Gilbert (1928) and Schneider (1930).
It is generally thought that the topography of the Wasatch area,

liere

previous to the uplift of the mountains, had been reduced to a condilow relief (peneplain). The range itself was lifted up in the

tion of

f(jrm of a great block during two or three periods of faulting. The
most westernly of these fault lines, commonly called the "Wasatch

Fault,"

was the

first to

occur, elevating the old peneplain and tilting

The Great Hasin Naturalist
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beds toward the cast.

Afterward,

Mt. Timpan(jj^os, parallel to the

a

XOl. \'i. Xos. 1-4.

second fault

in the vicinity of

hut a few miles farther east,

tirst,

resulted in the formation of a second escarpment which

main

raised the

Another fault still
further eastward completed the formation of the l)lock and brought
mountain

l)ody of the

to its present height.

the strata to a nearly horizontal position again.

The

net

of these upheavals

efifect

was

to

produce of Mt. Timpa-

nogos a rugged central core, flanked on the west, north and east by a
broad shoulder,

On

feet.

shelf, or step,

with an elevation of from 6,000 to 8.500

the west, this broad shoulder extends for a distance of about

two miles and then drops

otf al)ruptly to the valley tioor.

The

general

marred by three principal V-shaped canyons
formed by Grove Creek. Rattle Creek and Dry Canyons. To the eastward the shoulder slopes olT more gradually through a series of rolling
hills to Heber Valley.
evenness of

The

its

contour

is

relatively gentle contours of these

broad shoulders, represent-

were an elevated portion of the ancient peneplain contrast
remarkably with the rugged and precipitous central portion of the
mountain, and these conditions efifect profoundly the biota of this area.
The maximum elevation given for Mt. Timpanogos on the Kinging as

it

Powell topographic

many road maps

map

is

11,957

feet.

This

is

the only record in the

Geological Survey, although the height given on

of the U. S.

files

is

12,008.

Timpanogos are nearly horizontal in position.
composed of Mississippian limestones with some mixture of
shales and quartzites near the summit (Gilbert, 1928, Loughlin, 1913.
and King, 1878).
The geology and topography of the Uinta Mountains has been
summarized by Graham (1937) based on the work of King (1878).
Atwood (1989), Forrester (1937) and others, and will not be considered in detail here. However, attention should be called to certain
salient factors that show contrast to the situation on Mt. Timpanogos
and the greater part of tlie Wasatch in general and have considerable
bearing upon the biotic communities of the two areas.
1.
The Uinta Mountains consist of a great antecline with an eastwest rather than a north-south a.xis such as is cfjmmon to most AmeriStrata forming Mt.

They

are

can mcjuntain ranges.

The

net

efifect

of the antecline

is to

produce a

high plateau with an average elevation of lO.(XX) to 11,000 feet and a

width of thirty
the

Wasatch

(jr

at

Extending above

fcjrty miles.

This

is

in contrast

with the width of

Mt. Timpanogos which does not exceed 10 miles.
this plateau are the alpine

summits of the high peaks.

XoV.
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reaching a

maximum

trast to the condition

elevation at King's

13

Peak of 13,498

feet.

In con-

over the greater part of the Wasatch, this ex-

tensive and high plateau, of the Uintas presents a relatively smooth

physiognomy, making possible the development of vast climax coniferous forests upon moraines and in the basins. Furthermore, the effects
of Pleistocene glaciation are abundantly evident in the form of hundreds of lakes and ponds in all stages of development.
2.
The rock substratum in the Uinta Mountains contrasts remark-

Timpanogos and seems to effect indirectly some
subdominant plants. Whereas the bulk of Mt. Timpanogos is

ably with that of Mt.
of the

of limestone, the upper portions of the Uintas are of pre-Cambrian
(juartzites.

This condition, coupled with poorer drainage has resulted
Soils
soil and water in the Uintas.

general acid condition of the

in a

of the

pH

Timpanogos

region, on the other hand, are practically neutral.

readings supplied for

Young

me

by Dr.

Thomas

L. Martin of

Lower Montane Climax (Timpanogos)
Aspen Subclimax (Mt. Timpanogos)
Chaparral (Mt. Timpanogos)
Upper Montane Forest (Mt. Timpanogos)
Upper Montane Climax (Uinta Mts.
The

abse-Tce of such

is

6.9
6.8

6.7
6.6
5.8

acid tolerant plants as Spliagnum,

Kalmia, and Ledum on Mt. Timpanogos and
Uintas

Rrigham

University were as follows:

probably accounted for
r.

in

these

soil

their

J'occiniuni,

presence

in

the

dift'erences.

r,LA(n.'\TioN

Another force of considerable importance in the past in the two
mountain areas was the extensive glaciation of Pleistocene times. This
phenomenon has been described in detail by Atwood (1909). The most
important eft'ect of this glaciation on Mt. Timpanogos was the formation of three large hanging basins or cirques at elevations ranging from
about 10,000 to 11,000 feet. These basins have permitted the catchment of considerable soil, so that climax alpine meadows have been
able to develop under conditions of relative stability.

Glaciation in the Uinta Mountains has assisted in a general level-

ing of the high plateau and the formation of an abundance of small

ponds and lakes and numerous moraines.
ITT.
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WASATCH MOUNTAl.NS

Climatic data for mountains, particularly the higher elevations, are
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generally limited due to the

Bureau

fact

that

Vol. VI, NoS. 1-4.

most of the U.

stations are located in the valleys.

Most

S.

Weather

studies of mountain

climates that are available are of short duration.

The most comprehensive work on the climate of the Wasatch
Mountains is that of Sampson (1918) and Price and l^vans (1937) at
various elevations in the vicinity of the Great Basin Range Experiment
Station near Ephraim.

This area

is

about 70 miles south in a straight

from Timpanogos. Another study of relative precipitation in
valleys and mountains was carried out by Clyde (1931) in the Wasatch
of northern Utah. These data are perhaps the most nearly applicable
line

to the areas considered here.

Findings of Price and Evans were based upon a 20 year period
from 1914 to 1934. Data pertaining to precipitation, relative humiditv,
and soil and air temperatures are available from their studies. Their
stations in the oakbrush, aspen-fir and spruce-fir zones correspond in
general with the writer's chaparral ecotone, lower montane forest, and

upper montane forest respectively.

meadow from

No

data are available for the alpine

their studies.

With regard to precipitation, Price and Evans found that the oakbrush zone (chaparral) had a mean annual precipitation of 17.5 inches,
the aspen-fir (lower montane) 29.48 inches, or an increase of about 10

The spruce-fir (upper montane)
below the aspen-fir per thousand
feet.
Thus the maximum precipitation appears to fall in the midelevations. Mean annual temperatures for the various zones are given
as 42.6 degrees F. in the oakbrush, 38 in the aspen-fir. and 32.5 in the
spruce-fir. This amounts to a decrease in annual mean temperatures of
inches per thousand feet of elevation.

had 28.61 inches, or

3.2 degrees per

a decrease of 1.2

thousand feet of elevation. During the summer months

the average decrease in temperatures per thousand feet of increase in
elevation

was
In

as follows

maxima

In minima
In

the

mean

June

July

August

5.0

4.6

4.6

1.7

1.6

1.5

3.4

3.1

3.0

Thus the summer mean decrease per
same as that for the entire year.
Shreve (1915,

p.

200) found that

of Arizona the decrease in
feet of elevation
tion prevails

was

tliousand feet

in the

is

aj^proximately

Santa Catalina Mountains

mean annual temperatures

per thousand

3.46 degrees F.. and states that the

same condi-

on Pike's Peak, Colorado. The similarities of these figures

for three rather widely scattered localities \\-ould indicate that

it

is

Nov.

1945

15.

RIOTIC

fairly safe to calculate

3 to 3.5 degrees per

The
are of

writer's

little
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changes from kn(n\n stations on the basis of

thousand

feet.

own temperature

data are so fragmentary that they

use from a comparative standpoint, but tend in most cases

mentioned above.

to agree with this viewpoint

Price and Evans (op.

May

15

cit.

i

record relative humidities for the months

October inclusive for the aspen-fir (lower montane) zone.
The average 8 A. M. readings were as follows May, 59.4, June, 44.6.
July, 53.4, August, 54.7, September, 53.7, October, 56.1. These figures
of

to

:

correspond with precipitation records which indicate June and September as the driest months.

Clyde (1931,

p.

113) points out that winter precipitation in

Utah

depends upon low pressures which move eastward from northern California, Oregon and Washington and states that: "The distance these
cyclonic storm paths are deflected southward largely determines the
weather and amount of precipitation that falls in Utah during the

The summer precipitation in Utah results principally
The warm air on hot summer afternoons upon
high mountains is forced to rise. As the air rises it ex-

winter months.

from

local

striking the

storms.

pands and cools rapidly causing condensation and precipitation. This
type of storm explains the spotted character of the intense summer
storms so common in Utah."
B.

CLIMATE OF MT. TIMPANOGOS AND UINTAS
1.

TEMPERATURE

Aside from the writer's own fragmentar}' records there are no
available data for temperature in the stations here considered. Records

have been taken for many years at Park City, Summit County about
27 miles northeast of Aspen Grove, Mt. Timpanogos. This town has
an elevation of about 7,100 feet or about 200 feet above that of Aspen
Grove. With this slight correction it is here taken as a standard for
Aspen Grove and temperatures for other stations on Mt. Timpanogos
are calculated from this standard on the basis of the findings of Price
and Evans discussed above. Assuming these to be near correct, the

annual mean temperatures as calculated for the writer's

own

station

somewhat higher than those given 1)\- Price and Famus for the same
vegetational belts in their study. However, these discrepancies may be
accounted for on the basis of slope, moisture and a number of other
are

factors other than temperature that help control the altitudinal limits

of vegetation.

From

the writer's

own

records the

mean temperatures

of stations

The
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Mt. Tiiiipanoiijos and the L inta Mounsame elevations are similar, l)Ut there is a considerthe minimum and a lesser variance in the maximum.

in tin- uppfi" inoiilane forests of

tains at about the

able variance in

However, there

summer,

l)erio(ls in

in the I'intas

due largely

toi»'ether

a

as yet not sufficient evidence to prove that this con-

is

two

prevails continuously in the

dition

lo a

minimum.

rise in

minimum

drop

the

in the

stations.

the st<»rm the

I-'ollowiui^^

Durinj,'

the stormy

maxima and minima come closer
maximum, hut partly because f)f

maximum

rises

and the

drops.

at all of the stations was
was a rather sudden drop in
temperature followed by a slight rise of two or three degrees. This
rise may be due to the effect of a warm, up-canyon breeze that brings
heat from the vallevs earh' in the evening. \o such situation w as noted
(

Mt. Timpanogos a phenomenon noted

)n

immediately followin,^

tliat

siuisct

there

at station 3 in the Uintas.

During
rise the

fair

weather the minimum temj)erature

maximum

at

about 2

I'.

M.

in the

falls at

summer. At

this

about sunseason the

mean for the day occurs at about 8 P. M.
The ability of the earth to absorb heat
a.nd

in the daytime and radiate
most important factor particularly on south
west slopes of steep mountains such as Timpanogos. This prob-

abl\

accounts in part at least for the higher elevations of respective

it

during the night

is

communities (m such

a

slopes.

Following hot days these slopes radiate
The writer has been on these areas

heat throughout the entire night.
a

number

of times at da^break

when

it

was

])ossible to distinctly feel

this radiation.
2.

The question

PRF.(TPIT,\TIOX

of precipitation as

it

ai)])lies

generally to mountains

has been already considered in the light of the work of Price and
Evans. The amount of precipitation is extremely variable from year
to

year and season to season,

Fork Ranger

station on Mt.

l^xamination of data for the American

Timpanog(JS showing records for ten or

twelve years indicates ranges from 0.01 inches to 2.80

in

June, 0.40

and a trace to 2.99 in August. Records of snowfall and
water content of the snow show a great variance also.

to 3.00 in July,

On

Mt. Timpanogos and the Uintas the greatest part of the

peak

is

general!}-

month, but

in Jul}

early September.

total

summer, winter, and early spring. The
in January and February.
June is usually a dry
the summer thunder storms begin and continue into
In normal years these showers occur nearly every

precipitation occurs in late

Nov.

15.

1945
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afternoon on some part of the mountain.

unusual

in that these

about the

until

At

first

in

The summer

showers did not appear, except
of September.

the higher elevations the first

tember or early

17

was

of 1940

at rare intervals,

snowstorms occur

Sep-

late in

October, but the ground usually does not become

completely or permanently covered until November.

The length of
time that the snow persists depends, of course, upon altitude, exposure,

and the depth

to

which

On

has accumulated.

it

the west side of

Timpanogos the chaparral community is seldom covered with snow
for more than a few days at a time, and then with only a few inches.
This fact is of great importance to the wintering mammals and birds
in the area

;

especially to those birds that seek food on the ground.

On

the other hand,

tire

summer on

snow

few places throughout the enTimpanogos where the ground is

persists in a

the high cirques of

cliffs during a large part of the day. On July 4, 1937
following a wet year, about a third of the ground on the Timpanogos
cirque was covered with snow; at the same time in 1940 only a few

shaded by high

snowbanks

persisted.

Again

in

1941 a repetition of the condition in

1937 occurred. Under such conditions of wide variance in winter snow
accumulated, development of vegetation in spring and early summer
also varies as

much

as three or four
3.

weeks from vear

to vear.

RELATIVE HUMIDITV

Relative humidity records were kept for stated times by
a sling psychometer during the

summer

means of

of 1940. Since no hygrometers

were available for continuous records the maximum and minimum
daily humidities are not available. These data indicate that of the
three periods of the day at which the humidity was recorded, it was
generally highest at 8 A. M., lowest at noon and intermediate in the
evening. The onl}' exception vras found in the aspen forest at station
2 where the humidity was higher in the evening than in the morning.
This is possibly accounted for by the higher transpiration in the aspens,
which, accompanied by lowering evening temperatures, brings the humidity up.

By morning,

part of this has precipitated as dew.

condition, however, did not prevail so

markedly

in

This

August when mid-

day humidity was ver} low due to a long drought.
A comparison of the humidity in the climax Lower Montane Forest
and in the chaparral immediately across the canyon is of some interest.
It will

be noted that

in

June

considerably higher than

in

tlie

relative

humidity

the conifers.

This

is

in ihe

chaparral

was

probably correlated

with the large deciduous leaf surface subject to transpiration

in

the
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his/her but the

increase over the chaparral.

Due

to

the prolonged drought the herl)S and lower shrubs of the chaparral
had largely dried up and the increased age of the leaves of the large

shrubs

may have

Humidity

effected the total transpiration in the

readings taken at station 4

(9.800 feet)

community.

and

station

1

showed
(6.800 feet) within an hour of the same time in mid-afternoon
at
in
taken
June
Readings
a rise of about S^/c at the higher elevation.
Montane
(Upper
station
4
station 3 (Upper Montane of Uintas) and
at the same elevations and under similar general
f)f Timpanogos)
weather conditions, show about 20% higher humidity in the Uintas.
Readings taken at other times could not be compared because of different general weather conditions.
4.

WIND

instruments were available for the measurement of wmd veIn the Mt.
locity so that only general observations are available.
In winter
west.
the
from
are
winds
prevailing
Timpanogos region the
cirques
high
into
the
mountain
the
of
crest
they blow snow over the

No

where

it

is

piled to a depth of

many

feet.

This accumulation, coupled

from the sun, effects the climate
with the fact that high cliffs protect
and alpine conditions
to such an extent that trees are unable to grow^
altitudes. To what
normal
are established a thousand feet below their
is not known.
region
extent these winter winds prevail in the Uinta
it

In

summer

winds are not at all common. The
the dayall kinds of weather is light breezes in
however,
night. On the high Timpanogos cirques,

in the Uintas. high

general condition in

time and no WMiid at
these often
there are nearly always high winds in the morning and

continue throughout the day.
are eviIn addition to the prevailing winds mentioned above, there
upevening
and
down-canyon
morning
the
Timpanogos.
dent, on Mt.

The
canyon winds characteristic of the Wasatch Mountains in general.
minimum
the
especially
modify
to
be
may
influence of such winds
temperatures in summer.
5.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

evident that the climatic data for mountains and more espefragmentary to permit
cially for the region here considered, are far too
distribution and
animal
of
problems
their general application to the
Tt is

habits.

mate

is

Only insofar
it

possible to

as plants indicate the general nature of the

make such

cin'relations.

The discovery

cli-

of the

Nov.

15,
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exact

climatic factors that inHuence animals depends first upon a
knowledge of many climatic factors that actually prevail, and second
upon experimental determination as to which of these factors apply
to the problem at hand. This, of course, has not been possible in the

present study.

The direct application to the community of the climatic data, as it
measured by the instruments commonly employed, is not always possible. For example, it is known that precipitation is generally greater

is

at higher

than at lower elevations which would suggest more xeric

conditions at lower elevations.

As

a matter of fact, conditions at

elevations are quite xeric, since the moisture
sible

form during 8

to 10

moisture, therefore, in a
different

months of the

warmer

growing condition for
IV.

is

year.

mostly

in

upper

an inacces-

The same amomit

of

climate would result in an entirely

tlie

plants.

CONCEPTS OF BIOTIC COMMUNITIES

In the arrangement and classification of the communities herein
considered, the principles and terminology of Clements

(Weaver and
and of Clements and Shelford (1939) have been
largely employed, with such minor modifications as have seemed necClements, 1938)

essary in the light of the findings of this investigation.

Botanists in classifying the plant communities in mountains, while
recognizing the same obvious conditions, have used a great variety
of terminology in their descriptions. Graham (1937, pp. 40-43 and
table 4) has summarized and compared these various systems in his
all

treatment of the fiora of the Uinta Mountains. Twelve dift'erent plans
by as many authors are recorded by him.
Classification of animal communities in mountains and over North
America as a whole has been no less confusing. Merriam (1892) has
pointed out that up to 1891, thirty-one dift'erent zoologists had proposed systems for the division of North America into faunal regions.

These were based upon distribution of

dift'erent

groups of animals

in-

cluding insects, mollusks, birds, reptiles and mammals.

The best known work on zoogeography is that of Sclater who established in 1857 six primary divisions of the world based on the distribution of the families and genera of birds. His plan was later
expanded and popularized by Wallace (1876). The so-called
Neartic Region, composing the greater part of North America was
divided into four .subregions; namely, the Californian, Rocky Moun-

greatly

tain,

Alleghanian, and Canadian.

little

to

These subregions correspond very
pur present knowledge of community distribution, and have
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1 hey

were not primarily concerned with the j^reat vet^etative units of the
continent and cannot be considered as bio-ecolo,<,ncal or bio-geographi-

For example, the boundary between the Rocky Mountain and
Alleghanian subregions almost exactly bisects the North American
grasslands which Clements and Shelford (1939) have shown constical.

most unique and natural biotic units on the continent.
Furthermore, no recognition is given of the distinctiveness of the
northern coniferous forests and the arctic tundra. Little consideration
was given to mountain faunas. These faults, as well as a number of
others, have been pointed out long ago by Alerriam (1892). Allen

tutes one of the

(1892) and possibly other workers.

The most widely used system

of

America, particularly by zoologists,

community
is

the Life

North
Zone system proposed
classification in

by C. Hart IMerriam in 1894 and 1898. Since this system has been
widely used in the study of mountain communities and has perhaps

found

its

best application there,

it

deserves some discussion at this

point.

Merriam's life zone concept was really conceived in connection with
his study of San Francisco Mountain in Arizona (1890) but was later
extended to include the whole of North America. As has been pointed
out by Daubenmire (1938. p. 330), the original classification of North

American biotic communities as indicated in his early map of "Life
Areas" was a more nearly correct representation of the biotic communities as they are now known than his later map which was based
upon temperature and has been more widely used. This classification
of zones, as indicated in Merriam's study of San Francisco Mountain.
was based upon biogeographical factors, although named from areas
rather than from dominant plant formations. Furthermore. Merriam
recognizes to a degree the climatic control of his major communities,
designating temperature and humidity as of paramount importance,
growing season is concerned.
later emphasized temi)erature as the
As is well
plant distribution. These life zones,
and
all important factor in animal
were based upon the sum of
America,
applied to the whole of North

especially insofar as the

known. Merriam

season
positive temperatures, supposedly above 6 degress C. for the
regarded
He
distribution.
northward
of growth and reproduction for
the

mean temperature

governing factor

southward

dislribulioii.

As

lias

summer

as the

been pointed out

147) his tenipeialure data were supplied by the
degrees rather
P.ureau. and the sums weie c^dculaled above

by Shelford

Weather

in

(luring the hottest ])art of the

(

19.>2a,

]).
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than above 6 degrees and the error was never corrected on the maps.

The life zone C(jncept has been used widely in studies in western
mountains (Cary, 1911, 1917), but the zones are invariably based upon
indicators rather than upon specific features of temperature. This is
due to the fact that temperature data are not generally available for
mountains, and the dominant vegetation gives the best index to the
climate.

total

An

indication of this viewpoint

is

given by Hall and

Grinnell (1919, p. 38) in the following quotation:

"The

idea that life zones are altitudinal or latitudinal is correct only in a very
or incidentally. They are, instead, primary biologic, that is, they are
composed of and determined by a certain assemblage of plant and animal species,
and are effected by altitude only as they modify the climate, more especially the
temperature during the critical periods of an organism's existence."

general

way

numerous

mountains in the west the life zone
has been used. Typical examples
are Merriam's study of San Francisco Mountain (1890) and Mt. Shasta (1899), Carey's w^ork in Colorado (1911) and Wyoming (1917),
the work of Grinnell and others (1930) on Lassen Peak, California,
and of Taylor (1922) on Mt. Rainier, Washington.
In

biotic studies of

system or some modification of

The

zone system has never found favor with most botanists

life

chiefly because

that

eiifect

it

it

did not take into account

all

of the climatic factors

plant distribution, and because the limits of the boundaries

based on isotherms do not coincide with the actual distribution of
In addition, this concept has been criticized on a number of
grounds by several zoologists (Allee, 1926, Kendeigh, 1932, Shelford,
1932, and others). No attempt will be made to repeat these criticisms
plants.

here.

The

writer feels that the

life

zone system

is

inadequate in the pres-

ent study for the following reasons
1.
The life zone system does not ordinarily take into account the
dynamic bio-ecological factors of succession, aspection, annuation, and
interaction which are so vital to the understanding of biotic com-

munities.
b}' many who have followed in llir
Merriam, the life zones do re])resent the major biotic
communities as found in mountains, they are not ai)i)licable continentally and tend, therefore, to confuse rather than to help in the sta2.

Although, as interpreted

footsteps of

bility of
3.

terminology as applied to larger areas.

The

to include
in

older term "formation" as expanded by

modern

ecologists

animals (biotic formation or biome) not only has priority

usage (Grisebach, 1838) but as

tions indicated above.

now used meets most

of the objec-
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(1922, 1938, 1939) has divided parts of North America into

JJ)ice

based largely upon the distribution
However, it can at once be seen by
comparing his maps with that of Weaver and Clements (1938) that
his Canadian Province coincides generally with the Lake Forest
(Pinus-Tsuga Formation) now thought by some to be an ecotone
(Pitelka, 1949)
his Sonoran Province has almost exactly the same
limits as Clement's Desert Shrub (Larrea-Fraseria Formation).
Still more recently (1943), Dice has expanded his system of biotic
provinces to include the whole of North America. These provinces are
further subdivided by him into biotic districts and life belts. However,
this writer proposes his system only in a tentative way, and there
biotic areas or "biotic provinces,"

of plants,

mammals and

reptiles.

;

appears to be insufficient data, especially insofar as the region under
study

is

make it applicable at the present tinie.*^^^
"Mammals of Idaho," has used the term

concerned, to

Davis (1939)

in his

and faunal areas of that
by Clark in 1937, and
apparently overlooked its still earlier use by Dice (1922). In 1892
Allen used the term "life area" which means about the same. While
Davis' treatment may have certain advantages, it cannot be used in an
ecological sense since it is purely bio-geographical and does not undertake to include succession and the other dynamic ecological factors.
Furthermore, the term "association" as used by him to include both
developing and climax communities is not in accord with its usage by
"biotic area" in designating the vegetational

State.

many

He

also mentions the usage of this term

plant ecologists.

The development

of the bio-ecological concept which

is

used

in

has been reviewed by Clements and Shelf ord (1939, pp.
1-19) and by Carpenter (1939, pp. 75-89). It will, therefore, not be

this study,

necessary to consider

communities, but

it

is

it

in detail here.

It treats

both land and water

used here, of course, only

in

connection with

This concept has long been recognized, especially for water, but
has been advanced especially in recent years by Clements (1905. etc.),
land.

Shelford (1907,
lips

etc.)

and by a number of the

hitter's students.

(1931) in South Africa and Kashkarov (1938)

in

Phil-

Russia have

similar points of view.
It is sufficient to

say here that the bio-ecological concept meets the

greater part of the requirements for the
studies.

It treats

modern worker

in

community

of the communities as biotic entities designating them

primarily on the basis of

life

forms of their dominant organisms, and

taking into account the influence of the animals. Furthermore
(3)

Op.

cit.

it

deals
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with the dynamics of the communities, taking into consideration their

development, populations, aspections, annuations and

all

the

inter-

actions that give character and continuity to the communities as a

whole.

THE MONTANE FOREST

V.

LOWER MONTANE FOREST

A.

(Figs. 1-4

stage of the

I)

CLIMAX FOREST

1.

The climax

and Table

Lower Montane Forest may

be technically

designated as the Pinus ponder osa-Pseudotsuga mucronata- Abies concolor Association (Yellow Pine-Douglas Fir-White Fir Association).

characterized and separated from the

It is

on the basis of

Upper Montane

principally

dominant plants which are an expression of climatic
differences. On its lower border this community comes in contact with
the chaparral ecotone of the foothills which is to be described in a
later paper, (Figs. 1 and 2). There is no mammal confined to it or
its

The

particularly characteristic.

confined to

it

red-breasted nuthatch

is

apparently

in the region studied but studies in other areas

do not

bear out the universal application of this observation.

On
white

Mt. Timpanogos the Douglas

(Pseudotsuga mucronata) and

fir

(Abies concolor) form the dominants (Fig. 2), while in the
Uinta Mountains the Yellow Pine (Piniis ponderosa) enters into the
picture. This pine is absent from Timpanogos. Where present the
fir

yellow pine forms an open type of forest and occupies the lower and

more

xeric portions of the association.

role of the white

sively
las

fir.

on

fir

Some question arises as
The porcupine feeds

in this association.

this tree in winter,

In some places

while

it

seldom,

if

ever, attacks the

appears that the white

it

to the

exten-

Doug-

being gradually

fir is

destroyed by this coation in which case the Douglas fir should
mately form a consociation. In the northern Wasatch the white

ultifir is

entirely absent.

Station

1

of this study

best preserved
2).

is

located in perhaps the most extensive and

Lower Montane

This community

is

association on Mt. Timpanogos, (Fig.

represented only as small patches which in-

variably occur on north- or east-facing slopes of canyons. There

continuous and unbroken forest over the entire areas

;

and

is

no

this condi-

throughout the Wasatch Mountains. It is also true
some of the trees have been removed by man, causing a more open
canopy and thereby modifying somewhat the vegetation of the forest
tion generally holds

that

floor.

'rin*
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Numbers

are averages of
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Ground Layer Society
Since the

Lower Montane climax

very shallow (a foot or

usually occurs on steep hillsides,

depth), and well drained.
composed of conifer leaves and other
organic matter in various states of decay. This layer may become quite
dry in summer. Many fallen and partly decayed logs are in evidence.
The reaction of dominants and subdominants is therefore of considerable importance. By making measurements in typical situations
the writer has estimated that from 10-20% of the ground is covered
with fallen logs, stumps and larger branches in various stages of decay.
It is under and in such places that much of the animal life of the
ground layer is to be found.
Certain animals also react rather importantly upon the ground layer.
Midden piles of the red squirrel (Tauiiasciuriis hudsonicus ventormn)
are the most important. These piles consist of cores and scales of
cones, the seeds of which have been utilized as food, as well as a considerable number of stored cones that have not been removed. The
piles are generally perforated with holes in which the cones are stored.
Midden piles cover areas of from 8 to 15 square meters and may have
the soil

is

The upper two

less in

to six inches is

a depth of 36 centimeters or more.

Nearly
these

all

midden

of the

common

invertebrates of the ground layer inhabit

piles.

Scats of deer, porcupine, snowshoe rabbits and squirrels add some-

what

to the content of the soil.

Those of

the

snowshoe rabbit are most

generally distributed and conspicuous on the soil surface.
of 10 per square meter

The

was found over

An

average

the entire area at one time.

reaction of burrowing animals on the ground layer

is

not an

important factor in the Lower Montane association, except for the acred squirrel in the midden piles. Gophers enter the climax
and ground squirrels only to a limited extent. An average
of 12 summer gopher diggings and 20 ground squirrel burrows was
found in 1 hectare and part of this area was not climax.
Ants, particularly (^f the genus Camponotus, play a large ])art in
tivity of the

very

little

breaking

down

logs that are fairly well decayed.

Cerambycidae and Buprestidae mine

Several species of

fallen logs in various stages of

disintegration.

There is little plant life associated directly willi the soil layer. A
few mosses and lichens, also characteristic of tlie L'jiper Montane, are
to be found, and fungi of many kinds grow in the litter and on the
fallen logs and stumps.
Ants are the most important invertebrates in the soil layer, although
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up into the

cliiiil)

lievl),

About 527r of the invertehrate population

in

slirub

and tree

open spaces

is

layers.

ants, but

where they build
their nests. About 507c of the logs or rocks turned over had ant nests
under them. The giant carpenter ant (Cauiponotus hcrciilcamis tvhym-

the greater concentrations are under logs and rocks

most frecpiently found nesting in well decayed logs where it
usually has extensive galleries. Six other species of ants have been
found in the ground layer. Ants form a large part of the food of the
red-shafted flicker which is often seen tearing at the decayed logs.

pcri)

is

Mollusks do not usually appear in samples taken in exposed places,
rocks.
but live almost exclusively under the protection of logs and
upon
depending
deal
good
a
numbers
Furthermore they fluctuate in
the

amount

of precipitation.

During the summer of 1940 when there

September, mollusks disappeared almost
winter of heavy
entirely. In the summer of 1941, however, following a
throughevidence
in
were
and consistent summer rains, mollusks

was

rain

little

from June

to

snow

occasionally apout the season. They were abundant under logs and
common
peared in samples in open areas. J^itrina alaskana is the most
of
population
mollusk of the community, comprising about 75 7o of the
occur
to
Six other species of lesser abundance are also known
snails.

here.

and millipeds have been found m
about
24^0 of the average inverteform
together
and
exposed places
making up 8% of the
spiders,
of
species
Three
brate population.
of mites as yet
number
are
a
there
and
found
population, have been
to the exoccur
Diptera
and
beetles
of
larvae
undetermined. Insect

Two

species each of centipedes

tent of about

12%

of the average population.

Beetles are present in

beetle {Ptcrground layer but not conmion.
but is often
rocks,
and
logs
under
ostichus protractus) is found mostly
There
night.
at
ground
the
of
seen moving about over the surface

The northern ground

the

under nearly every log turned over.
were found
Several species of the staphylinid sul)faiuil_\ Aleocharinae
but as yet are undetermined,

are from

b.

1

to 5 of these beetles

Low Shrub-Herb Layer

Society

the
mixture of low shrubs and herbs, difficult to separate in
The
layer.
in
this
together
considered
quantitative samples, are here
Oregon grape
principal shrubs are Pachistima myrsinites and the

A

{Odostemon repots).

monium

alhiflorum,

Some
Sophia

cordifolia, Viola montancnsis.

of the

more common herbs

Icpiostylis,

are:

Mitella stcnopetala,

ThaUcirum

Pole-

Arnica

fcndleri. Smilacina sessili-
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bract eata,

and Galium

tri-

fioruni.

The density of the vegetation
amount of shade. In places where

in

this

upon the

society depends

the tree canopy

is

very dense there

practically no undergrowth, but in areas where an opening permits
some direct sunlight the growth ma)- be very luxuriant.
About 32 identified species of invertebrates are known to inhabit
this community.
These include 7 species of spiders, 4 of beetles, 2 of
is

Hemiptera, 3 of Diptera, 7 of leafhoppers, 3 of aphids, 3 of ants and

4 species of parasitic Hymenoptera.
Leafhoppers comprise about 61 76 of the average invertebrate population.
These are made up mostly of a small pale brown species,
Dikraneura carneola, which is very common throughout the mountains,
and a small green species of the Empoasca fabae group. These leafat least

May to September, but August and Septemshow an incearse of about 4 times that of June and

hoppers are present from
ber populations
Jul}'.

may

This

be associated with vegetation growth, since the herbs

ordinarily do not

become well grown

until the

middle of July,

Tall Shrub Society
The tall shrub society

c.

consists mainly of two species, the nincbark
(Fhysocarpus malvaceus) and the mountain ash (Sorbus scopnlina).
Ninebark is a shrub of medium height, averaging 4 feet; while the

ash
a

is taller,

number

often reaching a height of 8 or 10 feet.

of

other shrubs in

the

There are

layer including the

also

serviceberry

{Amelanchier alnifolia), mountain willow {Salix scouleriana) mounmaple (Acer glabrum), chokecherry {Primus nielanocarpa) thim,

tain

,

Ijleberry

(Rubus parviflorus)

,

and

bitter

buffaloberry

(Lepargyrea

coJiadensis)

About 9

Many

species of spiders have been found on the shrul) layer.
specimens could be determined only to genus so that it was

to trace the seasonal occurrences.
Theridion placens and
Para phidip pus »iaryinatus appeared the most times in samples and
in the greatest numbers.
Spiders formed an average of 12% of the
difficult

invertebrate population.

Two

species of weevils,

satchensis Tanner, are very

Thrlcolcpis inornata and Dyslobus wa-

common on

from about the middle of June
they comprise about

40^

ninebark and other shrubs

to the first of July.

During

of the invertebrate population.

that time

Details of

known but Thricolepis feeds on the leaves
of the chokecherry, ninebark and other shrubs, while Dyslobus seems
to be confined mostly to ninebark.

their life histories are not
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Eight species of Diptera were
liitiii,i,^

cially

identitietl

Vol.

V'l,

from the shrub

Xos.

hiyer.

1-4,

Two

Syiiiphoromyia fitlvipcs and Clirysops noctifcr were espeabundant from about June 15 to July 15 in 1940. In 1941 they
flies

did not appear until July

and remained

1

until

about x\ugust

15.

They

seem to use shrubs, and to a lesser degree herbs, as resting places.
Deer seem to be annoyed considerably by these flies. This may partly
account for the seeming tendency for the deer to move into the Upper
Montane in mid-summer, since these flies are not nearly so abundant
there.

Aphids formed an average of about liY/c of the invertebrate popuMyzus monardac was the most abundant species.
lation on shrul)S.
Leaf hoppers of 4 species ccnnprised about
Populations of

all

16%

of the population.

the invertebrates of the shrub layer except leaf-

hoppers was highest in June and July and dropped ott in August and
September. This may have been due in part to a drying up of the
leaves during late summer however, the chief cause was the browsmg
;

of
d.

some sheep

in the area

The Tree Layer

during the

latter part of the season.

Society

formed by the canopy of the Douglas fir {Pscudotsuga mucronata) and the white fir (Abies concolor). Since only
two or rarely three species of plants are involved it presents a somem
wdiat monotonous habitat, and the animals are relatively fewer

The

number

A

tree layer

is

as well as in species represented.

characteristic of this layer

spiders.

The

is

a large proportionate

number

of

Araneida here form about 37 ^r of the invertebrate popu-

This seems to distinguish the Lower from the Upper Montane,
since the latter possesses a much lower population especially m the
subclimax type found on Timpanogos. At least 7 species of spiders
were found in the tree layer, but many of the young speimens could

lation.

Those species found most often
in the samples were Araiica displicata and Pliilodroiiius pacificHS.
Another feature of the tree la>er is the large number of Diptera
in
that are constantly seen tiying about in open spaces in the canopy
followmg
the
of
Syrphidae
mainly
are
flies
These
weather.
sunnv
Syrphus
species: Metasyrphns hin'ujcr, Mctasyrphus lapponicus, and

not be determined beyond the genus.

use the trees as resting places between flights.
They are an important source of food of Hammond's flycatcher.
in
consideral)le number of flies of the family Anthomyidae appeared
npinator.

These

flies

A

the samples in July, but were not found at other periods.

Leafhoppers were far

less

abundant than on the herb and shrub

29
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Ants, beetles, insect larvae, Hemiptera, and parasitic

layers.

Hymen-

optera appeared in minor numbers.
Most of the invertebrate animals occurred in such small numbers
that

it

was

any population changes in summer. Ant
remained about the same throughout the sum-

difficult to detect

populations of the

soil

Leafhoppers showed a definite tendency to increase gradually
from Tune to September in the two layers where they were abundant.
Spiders in the tree la}er appeared to reach their greatest abundance
This may
in July and to drop oil markedly in August and September.
be due to migration into the herb and shrub layers during this period,

mer.

seems to be an increase here in spiders of the same species.
four species have been found in both layers.

since there

At

least

ASPEX SUBCI.IMAX

2.

The

greater part of the

Lower Montane Forest

of Mt.

Timpanogos

occurs in the form of a subclimax forest of aspen which may be technically known as the Populus trcinitloidcs Associes (Aspen Associes).

The aspen

is

capable of growing through a considerable range of

alti-

tude and in a variety of habitats and assumes a somewhat different

form depending upon local conditions. On steep hillsides where soil
shallow and pressure of snow against the trunks is great, the trees
are scrubby and distorted and present few characteristics of a mature

is

forest.

In areas subject to snowslides the trees occur in groves of

upon how recently they were swept away
These snowslides effect large areas in the Timpanogos
region, so that there are many places where the aspens are kept in a
perpetual state of immaturity and never gain such proportions that

different heights depending

by the snow.

they

may

be called trees.

older and best developed aspen forests occur on the flattened
benchlands of the north and west shoulder of the mountain where the

The

soil

is

deep and

rich,

moisture content

is

comparatively higher, and

there are none of the devastating effects of snowslides. In other sections of the Wasatch they are found under similar conditions of sta-

between seven and eight thousand feet.
In such areas these forests have apparently gone on for several hundreds of years, judging from the large trunks of fallen trees in various
Scattered
stages of decay that are to be found on the forest floor.
through these forests are large specimens of white fir, showing fire

bility.

The

altitude range

is

which may have been llie rem.nins of an old conilcrous lorest.
who have been acquainted with the area for man\years claim that a coniferous forest was swept off l)y -fire- ab(nit 70
scars,

Certain sheepmen
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seems

ii

to the writer that if

would be more evidence

there

appears likely that

such a

if

Vol. VI. NoS. 1-4,

in the
fire

form of

occurred

such were the case
scarred stumps.

tire

it

It

must have taken place

several hundreds of years a^o.

The

principal area of study for the aspen forests

Camp and

referred to as station 2 (Fig. 3).

is

many

old forest with

It

was at Big Tree
was situated in an

large living trees that frecjuently gain a diameter

There are also many other dead standing

of 18 inches.

trees as well as

fallen logs in various stages of decav.

Ground Layer Socies

a.

Reactions of plants and animals are evident here as
forest, hut are of a

somewhat

in the

climax

Fallen logs, stumps

different nature.

and branches are much in evidence covering an estimated 10-20% of
the ground surface.
A luxuriant growth of herbs as well as aspen
leaves added each autumn have built up a rich loam several feet thick.
There is no thick layer of leaves on the forest floor as there is in the
conifers since the aspen leaves disintegrate
in a

more

year or two, and are quickly added to the

The

soil

rapidly, usually

turning activities of animals are here

tant than in the conifer forest.

Counts show a

v^^ith-

soil.

much more impor-

maximum

of 40 gopher

diggings and 60 ground squirrel holes per hectare. Each gopher working consists of a chain of earth [)iles from ten to twenty feet long.

Gophers are active throughout the year, and in early spring, just after
the snow has gone, their winter cores that are made as they burrow
in the snow often form a continuous network over the ground that

may

It was estimated that
was turned over annualh' in

cover the entire forest.

fully a third of the soil

importance of

this reaction to the

in

many

tliis

places

wav.

The

forest floor lias been descril)ed bv

Grinnell (1923).

The ground

layer contains

many

of the invertel)rates

common

to

ground layer of the coniferous forest, but they occur in greater
numbers. The average population of all invertebrates in the conifer
the

forest
1.30

was about 52 per square meter wliile that of the aspens was
10).
There were 2 species of mollusks. 2 centipedes. 2

TFig.

millipedes, at least 10 species of spiders. 15 of beetles. 5 of ants,
5 species

Ants are relatively
populations.

]-5eetles

less

abundant, forming only \2^c of the

are relatively

nearly 50^^ of the total ])oi)ulation.

been found
is

and

of ground nesting social wasps identified in this studv.

the most

in this layer.

common

(.See

total

much more abundant and make up
T-'ight

appendix

species of Carabidae have

T>.)

species found under logs.

Pfcrostichus protractus

Smaller species of the

Nov.

15,
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colfopkTous iicnera Henihidion. L'nlatlnis and lUeohrus are usuallv
found in samples taken in exposed areas although at least 13 species
of Carabidae and Staphylinidae appeared in the cjuantitative samples.
Beetles along with ants are eaten extensivelv bv the robin, red-

shafted flicker, and hermit thrush

The

the ground.

of which feed a great deal on

all

ruffed and dusky grouse also scratch a great deal in

soil especiall}' in spring and early summer, before fruits are ripe.
few stomachs that the writer has been able to examine have shown
parts of ground beetles in the contents.
In dry years especially, such as the summer of 1940. a numl)er of
species of paper w^asps of the family \'espidae construct their nests
under logs or piles of leaves and debris. The most common species
are Vespida norzvegica norvcgicoidcs, J\ vulgaris, J', orcnarla, and

the

A

['.

The

Jiiacitlata.

named

last

species

but occasionally builds underground.

more commonly
would appear

It

nests in trees
to the writer

after several years of observation, that lack of beating rains, especially

during midsummer, favors the survival of wasp colonies

may

rains tend to destroy the paper nests.

This

abundance

records at the

dry years.

in

ranger station show the

Precipitation

summer

;

while heavy

account for their

South Fork

of 1928 to be extremely dry, and

it

They were

known that wasps were unusually abundant that year.
abundant again in 1940, another dry summer, and scarce in 1941 when
there were continuous summer showers. These wasps lap up honey
dew secreted by aphids and prey upon leafhoppers and possibly other
They have many times stolen leafhoppers from tips while
insects.
is

the writer
b.

was preserving specimens,

The Herb Layer
The herb

Socies

layer socies

shows

in

many

places the eft'ects of over-

grazing, which results in a growth of rank herljs that reach a height
of three or four feet.

The most conspicuous

head (Rudbeckia occidentails)

,

stickseed (Lappida floribunda)
certain places the

tall

and

common bracken

occurs almost to the exclusion of
tion about 15 other species of

of these are the nigger-

larkspur (Dclphimiim occidciitalc)
tall
(

senecio (Seiiccio serra^

all otiier

common

spring

ium

l)eaut)-

plants.

There are
is

a vege-

)

In contrast to the condition found

Lower

in addi-

composed chiefly of two earl\- blooming species: the
iClaytonia lanccolata) and dog-1oothed lily (Erythron-

pari'ifloriiin

of the

In

forbes.

In early spring, immediately follo\\ing the snow, there
tational aspect

.

Ptcridiuiii aqudiiiioii piibescens)

in the

climax coniferous forest

Montane, a great man\- grasses are to be found in the

Now

1945

15.
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aspen forest.

ht'rb layer of the

v^>3

These grasses consist hoth of

\allev

grassland forms that are able to penetrate to this altitude and species

which are more characteristic of the montane and northern floras.
Those species that are common to lower elevations include: .Ic/ropvroti
inernie, and Ely m us glaucus dominants of the Palouse Prairie (Clements and Shelford. 19v^9, p. 291), and Bromns carinatiis. Species that
are principally montane include: Poa pratciisis, Poo citrta, .Ujropxro)!
subsecundiim, Agrostis hieinalis, Stipa
Stipa pinetorum, and a

The herb

common

Icffcrniaiii,

Stipa colitnibiaiia.

Carer fcstivcUa.

sedge,

At
Hemiptera, 9 of leafhoppers and 4 of
psyllids and aphids were identified. In addition there have been found
la^er supports a high population of invertebrates.

least 18 species of Diptera, 5 of

and 14 of parasitic Hymenoptera of the Braconidae,

3 species of ants

Dryinidae. Ichneumonidae, and Chalcidoidea.

may

dryinid Antcon

It is

pr()])able that th('

be parasitic on some of the leafhoppers of the

community, but it has not been possible to show which
Leafhoppers are the most abundant insects found
comprising
extent of

38%

11%. and Hemiptera form 11%.
few birds

In

this

layer,

Diptera occur to the

of the invertebrate population.

layer in general in forests, very

species.
in

common

visit

with the herb

the herbs for food.

l)resumal)ly because of the difficulty in lighting on the fragile plants.

However, the house wren has been seen on stalks of niggerhead where
was apparently feeding on aphids and leafhoppers.

it

In addition to the species
a

number

The most common

out the summer.
n. centralis,
c.

Thf.

in

sampling, there are

Shrub Layer
layer

ferous forest.
In

species are Brcnius occideiitalis.

oppositus, B. hifariiis, and B. niforiiiftits.

/•>'.

The shrub
thickets.

commonly taken

of bumble l)ees (Bremidae) that visit the herb layer through-

conspicuous

in the

aspens than

in the coni-

appears as scattered clumj)s rather than continuous

It
all

Socii-:s

is less

cases

The most common

it

is

far less conspicuous than the herb layer.

shrub, especially in the vicinity of station

2, is

the

which stands to a height of
3 or 4 feet in many places.
The snowberry (Syiii phoricarpos vaccUiioides) is also frequently found esjiecially in rocky soil. Low-growing
shrubs such as Pachystima and Odostemon are found on steep slopes.
Most of the sampling for this study was done on red elderberry
and snowberry. Invertebrates found here and identified include at
\\'(]

least

elderberry

(

SaDibitcits inicrohotrys)

13 species of

I)ii)tera,

4 of Hemiptera. 6 of leafhoppers, 3 of

aphids, 3 of ants, and 7 of parasitic Hynu-noplera of the ("halcidoidea,

Braconidae, and IchnQumonidae.
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In the shrub layer, leafhoppers are again the most abundant in-

34%

vertebrates, forming about

many

cluding

of the total population.

Diptera, in-

Anthomyidae, are also very abundant and
form about 20% of the total populations over all seasons and years
that samples were taken.
In this layer birds are more often seen
species of

The chipping sparrow

feeding.

a large part of the food for

The Tree Layer

d.

its

is

especially

common

young from the shrub

here and gains
layer,

Socjes

The aspen

is the only plant dominant in the community and forms
canopy of the forest. A few conifers occur over the area but the
samples were confined entirely to the aspens.

the

In this

community there have been

identified about 3 species of

aphids, 5 of leafhoppers, 3 of Hemiptera, 5 of ants and a

of parasitic
in this

half as

Hymenoptera and

few species

Less species are represented
layer than in the herbs and shrubs for instance there are only
beetles.

:

many

species in the tree layer as in the shrub layer.

harmony with

This

is

monotonous condition of the habitat.
Leafhoppers are by far the most conspicuous part of the leaf fauna
in general and comprise about 87% of the invertebrate population.
Most of them belong to the genus Idiocerus of which the following
in

the general

species are represented:

/.

nymphs hatch out about

the time the leaves appear

formosus,

I.

sittitralis, I.

lachrymalis.

The

and can be found
in various stages of development throughout the summer.
Leafhoppers are eaten extensively by a number of the birds of the
aspen canopy.
The warbling vireo, Audubon's warbler, and house

wren are

especially important in this respect.

In certain

localities, particularly

during the summer of 1940, the

small pale green aphid Cliaifophorns populifoliae

was abundant on the
up on the edges and
die.
These aphids excrete large c[uantities of honeydew which covers
the aspens with a sticky film and drops down on the vegetation below.
This excretion accumulates to a great exent when there are no rains
to wash it away. About 5 species of ants have been found associated
with these aphids, presumably feeding upon tlieir excretion. In addition a number of predaceous insects eat the aphids.
These include
the lady beetle Cyclomeda polita and the anthocorid bugs, Anthocoris
antevolens and Anthocoris melanoceriis.
Almost continuous files of ants of several species may be seen
leaves of the aspen causing

them

finally to curl

throughout the day traveling up and down the aspens and on the
foliage.
These insects arc eaten ])y various species of wood])eckers
and sapsuckers that are found in the aspen forest, such as the hairv

The
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sapsuckcr. and red-shafted

dicker.

Certain Lepidoptera, as

undetermined, use aspen leaves

}-et

in the

These are made either by fastening
with silk or bendins^ the leaf
them
two leaves toi,fether and sealin.u'
and
then fasteninj,'' them together
on itself until the two ed,L,fes meet
1)\' cross strands on the inside.
The larvae also feed ui>on the leaves.
These chrysalises are formed in early June and are found empt\- by

construction of their chrysalises.

mid August or sooner.
Examination of the data on season abundance shows a great deal
of irregularit}' in many of the groups, especially the ground inverteDiptera, reaching their greatest abundance in the shrub and
l)rates.
herb layers, showed a general decline in numbers as the summer advanced.
there

of interest to note that in the case of the leafhoppers

It is

was

a tendency to increase on herbs

and decrease on

trees as

bUrds in large numbers feeding on trees and
seldom feeding on herbs may have been partly responsil)le for this conThe
dition.
It is at least a matter that would be worth investigation.
be
1940
may
September
in
shrubs
on
the
leafhoppers
in
sudden drop

the season progressed.

associated with the dry

summer and

had dried up and fallen

off

by the

the fact that
first

most of the leaves
Herbs and

of September.

from this condition. A great increase in population
in the herb layer in August may be traced to the presence at that time
of large numbers of Hemiptera nymphs of the family Anthocoridae.

trees suttered less

3.

riNTA MOUiXT.MNS T.OWKR MONTANE FORE.ST

The Lower Montane

as

it

is

found

in the

Uinta Mountains has

been descri1)ed as far as the vegetation is concerned by Graham 1937.
,^1-53, 7S-77
and coincides in general with his Aspen and LodgePI).
(

)

from the Mt. Timpanogos forest principally in
the addition of two dominant trees, the lodgepole pine (Pimis murrayuna) and the yellow pine (Fiuiis pondcrosa). There are also other
minor dift'erences in vegetation.
This forest has not as yet been studied quantitatively and for this

j)ole

zones.

It

differs

reason cannot be compared with the Timpanogos forest at this tune.
Such general studies of the vertebrate animals as the writer has been

Soapstone and Elk Park indicate that the relationships
the two areas are about the same. Svihla (1932, p. 54) notes that

able to
in

the
this

make

L'tali

at

iumi)ing mouse iZa/^its f^rincc/^s

community while

mouse,

is

found only

iitaliriisis\

{Clctlirioiioniys (jap peri galci,
in the

Upper Montpinc.

is

confined to

the red-backed

Neither of these

situ-

Nov.
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ations occurs on Mt. Timpaiiogos, for the writer has fcnuul both speranging' throughout the entire

cies

writer's

work

in the

Montane

However, the

Forest.

Uintas has not disproved her statement for that

area.

Lists

birds

(jf

\\'o\\\

two areas shcnv no outstanding

the

(htferences.

THE UPPKR MOXTAiXK COXIFEROUS FOREST

B.

(

Fig.

3.)

CLIMAX FOREST

1.

The climax Upper Montane Forest

(Fig. 5)

may

be

known

tech-

nically as the Picca enychnaiini-

Abies lasiocarpa Association (Fngelmann Spruce- Alpine-Fir Association). This forest is well developed
at higher elevations in the Uinta Mountains, and there covers extensive areas. On Mt. Timpanogos it has apparently not reached a bicjtic
climax due to a variety of factors which will be considered later in
the text.

Graham

(1937, pp. 79-80

has described this forest as

it is found
were carried out
principally in the west end of the range in the vicinity of Lost Lake
(station 3).
In this area the climax forest is composed mostly of a
single dominant {Picca eiigclniaiini) wdth Abies lasiocarpa of only
secondary importance. The Rocky Mountain pine marten appears to
be chiefly confined to climax forests and reaches its greatest abundance in the Upper Montane although it undoul)tedly occurs to some

in the

extent in the
a.

t

The

writer's

Lower Montane

as well,

Uinta Alountains.

own

studies

Ground Layer Society
Upper Montane

In the

of mosses and lichens as

However,

of Canada.

Usnea do

occur.

the

is

ground

not covered with a growth

is

that of the Northern Coniferous Forests

the foliose lichens of the genera Peltiaera and

The

latter

is

most often found growing on welh

rotted logs.

Also forming a low mat on the surface of the ground,

especially in

more shaded

I\)!ytricliuiii (jraci/c

lichens are

are in the

and

places, are a

number

of mosses including

These mosses and
Upper Montane than thex-

I'olxtric'nini jnni l^criintin.

much more consi)icuous
Lower Montane.

in

the

Reactions of the organisms of the Upper Montane are

same

in

general

Lower. Fallen logs and branches are a cons])icuous
feature of the forest floor, covering from 10% to 30% of the ground

die

surface.

as in the

Due

to the extremel}' shallow

nature of the

soil,

windf.alls

are frequent, and bare areas resulting from uprooted trees are con-

spicuous features of the forest

floor.
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The carpet of decaying
Montane but is nevertheless
are not nearly so
trees in
bers.

which

leaves

Midden

common presumably

alpine three-toed

1-4.

Lower

piles of the red scjuirrel

because there are more hollow

to store the cones, but they

The Rocky Mountain

\1, Xos.

not as thick as in the

is

present.

\'ol.

do occur in scattered num-

hairy woodpecker and presumably the

woodpecker contribute somewhat

to the litter of the

by flipping ofl:" the scales of the bark of the Engelmann
spruce. This is done as the birds search for food, and the scale piles
are often conspicuous about the bases of both dead and living trees.
forest floor

Since gophers and ground scjuirrels seldom enter these climax forests there is little

The

burrowing

activity carried

on there.

invertebrate animals of the ground are not abundant and are

confined mostly to the undersides of logs and rocks.
vertebrates found in this layer includes

1

of spiders, 9 of beetles and 3 of ants.

There are

A

list

species of mollusk,

of the in-

4 species

also several species

of mites as yet undetermined.

Invertebrate populations in the ground are among the lowest of
any of the communities studied (Fig. 10). They are much lower than
those of the Lower Montane climax 18 as compared to 52 per square
meter)
Spiders and mites are the most numerous and together form
about ^7^0 of the invertebrates. Ants are much less abundant, there
being none represented in the samples taken. Nearly all of the ants
occur under the protection of logs and rocks, and even there are much
less abundant than in the Lower Montane.
Wheeler (1917j states
that this same condition occurs in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, and
that it Is due to cold and more moisture, both of which together are
unfavorable to ants.
Myriapods, while present, are not nearly as
abundant as in the Lower Montane.
Mollusks are limited both as to number and species. They are also
very uncommon in ponds of the area. This absence of mollusks is
probably due in part at least to the fact that the water and soil are
acid, the substratum of cjuartzite making it difficult for them to elabo(

.

rate the calcareous materials necessary for the shells.
b.

The Herb-Low Shrub

Society

The undergrowth in this layer is composed of low-growing shrubs
and herbs so intimately mixed together that it is difficult to separate
them in cjuantitative collecting. There is no tall shrub layer as there
is in the Lower Montane.
The most conspicuous of the shrubs are
two species of blueberry (Vacciniiini oreopJiihiui and J\ scoparium).
These often form a dense mat 4 to 6 inches high. Another shrub,
slightly taller, is the red gooseberry (Ribes montigenum) which usu-
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more conspicuous

of the

herbs of this community include Pedicularis racemosa, Thlaspi glaucuni,

Erigeron salsiiyinosus, Juncus

liallii,

Foa

fendlcriana, Trisetum

spicatum, Erythroniuin parviflorum and several species of Carex.

The

invertebrate fauna of the herb-shrub layer

scanty and

is

comparatively

composed mostly of small Diptera and leafhoppers.

is

There are recorded

in

the writer's notes 7 species of Diptera, 5 oi

and 1 aphid. There are also 3 species of parasitic Hymenoptera, and 2 species of ants.
Diptera are the most abundant invertebrates of the herb-shrub
Leafhoppers comlayer, and constitute about 41% of the population.
make
up the rest. The
other
forms
and
several
of
the
total,
prise 30%
leafhoppers,

psyllid,

1

high percentage of Diptera corresponds with the condition in the

northern coniferous forests.
c.

The Tree Layer

Society

The tree layer is composed
mann spruce and the alpine

of the

two dominant

The

fir.

latter

plants, the Lngel-

species has the lower

branches resting on the ground and these, eventually becoming buried,
take root and send up shoots so that the trees tend to stand in clumps

This situation does not prevail so

or bushes.

The

Montane

forests.

ground.

The Engehiiann spruce

much

comes

tree layer, therefore,

all

in the

the

this habit of

also adopts

way

Lower
to the

growth

to

a lesser degree.

In the tree layer there were identified about 10 species of Diptera,
5 of spiders,

1

of leafhoppers, 2 of psyllids,

1

of aphids, and about 9

of parasitic Hymenoptera.

In the tree layer, Diptera again

about

69%

pla3^s

an important part, forming

of the average invertebrate population.

Spiders and para-

Hymenoptera each make up 13% while leafhoppers only form
about 2%. The spiders are proportionately less abundant than they
sitic

Lower Montane. Invertebrates of the trees are eaten by
and Audubon's warbler and also by the chipping sparrow.
Hairy and alpine three-toed woodpeckers gain a large part of their
food by prying off flakes of bark. Small spiders and the cocoons of
certain Lepidoptera have been found under this bark.
Invertebrates are so few in all of the layers that the collection data
indicate practically nothing regarding their seasonal abundance. Mosquitoes of the genus Aedes hatch out in the numerous lakes and ponds

are in the
kinglets

of the area in early June.
forests

Many

of these

make

and are there taken on the herb-shrub and

insects last until about the middle of July.

their \vay into the
tree layers.

These

This seasonal appearance
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blance between the
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is

.'uioIIkt

Ltxlgepole subclimax of the

1910

(Clements,

ing burns

point

ot

.)1.

Rasiii Naturalist

\

I,

Xos.

l-'^.

general resem-

forests.

TllK I.()1k;F,1'OLK SL'HCLIMAX

with that of the ]>ower Alontane.

meadows bordering

\

Montane and northern

L'i)i)er

2.

The

]l.\N\\.\Rn

lakes

1

and

I'lg.

(

it

is

is

coextensive

the lirst conifer stage follow-

the

lirst

f(;rest

tree

to

invade

The aspen subclimax does

C).

5,

Montane

L'i)i)er
is

not

Upper Montane in the Uinta Mountains. (Jn Mt. Timpaand
most
of the Wasatch Mountains the lodgepole pine is absent.
nogos
but in the northern Wasatch it occupies the same positi(rii as it does

occur

in the

Uintas.

in the

Xo

extensive investigation was

in this study,

made

of the Lodgepole subclimax

but from general observations

it

would appear that

sofar as major and minor influents are concerned
the adjoining climax.
trees

grow

In

some places

it

especiall}' in

so close together rhat there

is

in-

essentially like

young stands

the

practically no undergrowth.

is

This condition undoubtedly influences the animals of the lower socies,
but the details of this have not as yet been worked out.
i.

THK SFKUCK-FIK .SUBCLIMAX

(Ficca ciKichnaniii-Abics lasiocarpa Associes)

The ."^[jruce-Fir subclimax (Fig. 5) comprises practically the enSuch communities
tire Upper Montane forest on Mt. Timpanogos.
have been called "Physiographic Climaxes" by Tansley (1935, p. 292),
fall under the term subclimax as applied by

but would undoubtedly

Weaver and Clements

(1938.

p.

81

i.

Perhaps the term psysiographic

subclimax might be appropriate here.
Ih.ese

Upper Montane subclimaxes

occiu"

over great areas in the

Pock)' Mountains and are extremely important features of the general

bio-ecology of the areas in

The
ticjns

often found in

1.

they occur.

may

common

tliis

subclimax are combina-

and rugged terrane that is
the higher elevations of mountains.
These ph\\sical

of phx'sical forces

forces

wliicli

factors that are resptjnsible for

to steej)

be summarized as follows

InstabilUy of slopes due to steepness.

In man_\- places the

soil

and loose rocks are continuously shifting due to the force of gravity,
water, frost, and animals, so that it is difficult for even pioneer plants
to gain a foothold and stabilize the Cfjmmunity.
2.

drcal areas of exposed rock surface.

Sheer

clilTs (jftcn

hun-

Nov.

IS. 194.1
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Fig. 5.
A, Climax Upper Montane forest with subalpine meadow m foretiround
near Lost Lake, Uinta Mountains.
B, Subclimax Upper Montane forest showing;
open growth, rim of Timpanogos Cirque. C, Succession stages in Upper Montane
forest near Dianvmd Lake, Uinta Mountains
(a) water lilies in pond, (b) Vaccinium and willow bordering water, (c) sedges and grasses, (d) lodgepole pine
subclimax. D, Floor of climax Upper Montane forest, Uinta Mountains. E, Lower
Montane climax showing cott(jnwocds and aspens bordering the stream in foreground, .\spen Grove, Mt. Timpanogos. F, Aspen replacement by conifers (Abies
coucolor). near Aspen Grove, l\Tt. Timpanogos.
:
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dreds of feet high are devoid of most vegetation except Hchens and
in favorable places.

mosses

and landslides, persistent over large areas, prevent
growth of forests by continually sweeping them ofif and allow only

3.

the

Siioivslidcs

shrubbery or herbaceous vegetation to gain a permaiient foothold.
In winter on Mt. Timpanogos snowslides are almost continuous and
devastating to

tall

vegetation.

Length of time the snow is on the ground is an important
4.
On the high altitude Timpanogos cirques, prevailing winds
factor.

from the west

pile

snow

to a

depth of

many

feet

and

in early

summer

As a result
these piles are effectively shaded by surrounding cliff's.
summer
and a
some patches of snow remain throughout the entire
third to a half of the ground may be covered with snow until the
middle of July (Fig. 12, A). The growing seasons, therefore, are
very short (not more than two months) and the growth of trees is
prevented even where altitude and soil conditions would normally per-

As

mit the development of forests.

a result, in places that are free

from snowslide action the growing season is so shortened due to persistence of snow that trees are able to grow only on exposed ridges
where the snow cover leaves earliest in the summer.
5.
Fire resulting either from human agencies or lightning is anJudging
other factor that modifies these Upper Montane Forests.
peaks
high
from the vicious thunder storms that play around these

summer, trees standing on exposed ridges may be frequently struck
and set afire. As a result, many trees, fire scarred and dead remain
Following such fires the Engelmann spruce seems to be
standing.

in

slower to recover, but the alpine

grows up

to

fir,

being able to produce vegetatively,

form dense and scrubby mats around the bases

or living trees that have escaped the

of dead

fire.

Aside from the physical factors mentioned above, the generally
well drained slopes and limestone substratum tend to
less acid

make

the soil

than in the Uinta Mountains, and as a result a number of

the typically acid-loving plants such as Vaccinium,

Kalmia and Ledum

are absent.

The

total effect of all of the

above mentioned forces

is to

produce

from the extensive clia vegetative aspect that is
max forests of the Uinta Mountains. The dominant trees, where they
strikingly different

occur at

all.

are found as small open groves or as single individuals.

The Engelmann spruce appears
often grows to considerable

to cope best with these conditions

size,

but the alpine

fir,

and

except at lower

elevations and in protected ]>laces. presents generally a

krumholz

as-

Nov.
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and densely matted clusters a few

in stunted

many

Occupying steep slopes between
uriant growth of shrubby and herbaceous vegetation
development through both hydroseres and xeroseres.
the trees in

usually well watered at least during the early

feet high.

places
in

all

is

a lux-

stages of

The slopes
summer by the run

are
off

from melting snows and in winter they are completely covered by
snow and swept with snowslides.
The net effect upon the animals of the community resulting fronn
the conditions described above
1.

An

all

groups which

is

gen-

Upper Montane Forests are
from the community. The red squirrel, for

Certain animals, typical of climax

example,

is

rarely encountered in these communities; while such birds

jay. Rocky Mountain pine grosbeak. Bent
and alpine three-toed wookpecker have not been found.

Rocky Mountain

crossbill

On

twofold:

subclimax or earlier serai stage.

quite or nearly absent

as the

at least

increase of animal populations in

erally indicative of a
2.

is

the other hand, the general climatic conditions, coupled with

dominant trees and the great majority of animal
shows the undoubted relationship of this community with the
Upper Montane Forest in general, and in other portions of the Wasatch range, where conditions are more stabilized and less rugged,
climax forests do develop. The study of the Spruce-Fir subclimax
as it occurs on Mt. Timpanogos was carried out on the rim of Timpanogos cirque at an elevation of about 9,800 feet. This area was known
It represents actually the upper limit of the community
as station 4.
which occurs here at a lower elevation due to the great accumulation
of snow on the cirques as described above.
It borders, therefore, the
Alpine Meadow and has the appearance of an ecotone. The station,
however, was representative of the subclimax forest and from the
standpoint of animals possessed none of the characteristics of the
the presence of the
species

Alpine Meadow.
a.

Ground Layer Socies

The ground layer of the Upper Montane subclimax has much the
same character as that of the climax. The soil forms little more than
a veneer over the rocky substratum.

needles and in

many

reaction the soil

is

the surface are a

few

Tliere

places fallen logs are

is

a thin layer of conifer

much

in evidence.

about neutral on Mt. Timpanogos.

number of mosses,

In

pH

Growing over

particularly Polytrichum,

and a

foliose lichens.

Invertebrate populations are

extremely low as they are in the
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1.

L'ppcr Moiilanc climax of the L'iiitas. Two species of mollusks. 2 of
centipedes. 5 of spiders. 4 of beetles, and o of ants have been idenlismall anitied. There were also some undetermined mites, and other
mals.

There was an averai^e of only 16 animals per square meter in
exposed places. Of these. 50% were beetle and Diptera larvae. 25 7r
were mites. 127^ ants, and \2% beetles. The beetles found in open
The percentaj^^e of ants is
l)laces were mostly small Staphylinidae.
somewhat higher here than in the climax Upper Montane, presumably
because of a dryer condition due to more exposure to the sun.
Mollusks were more abundant under logs than in the climax UpThis seems

per Montane.

to be correlated

with

less acidity in the S(m1

and a greater supply of material for the construction of the shells.
As has been previously explained, the rock substratum on Mt. Timpanogos
1).

1

is

Ikki:

almost entirely limestone.

Taver

Socii-s

rather luxuriant growth of

This laver consists of a

The most common

plants.

species

herbaceous
Clematis

are Lupinus alpcstris,

pscudoalpina, McrtcHsia Iconardi, Aquilegia cacrnlca, Bistorfa histortoidcs,
lianiis,

Leptoiaenia nmltifida, Casfillcja sulpliurca, Pentstemon zvhippCirsiuiii lanceolatum, Trisetiwi spicatum, Festuca kingii, Bromus

and Carcx festivcUa.
Large numbers of insects are found

p()lxaiif!iiis,

5

in the

There are

herb layer.

8 species of Hemiptera. 10 of Diptera,

at least 7 species of beetles,

of leafhoppers, 4 of aphids. 2 of ants, and 11 of parasitic

Hymen-

optera that have been identified.

A

small leafhopper. Dikrancura canicola,

is

exceptionally abundant

and flies up in great swarms as one walks through the herbs. All
species of leafhoppers together form 5v3% of the samples of in-

20%, and Hemii)tera 10%.
form about 83^r of the total

vertebrate ])opulations. aphids comprise
llemi])tera

and

population,

The

llomojjtera

make

niptera

total

greater than

together

u])

only

7%

of the

total.

herb population in the Upper Montane subclimax was
that

studied (Ing. 10).

of corresponding layers in any other
It

max Upper Montane
factor here in

making

was about 8 times greater than
in the Uintas.

possible a

Light

is

(hrectl\-

cli-

probal)ly an important

more luxuriant growth of herbs and

favoring a higher poi)ulation of invertebrates,

have an effect

community

that of the

'idiis

factor

may

also

upon the organisms, but this would veciuire

experimental verification.

Nov.
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This layer appears as a definite uiulergrowth wlure trees are sufbe called a forest, and forms the most prominent
part of the vegetation where trees arc lacking- and areas swept Iw
ficientlv al)iin(lant to

snowslides.

Tn the vicinit)- of station 4 of this siudv sncli shrui)s as
Scniibitcits iiiicrobofhrys, Fotcntilla (jloiiicrata, Dasi-

Ribcs
ophora fruiticosa and Solix
ccrciiiii,

sp. are the

most prominent.

Invertebrates found in this community include at least 6 species
of beetles. 3 of Hemiptera. 6 of leafhoppers, 5 of Diptera, 2 of ants,

and 9 of

parasitic

Hymenoptera.

Invertebrate populations on shrul)S are only about a third as ,great
as those found on the herl^s accordin.^- to the data thus far obtained.
Leafhoppers are again the most prominent and form about 60% of
the total

6%.
d.

Hemiptera make up 10%, ants 6%., Diptera
Hymenoptera 5%.

population.

beetles

4%

and

parasitic

Trkf. L..\yfr SotiES

The

scattered nature of the dominant trees in the subclimax has

a!read\" l^een described.

Invertel)rates that

of

.^

have been identified from the tree layer consist
Hemiptera. 5
.^

species of spiders, 6 of beetles, 12 of Diptera.

leafhoppers, 2 psyllids, and 9 Hymenoptera.

Leafhoppers make up

of the total population and Diptera are

60%

represented to the extent of 15%.

Spiders comprise only

1% which

is in sharp contrast with the 57 fc of the Lower Montane climax. This
In the Lower
difl:'erence is evident in numbers as well as percentage.
Montane there was an average of 9 times more s})iders than in the
Upper Montane subclimax. The actual number of Diptera was the
same in the l^pper as in the Lower Montane l)ut the percentage was
much less in the former. In comparison with the climax Upper Montane of the Uintas the actual number of Diptera was somewhat higher,
but the percentage was again much less in the subclimax. The total
invertebrate population in the tree layer of the subclimax Upper Montane was about 6 times that of the climax (84 as com])are(l to 15 per

square meter).
Insofar as the seasonal data are significant,
general increase in populaticjns
crease in leafhoi)pers which
layers

shows

llie

is

from June

until

most regularity

Tliis

numbers but on

appears

to

seen

in

all

of

increase would seem

tlic

])lanls.

I

whole tend

l)e

a

Tlie in-

Septenil)er.

rather miiformly

associated with a corresponding maUu'ing of the
a great irregularity in

tliere

)iptera
to

to

the
l)e

show

decrease
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Larj^c- nuniliers of Hemiptera
the season advances.
disai)peared again in August
but
in
layer
herb
July,
the
appeared on
nymphs
of the family Lygaeidae
mostly
were
These
September.
and

somewhat

as

could not be determined.

tliat

4.

INVERTEBRATE ANIMALS

IN

GENERAL

invertebrates listed above in connection with the various communities represent in general the smaller species that are more or less

The

confined to particular climax and subclimax communities. Tn addition
there is a group of larger species that are usually not taken in (juantitative samples.

Many

of these are confined to serai stages that are

not included in this study, but others

fiy

freely over or into the climax

and subclimax stages or live in the wood of trees.
lUitterfiies and large Hymenoptera are the more conspicuous of
these groups.

A

partial

list

of the butterflies

is

given in the appendix.

wide distribution and often of great
are the bark 1)eetles of the genus
forests
in
coniferous
importance
have been listed and discussed
These
Dendroctonus (Scolytidae).
for the Utah area by Kartchner (1928). When these insects occur in

Another group of

epidemic form they

insects of

may

com^jletely destroy considerable areas of for-

and thus exert an important influence in the community. Such
epidemics are now in pr(jgress on the north slopes of the Uinta Mountains especially where the Black Hills beetle (Dendroctonus ponderests

osae)

is

destroying a large area of these trees estimated at four to

thousand acres.

five

The

effect of these beetles

have not

lieen noticeable in the stations

included in this study.

There are
ilies

also a large

number

of

wood boring

beetles of the

fam-

Buprestidae and Cerambycidae that attack either living trees or

trees in various stages of decay.

The

buprestid. Dicerca prolongata

attacks Cottonwood and cherry and appears to be confined mainly to

and the shrub layer of the Tower Montane. Bupresiis
fasciata laniji and B. niacuhitivcntrls ntsl'icoriun are known to mine
dead and dying Douglas fir, white fir, alpine fir, and yellow pine in
These two species are distributed throughout the northern
this area.
Clirysophana placida lives
as well as the montane coniferous forests.
in the cones and wood of live yellow pine. Douglas fir, white fir and
ali)ine fir and appears to be confined mainly to the Montane Forests.
A number of ceramb\cid or long-horned wood boring beetles is
Monochanius srufcllatus,
also found in the localities of this study.
M. oregonensis, Pachyta liturata, Ncoclytus muricaiidus, and Tragoserai stages
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soma dcpsariitni all attack the Douglas fir as well as other conifers.
The last three species also occur in the transcontinental coniferous
forests. The common round-headed apple tree borer, Saperda Candida,
Saperda calacarata occurs in
lives in wild cherry in the mountains
attacks
the alder; and Prionus caliaspens: Anoplodcra clirysocoina
fornicns is found in living and dead rcjots of Cottonwood and alder.
;

The wood boring Hymenoptera
tributed in the

montane

Sirex juvcucus and

(

Siricidae) are also generally dis-

Uroccrits calif orniciis, U. flavicornis,

forests.

Xens morrisom

are

known

to inhabit

most of the

kinds of conifers in the area.

INFLUENTS OF THE MONTANE FORESTS

C.

1.

MAJOR PERMEANT INFLUENTS

The maior permeant

inlluents include the larger

that occur throughout both the

they occur in

mammals and

Upper and Lower Montane.

birds

In general

successional stages as well as the climax but they

all

may l)e more abundant in some stages than in others.
The Rocky A'lountain mule deer (Odocoilcus hcinionus macrotus)
The habits of
is perhaps the most important of the major influents.
this animal have been described
and also by Rasmussen (1941).

by Dixon (1934)
Their findings apply well to the local

in considerable detail

animals insofar as the writer has i)een able to observe them.
is

found

in all vegetational stages

The deer

from the chaparral upward through

It occurs in the
the montane forests and into the Alpine Meadow.
montane forest principally in .summer and early autumn and moves

into the chaparral in winter.

growth of herbs and shrubs on Mt.
Tim])anogos, the coaction of the deer on the summer range is not so
It appears, from repeated
evident as it is in some other localities.

Due

to the rather luxuriant

observations on the feeding of this animal, that

it

grazes a great deal

upon herbs during the summer months when these foods are available.
It has been noted definitely to feed on false solomon seal (Smilacina
sessilifolia) the lupine {Liipiniis alpcstris) the geranium (Geranium
richardsoni) thimbleberry {Riiluts parvifloris) and the aspen (PopuBrowsing on the aspen has been frequently obIns trcmuloides)
served and could undoubtedly be a significant coaction where deer
populations are high and other foods not available. Nearly all of the
undergrowth in the montane forests seems to be utilized, unless it is
the Vaccinium of the Uinta Mountains which does not seem to be
,

.

palatable to these animals.

Coactions of deer on conifers has been a problem of unusual

in-
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There is circumstantial evidence in the area that the deer feeds
some extent on the terminal leaders of both species of firs, causing
them to spread out and retardinj^ their upward growth. This coaction
is especially noticeable where seedlings of these trees are coming up
under aspen forests. It is likely that the snowshoe rabbit is responsible for a certain amount of this work but the writer has never succeeded in separating the two or has he ever seen either, animal in the
Dixon 1934) regards Abies concolor as of
act of eating these trees.
r.iaior importance as a deer ftjod and states that Pscudofsii-.ja r-ntcmhas sliown the eltect of the
I'.aUi is also eaten.
Rasmussen (1941
tt-rest.

to

(

i

deer on the xellow

He

on the Ka.ibab Plateau of Arizona.

i)ine

out in this connection that the

damage

before more palatable food

available.

is

is

done mostly

The

points

in early spring

possil)ility that

sheep.

much of the Wasatch
Mountains, may be responsible for part of the damage to young conifers should not be overlooked.
How'ever, Young and others (1942)
sliow that in northern Idaho, damage to conifers was slight even in
heavily grazed areas, and in such areas was due mainh' to tramplin.g
winch are grazed

in consideral)le

rather than foraging.
the deer
forest

is

If this statement of

Dixon

is

true for this area.

surely a great factor in retarding the replacement of aspen

by conifers since

7S%

such places fully

this coaction is evident

the vegetation.

over large areas.

In

of the trees are damaged.

Population estimates of deer
ticularly difficult

mals seen

numl>ers over

has been par-

at the stations studied

and the density of
The general observation gained from records of anidue

to the steepness of the hills

in the process of field

work has indicated that they are fairly
Montane Forest in early summer

evenly distrilnited over the entire

but that in August and .September

tlu\-

tend to concentrate

at

higher

altitudes.

On

distance of al)out
9,

11

;

American Fork circpie covering a
4 miles the following numlters were seen: August
12; August 15. 5.

three successive trips to the

August

12.

This undoul)tedly represents
brush of great density.

The

where abundant along

trails

a very small percentage of the

btit

animals actually present along the

trail,

for the

way

leads through

tracks and droppings of deer are every-

or near watering places,

of their feeding are often difficult to distinguish

tlie

effects

tliose

of the

I)ut

from

domestic sheep.

Deer appear

to be

nogos than they are
likely that this

more abimdant
in

the L^pper

at the present

Montane

may always have been

n\

time on Mt. Tim]ia-

the Uintas.

the case since there

is

It

far

seems

more
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elevations on Timganogos.

As has been

previously stated the deer does not seem to browse extensively,

if

at

on the species of Vaccinium which form a large part of the undergrowth in the higher portions of the Uintas. Dixon (1934) does
not include this genus in a long list of plants eaten by the mule deer
all,

in California.

The American Wapiti

("elk") {Ccn'iis canadensis canadensis) for-

merlv occurred naturally on

mains of the animal found

Timpanogos

j\It.

m

caves.

It

is

as

not

evidenced by re-

is

known

exactly

when

they disappeared from the area, but they have recently been restored
The history of the
as a small herd on the west side of the mountain.

herd

is

given in a letter from the Utah State Fish and (iame Depart-

ment as follows
"The Timpanogos elk herd had its origin in 1925 when one spike bull and
cows were released. No hunting was permitted until 1932 when eight permits were issued for mature bulls and seven animals were killed. In 1933 six more
bulls were killed
1936 five bulls and 22 cows were trapped and transplanted in
other areas. In 1937 eight bulls and eight cows were killed. The herd now (1939)
numbers about 25 head."
eight

;

There has been
are so restricted in
to the

little

opportunity to observe these animals, but they

numbers and area

communities as

The Kocky Mountain Bighorn
l)een

little

im])ortance

(

Oz'is canadensis

canadensis) has

reported in the early literature for Mt. Timpanogos

1*^27, p.

h^)rk

that they are of

a whole.

Canyon

mountain

The

(Barnes,

175), and remains of this sheep have been found in American
caves.

However, none

of the animals occurs on the

at the present time.

may in the past have been considered
major inlluents have now largely disap[)eared from the area. Judgmg from the common occurrence of claw marks on the trunks of aspen
trees the black bear (Euarctos aniericanus ssp.) must formerly have
been quite common on Mt. Timpanogos, and a few are to be found
there to the preesnt day.
In about seven years of field work on the
mountain the writer has seen only one, but there are reliable reports
larger carnivors which

as

of several others.

This information points

to the existence of at least

three of the animals on the mountain in 19,^7.
for the

summer

of 1941.

C)ne

was

also reported

Reliab\^ reports indicate that there are

still

a few bear in the Uinta Mountains but no actual figures are available.

The Great P)asin cfwote (Canis lalrans Icstcs) has been seen or
at all stations on Mt. Timpanogos and at Lost Lake in the l^intas.

heard

roams throughout
summer and winter.
It

countered

in the

all

of ihc communities oi the mountains both in

Dropjjings

course of

.-ind

field work".

other signs are fre(|uentlv en
It

aiiitcars tint in

common

with
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The nKmntain l)ol)cat Lyii.r uiiita is still to be found in small
numbers accordinir to reports. A sheepherder showed the writer two
skulls and skins of bobcats taken in the Lower Montane, and there is
evidence that they are present in the L'jjper Montane also. There is
{

)

no direct evidence available as to their food hal)its in that area.
The Rocky Mountani marten {Maries caurina oriac/ics) is i)r()babl\-

major inlluents. This
Upper Montane Forests of

of sufficient importance to be included with the

animal was formerly

Uinta Mountains.

the

seems

to

l^e

likely that

is

it

common
is

in tlie

arboreal to a considerable degree and

confined mostly to the climax forests.

information that

relial)le
it

t|uite

it

does

it

so.

The writer has no

occurs in the I^ower }ilontane Forests but

Trappers who are familiar with the habits

of the animal have told the writer that they frequently bjurrow in the

snow

in

winter and apparently travel long distances.

somewhat

It

also appears

numbers from year to ^ear.
Habits of the marten in the Umta Mountains have been studied
by W. H. Marshall of the Fish and Wildlife Service, but the results
of his findings are not as yet available.
The stomach of an animal
that the writer was able to examine contained the feathers of an unthat they fluctuate

in

identified bird.
()f the larger carnivors that

lowing are nearly or

c[uite

formerly inhabited the area, the

extirpated:

hairdi), wolf (Canis lupus youinji

(irizzly

fol-

Bear (Ursiis liornhUis

cougar {Felis orcgonensis hippoand the wolverine {Gulo luscus) .The cougar may still be presvery small numbers, and the wolverine has been reported north
)

,

Icstcs),

ent in
of Mt.
tirel}

Of

Timpanogos

in recent }ears.

The

others apparently have en-

disappeared.

Montane Forests, the yellow-haired
Rrcthizon cpixaiithuiu cpi.vantliuiu) should be classed as
a major inlluent.
This animal is found mostly in climax and subthe larger rodents of the

porcupine

(

climax forests, but
onto the Alpine

it

also

wanders

In the conifer forests the princip;d
fir,

alpine

fir,

its

in

feeding on the Douglas

as food the firs are preferred above
also greatly favored.

region.

foods

winter are the white

lodgepole pine, and k'ngelmann spruce.

seen no evidence of

this

and even

into slirubbv serai stages

Meadow.

The

all

fir.

The
Of the

The

trees used

others but the lodgepole pine

b'.ngelmann sjiruce

is

taken only rarely

In addition, most of the larger shrul)S

region are utilized.

writer has

common

writer has never found any sign of

its

to

is

in

the

feed-

ing on the as]K'n.
In the extensive aspen

f(jrests of

Mt. Timpanogos. the ])orcupine
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(leer
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'he replacement of the aspen
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rabbit. \n retard-

In the vicinity of sta-

tir.

found that out of 41 seedlinj,^ firs in a half acre
damaged to the extent that thev would probably
were
plot. 32 (78%)
This, however, would represent an cxtrem.c
maturity.
fail to reach
The feedin.i,^ was all done in one
condition.
avera.ue
rather than an
tion 2 the writer has

In the

year and ])rol)ablv by a sm.^le animal.
at

Aspen Grove

(station

It

half

fully

have been girdled near the top

Lower Montane Forest

of the remaining white

not completely killed.

l)Ut

It

is

firs

rare

aspen forest that has not been so atalways girdled
tacked. In the climax forests young white firs are nearly
not inconceivtherefore,
near the ground and completely killed. It is.

to see a lone conifer tree in the

may

able to the writer that in time this tree

bv the coaction
(

i-f

)n the basis

1)e

completel} eliminated

the porcupine.

of animals counted in the field

it

is

estimated that

about 1 animal per hectare in the Lower Montane climax and
than half that many in the L^pper Montane.
more
not
The golden-mantled marmot {Alarinola flaviventris HosopJwra) is
tliere is

and
confined almost entirely to the early stages of the xeroseres
Furthermore,

seldom found in the climax
limited to about five or six months of the year.
forests.

It is

it

is

activities are

its

doubtful as to

whether or not it should be called a major intluent since it probably
It is most abundant in the Upper AloneiTects the forests very litk.
extends
tane and alpine regions especially on Mt. Timpanogos, but it
into the

Lower Montane and even downward

into the valley grass-

lands to some extent.

The Rocky Mountain snowshoe

common mammal throughout
est

abundance

in

the

climax forests

rabbit (Lepits bairdi bairdi)

montane
Init

is

is

a

forests. It reaches its great-

also ])resent in

many

of the

serai stages.

Baker and others (1921) have indicated that the rabbits do considerable damage to seedling conifers of all kinds by cutting off the
wdnter
shoots. According to these writers this damage is done in the

when herbaceous

vegetation

is

not available.

As

explained above

same coaction and it is difficult
there is evidence that the deer has
Seedlings four
to tell wliich of the animals is responsible in any case.
it would be
but
way,
or five feet high are frecpiently attacked in this
the snow is
when
entirely possible for the rabbit to do this in winter
this

invading the aspen forests, the
writer has noted that the tii)s are cut off from nearly a hundred per
In spite of this coaction it appears that the
cent of the young trees.

deep.

In areas where the alpine

fir is
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of reach of the animals.

The

process seems to be one of retardation rather than comi)lete arrestment
of plant growth.

Relative numbers of rai)bits have been arrived at principally by
/Vo/nb^r per

20

St

Hectare Trapped
^0
5^

10

Ap

3f?

80
1

1

2
3

4
Populations of all Species of Small

Mammals
60

'?

I

^

Population of Peromuscus mctnlculafus

Population of Cutamias m. consobrinus
3

4.

5

6

7

d

S

10
I

Population of Eutamias

q.

umbrinus

CLimax Lotver Montane ^rtst
1
2 3ubc Umax Aspen Lower /Montane forest
5 CLimax Upper Montane Forest
A Subclimax Spruce-Pir Upper Montane fbnest
Fig.

7.

Kelativc mammal populations as
the coniferous forests.

sliovvn

by plot trapping at stations
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scat counts.

Tin- ;i)iimals arc so secretive

tb.at

they are seldom on-

countered

the woods, even thouiib

they

may

be fairly numerous.

in

Scat counts

made

at several of the stations

show averages

as follows:

M2

No. Per

Lower
Aspen
Upper
Upper

10

IMontane Climax
Subclimax
Montane Climax
Montane Subclimax

2

16
16.2

This would indicate that the animals are about eciuall)- distributed
where conifers occur with slightly greater populations at higher ele-

The counts in the aspen subclimax were made where there
were a number of seedling conifers and the scats were usually found
vations.

near there.

With one

exception, the major influent birds found in the

Mon-

tane Forests range also into the valley grasslands wherever there are

them to nest.
Perhaps the most abundant representative of this group is the MonThis bird occurs in
tana horned owl (Bubo vir(iiu\anus occidcntalis^
It
considerable numbers throughout all of the montane forest area.
begins nesting about the middle of March, and constructs its nests
either in trees or on cliffs. The abandoned nest of some hawk is gensuitable places for

.

erally utilized,

and nesting pairs

Examination of horned owl
sists

of most of the

common

will use the

same

site

for

many

pellets indicates that their

years.

food con-

rodents of the region including Citellus,

Microtus, snowshoe rabbit, Peromyscus. and Neotoma.

Hunting

is

usually confined to late evening and early morning just before dark
and at dawn. However, the birds occasionally forage by day. At Lost

Lake, while the writer was observing a pair of half grown young at
M. on June 18. 1940. the parent came in carrying a full grown

3 P.

pocket goi)her.

This not only proves the daytime activity of the owl

but shows that the gopher was out of the burrow

weather record indicates

The golden

thai

in the

eagle (.Iqitilla clirysactos canadensis)

numbers on Mt. Timpanogos and one has been seen
station

?>

in the

Uintas.

The

daytime.

is

found

sites

in small

in the vicinity

of

nests secrn to be located so that each pair

of birds has a feeding radius of at least three to five miles.

are usually on high

The

the day w.!S cloudv.

cliffs

Nesting

but are occasionally built in large trees.

Remains alxiut the nests indicate that the marmot and snowshoe rabbit
form a large share of the food, as well as rabbits from the valleys. A
dusky grouse was found in one of the nests.
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Another predator found ihrou.^bout i)oth the Upjx'r and Ldwer
Montane is the Western red-tailed hawk {Butco burcalis calunts).
This species also nests on cliffs and large trees. The food consists
mostly of small rodents. A stomach of one taken at Lost Lake (station 3) was tilled with mammal hair presumably of Microtus and
contained the claws of Thomomys.
only one of the larger predatory l^rds that appears to he pure-

Thomomys and
The
ly

montane

in distribution is the

Eastern goshawk

(

.Isfiir africa /villus

)

woods for nesting sites, and ])uilds
The food of this hawk is mainly
conifers.
or
in
aspens
the nests either
A nest was
t)ther large birds.
and
rodents but it often takes grouse
Grove for
Aspen
climax
at
under observation in the Lower Montane
noisy
of
these
two years. It was noted many times that the activity
This species usually chooses dense

birds in this forest seemed to bother most of the small birds ver\-

The

little.

adults were often seen returning to the nests with squirrels ap-

parently obtained well outside the forest.

considerable concern
for food.

when

the

hawks

Red

squirrels always

show

are about and possibl\- are used

However, the writer has no

positive evidence of this.

The osprey {Pandlon haliactus carolinciisis) often occurs in Montane Forests. None has been seen on Mt. Timpanogos, but near L.ost
Lake in the Uinta Mountains one had its nest in the top of a large
Engelmann Spruce for a number of years. The birds w^ere frequently
seen catching tish from the mountain lakes in the vicinity.
2.

Minor

MINOR INFLUENTS

intluents include the smaller

of the birds, and the reptiles

mammals,

and amphibians.

Al)out two species of smaller carnivors ma}-

group.

the great majority

These are the Nevada weasel

])e

included

{iMitstcla frciiata

in

tliis

iic-radcnsix)

and the (ireat luisin stri])ed .-,kunk {Mc/^hifis occidciilalis iiiajor). l'h('
former occurs in scattered numbers tlirougiK)ut the Montane Forest
and appears in all the vegetational stages. FreciuenlK' the weasel is
encountered during the daxlinK- but it is niostl}' nocturnal. It teeds
upon most of the small rodents especially tlie nocturnal mice and will
also attack ground-nesting birds,
eral

juncos, apparenlK'

I)\-

tliis

b'vidence of the destruction of sev-

animal. Iiave

come

to the attention ol

the writer.

The

skunk a])pears to be (|uite rare in the area studied, but
some evidence of lliem in all stations. Cliaracteristic odors of the animals are noted occasionally about Aspen Grove
(station 1) and a skull of one was picked up in the LTpper Montane
striped

the writer has found

Tlie (Jrcat Hasiii Naturalist
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\<,1.

Skunks arc generally kncjwn

'I'iiuijanoyos cii-c(uc.

\1. Xos. 1-4.

to be (jninivorous

specific data are available t\)r this area.

feeders, but no

ground squirrel (CitcUus armatus) is the most conspicuous of the minor influents on Mt. Timpanogos in summer. It ranges
from the chaparral ecotone into the montane forest and extends up-

The

ward
is

L'inta

meadows. In the Upper Montane of the Uintas it
common, but is nevertheless present in open spaces and at

to the alpine

far less

the forest edge.

Figure 8 shows graphically the relative activities of this animal on
Mt. Timpanogos at two elevations during the summer of 1940. These
curves would vary somewhat from year to year depending upon the
of snow, which governs to some extent the time that the aniIt will be noted from the figure that the
in the spring.
appear
mals
in April at lower elevations and in
hibernation
of
out
animals come

amount

June

higher

at

levels.

At

the lower stations hibernation does not be-

gin until the early part of July but

it

is

completed by the middle of

August. At higher stations hibernation begins somewhat later and is
not completed until about the first of September. Activity is in general correlated with the period of

most succulent vegetation upon which

Hibernation occurs in undergrcrund jjurrow s
A nest composed mostly of dry grasses
to a depth of one to two feet.
When
is placed in a slight enlargement near the end of the burrow.

the animals chiefly feed.

it apparently burrows nearly straight
up from the nest often through several feet of snow. The young are
born underground and appear above the surface when about one third
grown. June 3, 1941 is the earliest record that the writer has of the
It
appearance of young of the year at the Lower Montane level.
size.
full
reach
animals
to
the
years
for
apparently takes two
Where ground squirrels are abundant they form well beaten paths
through the vegetation. These paths lead over whatever obstacle may
be in the way including shrubs 18 inches in height. The animals have

the animal emerges in the spring

not been noted to climb trees but are often seen sitting in shrubs several feet from the ground. They often eat the tender twigs and berries
of these shrubs.

Succulent herbs appear lo constitute the chief food of the ground
The more tender portions of the plants are most sought after.

squirrel.

the animals emerge in the sprin.g they feed principally on the
tender tips of the plants as they appear above the ground, or where
Shallow holes an
the plants arc not yet up they will dig for them.

When

inch or so in depth are

season

when

the herbs

commonly
become

seen in early spring.

taller the squirrels

Later in the

bend them down

in

Xov.

15.

\94?

May

i^k/Z3
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August

4-/Z3 4./Z34.IZ2^
June

I

(jraph of seascmal

8.

COMMrXITTKS OF

acti\itii-s

c/t//y

'

|

[

of Citcllus anuatus at twi

elevations on Mt.

Timpanogos.

(jrder to get at tlic tcrniinal portions.
strictly

herbivorous but readily eat

mammals caught

The Uinta ground

penf^trate in the

own

squirrel reaches

serai stages. l)ut they are also

enter the

llcsh

when

it

is

in traps are frequently eaten by

has often seen them eating their

They

'IMicse aniuials arc

ver_\-

no means

l)\-

available.

tlum and

Smaller

tlie

writer

kind.
its

greatest i)oi)ulations ui early

common

Lower Montane climax
Upper Montane climax.

to

in

the aspen subclimax.

some extent but seldom

In the Uintas thev are un-

The
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NoS.

1-4,

elevations ovi-n in serai staj^cs hut a tew occur in open

liis^h

areas and along roadways.

were arrived at l)\' counting burrows and by keeping
Data compiled
records of small traps sprung I)y them in small plots.
from these counts show relritive ])()i)ulations as follows:
I'opuiations

Xo. Burrows Per
Hectare

Lower Montane climax
Aspen sul)climax
Upper Montane climax
L'pper Montane subclimax

Percentage of Small
Traps Sprung-

24
34

9.0
17.0

3

0.5

30

19.0

These data coincide with the general observations
are most abundant in the subclimax stages and

The above data on number

the climaxes.

much

that the animals
less

common

in

of traps sprung offers an

method of obtaining information on relative as well as
Undoubtedly a small portion of this trap springing is due to other species of mammals, but records of trapping wheti
the squirrels were in hibernation indicate that this amounts tc less
interesting

seasonal populations.

than one per cent.

Two

species of red squirrels are found in the area under discus-

Tainiasciuriis frcinoiiti frcmonti

sion.

is

found

in the

Uinta

tains; while Tamiasciiiriis lntdsonicus vcntornui (jccurs in the

The two

nogos region.

Both appear

to

MounTimpa-

species occur together in the western Uintas.

have essentially the same

habits.

Certain minor dif-

ferences, probably associated with local conditions will be pointed out
in the course of the discussion.

The red squirrel is distributed throughout both Upper and Lower
Montane climax forests, but it rarely occurs in the scattered subclimax
This
condition found in the L'pper Montane of Mt. Timpanogos.
squirrel seldom enters deciduous woods in this region unless there is
a considerable mixture of conifers.
art^a in the

Patches of alpine

tir

an acre

in

midst of aspen forests generally contain red squirrels, but

they are rarely fcnmd in smaller groves.

These squirrels are more or less active the year around. V oung
are born in June at which time the females are secretive and seldom
appear

in the open.

Of

ten specimens taken in the

June only one was a female.

A

female taken

in the

measuring 17 mm.

when

in

This individual had eight active nipples.

LTpper Montane June 19 contained six embryos

Young

they are nearly

Lower Montane

full

squirrels

grown.

do not appear

until late

summer

Nov.

1945

13,

isioTic

commi'nities of utam

Nests are constructed either

The Fremont

outside.
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hollow trees or on the branches

squirrel of the Uintas apparently uses liollow

come across an outside nest.
Lower Montane of Mt.
Timpanogos. These nests are usually placed from 10 to 25 feet from
the ground in the Douglas lir.
They are generally a foot or m(.'re in
diameter with an outer shell composed mostly of long shreads of bark
from the ninebark, and an inner lining of fine plant fibers. Apparently
trees entirely, for the writer has never

Outside nests of z'cntoruui are

common

in the

these outside nests are used mostly as sleeping quarters, since

them have been opened during
any young.
of

many

the breeding season without finding

The principal food coactions are centered around the conifers. In
the Lower Montane the TJouglas fir appears to be used exclusively.
There

is

area.

In the Upper Montane

the

no evidence of the use of the white

Engelmann spruce

is

all

fir

seed for food

iti

that

of the conifer species are used but

preferred.

Storage of cones

fot

winter use

begins about the middle of July and coincides in general with the

appearance of the young squirrels of the year as well as the maturit\-

Cones are usually cut early in the mornings and then

of the cones.
stored

away gradually during

of cones

may

place either in hollow trees or in large
trees.

piles of

As many

the day.

as a half a bushel

be cut from a single tree in a morning.

midden

Storage takes

piles at the base of the

In the latter case they are packed close together in burrcnvs

i'l

cone fragments.

During
little piles

time a great

this

of cone fragments

many seeds of fresh cones are eaten and
may be seen most anywhere on limbs or

logs that appear to be favored spots for feeding.

Fdsewhere (1940)

the writer has published an account of these feeding habits and
that large

numbers of cones are used

in this

Besides conifer seeds, red squirrels frequently store
feed on berries.

Hatt

(

1929) states that

in

shown

manner.

mushrooms and

winter they eat the ter-

minal buds of the conifers.

The

eftect of the red S(|uirrel in llie recover}' of forests following

burns has been discussed by
stored by the squirrel

an area

if

may

Hofmann
I)e

viable

the burns are not too deep.

(1920).

It is

for a long
It

known

that cones

time and reforest

would appear from the great

feeding activities of the squirrels, particularly in autumn, that nearly
all

would be utilized at that time or during
was noted, liowever, in the Lower Montane of Timpa-

of the produce of the trees

the winter.

It

nogos, that during the favorable
of seedlings of Douglas

fir

summer

of 1941, literally thousands

were coming up on the

forest fioor, indi-

The Great
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that the ccactions of the sciuirrc^s

the renewal of

\'ol.

were not

sufticient to

forests provided otlier conditions

tlie

Hasiii Naturalist
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prevent

were favorable.

mass migrations of red squirrels fr(jm mountains
observed by the writer in the Bear Lake Valley
been
to valleys have
Wasatch. The first took place about 1916 or
northern
region of the
numbers
of squirrels appeared in the deciduous trees
1917 when large
al)out the t(nvns and villages, and remained throughout one winter

Two

incidents of

and summer.

Another similar movement occurred

activity w'as coincidental with

but no studv was
sponsil)]e

made

a

very dry

summer

mountains,

in the

determine whether or not

to

The 1942

in 1942.

was

this

the re-

factor.

Populations of red squirrels at the various stations have been difIt has been done mainly by watching for and lisficult to estimate.
tening for individuals in a

known

area at times of greatest activity.

the basis of such observations the writer has estimated 25 per
hectare for the Lower Montane climax and 15 per hectare for the

On

There were no squirrels seen or heard

LTpper Montane.

at station

Upper Montane subclimax.
The Utah flying squirrel (Glaucoinys sabrimts lucifugus) is found
throughout the Montane Forest. It is apparently confined mostly to
four in the

conifers but the writer has one record of

These

aspens and maple.

its

presence in a mixture of

squirrels live mostly in hollow trees but are

also supposed to construct outside nests somewdiat after the fashion

of the red sc|uirrel.

No

such nests have been positively identified in

this study.

Flying squirrels appear to be almost

known regarding

but

little is

their food habits in this area.

Their numbers are
area in

strictly nocturnal,

estimate.

difficult to

Lower Montane climax on

Covering a two hectare

several consecutive nights with a

Coleman lantern revealed one animal on each occasion seen in alxuit
In a similar area in the l^pper Montane climax of
the same place.
the Uintas two animals were seen.
The pocket gopher Tiuniioniys talpoidcs) is found throughout the
(

The reactions of this animal in the
They are active throughout the
to.
in
the summer and under the snow
year burrowing underground

M(Mitane Forests
soil

at all elevations.

have been already referred

entire

in winter.

They remain underground most
ujxin

the roots of

frequently

come out

surface vegetation.

many

of

of their

of the time in

the herbaceous plants.

burrows and

Wherever

there

is

fill

summer, feeding
However, they

their cheek

a surface

pouches with

opening to the bur-

Nov.

BIOTIC

1^45

15.

row there mav be

On

hole.
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few inches of the

a circle of vegetation cut within a

certain occasions they

seem

to

move away

considerable dis-

tances from their burrows, since they have been caught in
15 to 20 meters from the nearest mound.
When underground, tlie pocket gopher

(piite

is

mouse

safe

traps

from most

them out. When they
of
their
body they are preyed
part
ex])()se
a
even
or
burrow
leave their
are found with
remains
Their
l)irds.
])re(hitory
upf)n bv m<ist of the
around nests.
and
stomachs
hawk
pellets,
owl
unexpected frequency in
more
often than is
l)urrows
their
leave
This must indicate that they

enemies except the Ixidger w hich can easily dig

usually supposed.

Their poor eyesight must materially reduce their

chances for escape.

Numbers of gophers have been estimated by counting fresh summer mounds over known areas. In early morning, mounds that have
been raised during the night are still wet and it
determine whether or not the animal is active.
along

in

an irregular chain for several meters.

indicates that one gopher

Trapping experience

responsible for a series of mounds.

is

Populations ascertained

an easy matter to
usually run

is

Mounds

in this

way

indicate that gophers are large-

conlined to mid-seral stages and the sulxdimax and are not so common in the climax forests. However, the nature of the soil for

1\-

burrowing and the herbaceous growth appear

tc;

be more important

determining factors than the nature of the climax.
are gras.sy

though

it

meadows where

may

the soil

be quite rocky,

is

is

Favorite habitats

Loose soib even

not too dry.

frecjuently used provided

it

is

not too

Of the Montane Forest communities the highest populations
dry.
were found in the aspen forests with an average of 17 per hectare
and a maximum of 40. The Lower Montane climax had an average
of 12 per hectare which

is

thought to be high since the counts were

where there was a good growth of herbs.
where there is little herbaceous vegetation none occur.
Only rarely were gopher diggings found in the climax of the Upper
Montane although the animals were common in the earlier serai stages.
Another animal characteristic of the Montane Forests is the InishyThese animals are most
tailed woodrat (A'ro/o;;/o cincrca acraia).

made

On

in a fairly level place

steep hills

abundant

in

early serai stages and are principally found in crevices

Lender natural conditions they probably do
not enter the climax forests to any extent, but where old buildings are
They were
availab'e tlif\- will lake u\) their abode in such places.

of cliifs or small caves.

seldom encountered

in

habits or i)opulations.

ihis

studx'

and very

little

is

known

ot

therr
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\'(il.

mammals

of species of smaller

\'l.

Xos.

1-4,

size

and

chipmunk

of

smaller inhabit the entire Montane h'orest and were found at
the stations.

They

all

of

are as follows:

Uinta Chipmunk [Eutaniias quadrlvitattis itinbriints)
Wasatch Chipmunk {Eutamias minimus coiisobrinus)
White-footed Mouse (Pcromyscus manicidatus ssp.)

Gale Red-backed Mouse Clclhrionomys c/appcri (/alci)
Cantankerous Meadow Mouse {Microtiis mordax mordax)
Mountain Shrew (Sorcx vac/raiis moiiticola)
Utah Jumpini^- Mouse {Zapiis priiiccps utalicusis)
i

two chipmunks, the Uinta seems to prefer the dense woods
Wasatch is more abundant in brushy stages or open aspen
This, however, is not invariabl}- the case.
The Wasatch

()t the

while the

woods.

chipmunk (Fig.

7) comprises about 129f of the small

mammal

popu-

Lower Montane climax. 237^ in the aspen forest and
about 39f in the Upper Montane subclimax. It was absent from the
Upper Montane climax. In tlie latter case it is known to inhabit
forest edges but does not penetrate far into the dense woods.
The
Uinta chipmunk was not taken in samples from the Lower Montane
climax but it is known to occur thtrrc in small numbers. It was not
lation in

the

and the writer has never seen

collected in the aspen forests

This species comprises about
in the

5^

mammal

of the total small

subclimax Upjjer Montane and

2.V/;

in the

it

there.

population

climax Upper Mon-

tane of the Uintas.

The
fruits of

food of both chipmunks appears to be seeds and

principal

which they

eat a great variety.
In high altitudes they are
frequently seen eating the fruits of \acciniuni and the red gooseberry.

The Uinta chipmunk often climbs
down an Engelmann spruce bearing

trees

cutting and dropping the cones after the

they carry them

down

in the

and has been seen coming
grown cone. Rather than

a full\-

manner

of the red sciuirrel

mouth.

Seeds are frequently carried

cheek ])ouches and are

in the inside

Chipmunks

stored usually in underground dens.

are

more

or

less

active during the winter but tend to stay in during severe weather.

Peromyscus (Fig.
the areas studied.

the total small
the

7)

is llie

In the

mammal

common

most

small

Lower Montane climax

mammal found

in

made up 809r

of

it

populations, in the aspen forest 667f

Upper Montane subclimax 60 '/r

of the Uintas, however,

its

is

In the climax

num])ers dropped

only about 507c of the population.
that the lowest population

.

A

.

and

consi<]eral)l\-,

forming-

fact of great interest here

attained in the upper

in

Upper Montane
is

Montane Associa-

Nov.

15.

1945

tion of the
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Uintas and the highest in the subclimax condition of

tlie

l^pper Montane on Mt. Timpanogos.

TABLE

II

Population of species of small maniinals per hectare trapped.

Numbers

represent average

tion for part of 1939,

all

approximate and are
each community.

in

summer

(

June

to

September) popula-

of 1940, and part of 1941.

lerms of

total small

Percentages are

mammal

populations in

Lower
Montane

Aspen

Montane

Upper
Montane

Climax

Subclimax

Climax

Subclimax

L^pper

'/c

No.

%

No.

Vr

31.2

66.0

4.0

15.1

46.0

60.1

2.5

5.5

7.5

23.3

1.2

1.6

1.2

2.5

4.0

15.1

18.7

25.1

No.

9r

No.

25.0

80

2.2

8

Peromvscus
maniculatus

Clethrionomys
g.

galei

Microtus m.

mordax

*

Microtus m.
nanus
Microtus

....

.

.

.

.

3.7

11.5

.

.

.

.

1.2

3.5

r.

....

macropus
Zapus

..

p.

utahensis

..

..

})J

12

1.2

2.5

..

..

1.2

1.6

11.2

23.5

..

..

2.'^

3.4

7.5

23.3

}^.l

4.9

7.7

1.2

1.6

Eutamias m.
consobrinus
I'Aitamias q.
*

uml)rinus

Sorex

.

.

.

.

.

.

V.

nionticola

Totals

*

Known

to

*

..

..

..

2..':^

30.9

..

47.3

..

30.4

occur rarely but not taken

in

..

7A.

quantitative sanijiles,
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r.

I''.\aiiiinati()n

of

llu-

cnllcction data

shows

time the numbers increase from 509r to

summer.

In

climax

tlie

75%

populatifjns

tin-

tliat

lln- lii.ijh

summer and

in the latter case are attained duriny: late

Xos.

\()]. \'l,

1-4,

i»()[)uiati()ns

which

at

fall,

over earlv spring and

remain

about

same

the

throughout the seasons.

The

writer suspects thai ihis lale

Timpanogos

due

is

to intlux

in part

summer

increase in the case of

Due

from lower elevations.

the great steepness of Timi)anogos as C()m])ared

to

Uintas

the

to

this

would not involve nearl}- such a great travel distance. There has been
no way to ])rove. however, the va!i(lit\" of this theorv.

Peromyscus are
they are

known

the writer has seen indicate that
is

ground

essentially animals of the

to climb trees occasionally.
the_\'

are

nocturnal, and this

strictl_\

However, one was seen

almost invariably true.

layer, although

All published records that

to leave its hiding-

wander aw^ay several meters on a bright warm day at 1 P. M.
Others were seen to come out just after sunset when it was still light
enough to see easil}" and wander about in search of food.
These mice appear to Jive mostly in the abandoned burrows of other
animals. Their burrows and runways are not evident in these forests
place and

as they are in eastern deciduous forests.

In looking over an area one

wonders where so man\' mice are able to find hiding places. Apparently they do not use logs to an}- extent, for the writer has turned
over

many

of these without finding a single nest or seeing a mouse.

Peromyscus

is

active

and apparently breeds throughout the entire

The

year with the peak of reproduction during the summer.

own breeding

records are

all

of

summer and

No. of Embryos
4

1939
Mav 1, 1937
Tune 23. 1937
Tune .30. 1937
August 1. 1940
August 1, 1940
April

writer's

are as follows:

7,

.S

4
5
5

7

Av

5

Peromyscus apparently feeds upon most tvpes of available organic
matter but sliows a preference for seeds.
favored food

is

the seeds of the niggerhead

In the as])en
(

The Gale red-backed mouse was found at
They were found in greatest

tane Forest.

climax forests. f(jrming
the

8%

Rudhcckia
all

Lower Montane and 23%

in the

stations in the

relative

of the total small

forests the

occidciitolis)

numbers

mammal

Monin

the

]jopulation in

Upper Montane climax.

Their

Nov.

15,

actual

1945

HioTic

numbers

in the

communities of utah

aspen forests were the same as the Lower

tane conifers but their per cent of the total small

was

Mon-

populations

These mice appear to show considerable flucnumbers from year to year, and undoubtedly follow cyclic

population trends
it

mammal

(Table ID.

less

tuations in

1930
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was noted

common

to

many

that redbacks

rodents.

seemed

Durini,''

summer

the

to be unusually abundant.

of

No

was done, but the animals were frequently enwoods in daytime, and their runways were common
about the stumps of trees. During the summer of 1934, no red-backs
were collected on Mt. Timpanogos during the two weeks of trapping.
In the early summer of 1937, from a total of about 1500 traps set in
favorable places only three specimens or .02% were obtained.
In
1939, Mr. James Eee. trapping on Mt. Timpanogos, took 24 specimens
or .6% from 4000 traps. My own collecting during that same season
showed a similar increase in abundance. In 1940 the collecting records
show about the same relative numbers (.02%) as 1937, indicating a
decline from the population peak.
General observations over this 10quantitative trapping

countered

in the

year period bear out the indications of the quantitative records.

The cantankerous meadow mouse
hydrosere stages

they do often appear

climax stages.

is

confined principally to early

bogs or streams.

in the vicinity of springs,

In the

m

However,

considerable numbers in subclimax and even

Upper Montane subclimax

of Mt.

Timpanogos

they were found to the extent of about 19 animals per hectare trapped

(Table II).
lation.

This amounted

In the climax

to

about

were taken per hectare trapped, but
lation.

25%

Upper Montane

of the total

mammal

popu-

of the Uintas an average of 4

this

was 15% of

the total popu-

In the aspen subclimax there was only about one per hec-

tare trapped,

which amounted to only 2.5% of the population. No
in the sample plots in the Lower Montane climax,

Microtus were taken

although the species has been caught there

in qualitative collecting.

These microtines are extremely charactristic of mountain communities in general and have a very wide distribution.
A favorite place for
their nests is underground in the midst of a clump of willows or l)irch.
These nests are composed of dry grass. Runways lead out from them
in all directions.

in

In winter the nests are often built under the snow

grassy situations and are generally abandoned

when

they become

exposed.

Microtines are active by day as well as night and arc an importani
source of food for most of the predaceous birds and mammals. The

mountain shrew has been seen by the writer carrying young Microtus
out of their runways.
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The Utah iuini)ing mouse ai)pears
Lower Montane Forest. Svihla 1932)

to be

nearly confined to the

reports that in her study of

(

the eastern Uintas, she found

Vol. VI, NoS. 1-4,

them confined

to

lower elevations, and

Howthe writer has not found them in the Upper Montane climax.
subMontane
Upper
in
the
numbers,
small
in
occur
do
tluw
ever,
climax on Mt. Timpanogos and also in the northern Wasatch. They
are most abundant in the vicinity of water, but occur to the extent of

2.5% of the small mammal population in aspen forests.
Tumping mice have not been taken in sample plots in
Lower Montane, but they have been rarely collected there

the climax
in qualita-

tive trapping.

These mice are frequently active by day and it is not unusual to
LTnlike other mice of the
start them from the grass in the daytime.
In preparation for this they become
area they hibernate in winter.
exceptionally fat during the late summer.

Hibernation seems to occur

of September.

about the
One mouse. Fhcnaconiys iiitoiucdius, appears, on the basis of presanimal is
ent evidence, to be confined to the Upper Montane, but the
animal
This
strongly.
too
this
postulate
to
so rare that it is unsafe
first

was found in the Upper Montane subclimax of Mt. Timpanogos but
was not taken in the climax forests of the Uintas. However, Hall
essentially sub(1931) reports that it was taken in the Uintas under
climax conditions.

The mountain shrew occurs

in small

numljers throughout the

Mon-

into the
tane Forest. It is most abundant near streams but ranges also
S%
nearly
up
climax forests. In the Upper Montane climax it made
subclimax
of the total of small mammals and in the Upper Montane

This shrew was not taken in
been
quantitative samples in he Lower Montane climax, but it has

formed about 1.6% of the populations.

trapped there in qualitative w^ork.
At least two bats {Myotis volans interior and Nycteris cinera) are

found in scattered numbers throughout the montane forests.
Average small mammal populations are shown in figure 7. They
It wall be noted
are greatest in subclimaxes and least in climaxes.
almost identihave
to
seem
climaxes
Montane
that Lower and Upper
cal small

populations (about 30 animals per hectare trapped).
noted from figure 6, that the great majority of the small

mammal

It will l)e

occur freely in both the climax (conifer) and subclimax
(aspen) of the Lower Montane. The red squirrel seems to be strictly
confined to conifers while other species are more or less restricted to
one or the other of the communities.

mammals
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tabulation of the minor inlluent birds according to their

breeding distribution

in tlie

Species found in both

two Montane Associations

is

known

given below

Upper and Lower Montane:

Turkey Vulture

(also in valleys)

Sharp-shinned Hawk (also in valleys)
Cooper's Hawk (also in valleys)
Prairie Falcon (also in valleys)
Dusky Grouse
Spotted Sandpiper (also in valleys)
Red-shafted Flicker (also in valleys")
Natalie's Sapsucker

Rocky Mountain Hairy Woodpecker
Northern CliiT Swallow (also in valleys)
Utah Jay
Clark's Nutcracker

Mountain Chickadee
Rocky Mountain Nuthatch
Rocky Mountain Creeper
Dipper
Western Robin (also in valleys)
Audubon's Hermit Thrush
Townsend's Solitaire
Western GoldeUircrowned Kinglet
Eastern Ruby-crowned Kinglet
Cassin's Purple Finch
Northern Pine Siskin (also in valleys)
Bent's Crossbill (not known to breed in

Wasatch)

Gray-headed Junco
Pacific

Nighthawk

(also in valleys)
in valleys)
Broad-tailed Hummingbird (also in valleys)

White-throated Swift (also

Western Flycatcher
Common Rock Wren (cilso in valley)
Mountain Bluebird (also in valley)
Rocky Mountain Audubon Warbler
Western Chipping Sparrow (also in valley)
Lincoln's Sparrow
Slate-colored Fox Sparrow (also in valley)
Extending from the valleys up

into the

Lower Montane:

Western Mourning Dove

Woodpecker
Western Wood Pewee
Batchelder's

Long-tailed Chickadee

Western House Wren
Western Warbling \'irco
Rocky Mountain I'lack-headcd Grosbeak
Lazuli Bunting

^
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to the
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J.ower Montane:

Rfd-naped Sapsucker

Hammond's Flycatcher
Violet-green Swallow
Tree Swallow
Purple Martin
Red-breasted Nuthatch
Western Tanager
Gray Ruffed Grouse
Apparently confined to the Upper Montane:
Alpine Three-toed Woodpecker
Olive-sided Flycatcher
Rocky Mountain Jay
Rocky Mountain Pine Grosbeak
Birds whose distril)Ution

is

uncertain:

Flammulated Screech Owl

Rocky Mountain PVgmy Owl
Lewis' Woodpecker
Olive-backed Thrush
Orange-crowned Warbler
Calaveras Warbler
Western Evening Grosbeak
has been the writer's experience that "confined" lists tend to
break dow-n with continued field work, so that the above lists may
require modification as time goes on.
It

The above

lists

may

of species

be tabulated as follows:

No.
both of the Montane associaand the valley
Throughout Montane but not in valley
In Lower Montane and valley only. ...
In Lower Montane only
In L'pper Montane only

Found

in

tions

35
19

8
8
4

influent birds of the

montane

forests

of relationships with the communities (coaction)
action).

They may be divided

relationships.

In general

it

habits are connected with

show a wide variety
and the habitat (re-

into groups according to these inter-

may

themselves to single vegetal ional
life

60.3
32.7
13.8
13.8
8.6

7

Distribution uncertain

Minor

Per cent of
Breeding Species

all

be said that birds do not confine
some portions of their

layers but

or a

number

of the societies.

The dusky grouse and ruffed grouse are perhaps the most nearly
confined to the ground layer of any of the birds. Their nesting and
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mating occur on the ground and,
least, fallen logs

of these birds

fashion of

all

in the case of the ruffed

are generally used for

is

also
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Much

drumming.

grouse at

of the food

gained by scratching in the ground after the
Trees and shrubs are used, how-

gallinaceous birds.

ever, as places of refuge and the birds also often roost in such places.
Fruit bearing shrubs such as service berry, blueberry, gooseberry, Ore-

gon grape and chokecherry constitute a large part of the food in lale
summer and the buds of willow, alder, and most other shrubs are used
extensively in winter.

The

ruft'ed

grouse

Buds of nearly
is

all

herbs are also used for food.

essentially a forest edge bird, being confined

mostly to aspen parklands of the Lower Montane. Bent (1932, p. 171)
quotes M. P. Skinner as saying that these birds inhabit the coniferous
forests in the Yellowstone Park and this has been noted by the writer
also in the

Lower Montane

The dusky grouse

of the Uintas.

frequently found in climax forests but

it

is

inhabits serai stages

also

more

Nesting of both species normally occurs in May.
Four other birds of the Montane Forests are primarily ground
dwellers.
These are the gray-headed junco, Lincoln's sparrow, slatecolored fox sparrow and white-crowned sparrow. All of these species
nest upon the ground primarily, although the white-crown and fox
sparrows may nest in shrubs or bushes a few inches from the ground.
Food of these birds is gained mostly from the ground in the form of
seeds and invertebrates. The fox sparrow and Lincoln's sparrow will
often.

frequently scratch for food.

Lincoln's sparrow has been seen eating

aphids from willows.
Lincoln's sparrow and the fox sparrow are confined to

willow

thickets along streams or shrubbery

growths in snowslide areas. They
have not been seen to enter the climax forests. The junco and whitecrowned sparrow are most often seen at the forest edge, but not infrequently they enter the climax forests and breed there.
species are

summer

residents only in the

Another group of birds

utilizes

montane

tree or

All of these

forests.

shrub layers as nesting

but feeds primaril}- on the ground.

These are principally members of the thrush family including the western robin, Audubon's hermit thrush, Townsend's solitaire, olive-backed thrush and mountain
bluebird.
All of these feed mostly on animal matter taken from the
ground layer during the early part of the summer. They turn to
berries of most every kind in late summer, and the robin and solitaire
in particular depend upon these all winter.
Audubon's hermit thrush and olive-backed thrush leave the area
sites

entirely in the

autumn but

robins, solitaires

and

to

some extent blue-
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available at
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all

is

where

primarily a bird of the valley grass-

lands and deserts, but the writer has found

The

in the chaparral,

times.

The western mourning dove
ests

Vol. VI, Nos. 1-4.

breeding in aspen for-

it

on Mt. Timpanogos and in Lower Montane conifers in the Uintas.
nests are built either in trees or on the ground, but the birds feed

almost entirely on the ground.

Sharp-shinned and Cooper's liawks and the pygniy and flammu-

and feed primarily from the ground
good portion of
the form of small birds. They nearly always

lated screech owls also nest in trees

The two

layer.

their food

from

species of hawks, however, take a
trees in

light in trees to eat their prey.

The

tw^o

hawks mentioned above

as well as the robin,

hermit thrush are found breeding

l)on's

in all

the climax wdiere there are shrubs or trees.
lives

serai

and Audu-

stages including

The mountain

mostly in aspens, at lower elevations, where

it

builds

bluebird

its

nests in

Upper Montane it utilizes old woodpecker holes in dead
conifers as nesting sites. The tiammulated screech owl has been found
so far only in aspens where it also nests in holes, while the Rocky
Mountain pygmy owl seems to occur only in conifers. Townsend's
holes.

In the

solitaire nests

on rock ledges or

backed thrush seems

in

brushy serai stages, and the

to be confined to

olive-

wallow thickets along streams

or near springs.

Another group of birds builds its nests in the trees and gains the
major part of its food from the tree, shrub, and herb matrices, but it
also feeds to a lesser extent upon the ground. This group includes the
Rocky Mountain black-headed grosbeak, western house wren, redshafted flicker, Cassin's pui-ple finch, northern pine siskin, red crossbill.

Rocky Mountain

jay,

Rocky Mountain pine grosbeak, western

chipping sparrow, and Clark's nutcracker.

The red-shafted

flicker in addition to taking

food from the tree

matrix frequently feeds on the ground especially on ants.
ally nests in holes in trees

but occasionally utilizes holes

It

gener-

in earth

banks.

This bird fre([uently perches on trees or on the ground for long periods in contrast to

most woodpeckers that

to the trunks or branches.

cling almost exclusively

The black-headed grosbeak seems

confined almost entirely to brushy areas or aspen forests.

It is

to be

rarely

seen in conifer forests and then perhaps only as a transient.

Its food
buds and berries. Berries of the red elderberry are
eaten extensively by this species in autumn.

consists mainly of

Conifer seeds form a large part of the food of the pine siskin espe-
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winter,

matter from other layers.

Ijut it

It

also eats

much
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plant

and animal

feeds extensively on the seeds of the

niggerhead (Rudbeckia), gathering these both from the plants and

from the ground.
Clark's nutcracker and the

Upper Montane during

the

Rocky Mountain jay are confined

summer and

to a large

to the

degree in winter.

Nesting of the nutcracker occurs in early spring (March and April)
and may take place in either Upper or Lower Montane Forests. Bee
and Hutchings ( 1942) recently reported the bird breeding in the Wasatch in Lower Montane. These birds show a preference for scattered
subclimax types of forests rather than dense climax woods. In winter
they gain most of their food from seeds and buds of the conifers, but
in summer they are frequently seen on the ground in search of invertebrates or seeds.

Pine grosbeaks generally move down to lower elevasome apparently remain at high altitudes

tions in winter, although

throughout the seasons.

Observations indicate that the birds use coni-

In summer they are very often seen on
ground feeding on the seed pods of the dog-toothed lily and Caltha.
In winter they tend to follow along streams feeding upon the buds of
willows, alders and birch. Crossbills fed almost exclusively on conifer
seeds but occasionally take seeds and some animal matter from the
fer seeds very

little

for food.

the

ground.
In

summer

the food of the chipping sparrow appears to be almost

Their young are fed almost exclusively on the larvae
and adults of insects. They are also frequently startled from the
ground. Chipping sparrows are among the most abundant and conspicuous birds in the mountains in summer. Their nests are almost
always placed in conifers, but they frequent aspen woods where there
are seedling conifers in which to build the nests. Where no conifers
are available they utilize aspens or some of the taller shrubs.
Finally, there is a group of birds that nest in trees or shrubs and
gain their focxl either from these plants or from Hying insects in the
air surrounding them.
They are seldom if ever seen u]:)on the ground
entirely animal.

except in search of material to build their nests.

Hammond's

wood pewee, and
and the violet-green swalknv, tree swallow and
purple martin all utilize trees as nesting sites and feed upon insects
caught on the wing. All of these are summer residents, and all except
the olive-sided and western flycatchers are conflned to aspen forests.
flycatcher, western flycatcher, western

olive-sided flycatcher

Flycatchers build their nests on dead horizontal limbs in most cases,

but perch on outside or top twigs watching for food.

The swallows

The
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Martins also nest

in

holes in aspens, using- the g-reen leaves of the trees to line the nests.

These leaves are kept fresh
of

new

at all times

by the continuous addition

ones.

Another group of birds
from trunks, branches and

nest in the trees
twigs.

Nearly

forests throughout the year since their food

and gain their food mainy
of these remain in the

all

is

available at

all

seasons.

These include Natalie's sapsucker, red-naped sapsucker, Rocky Mountain hairy woodpecker, Batchelder's woodpecker, alpine three-toed
woodpecker. red-l3reasted nuthatch. Rocky Mountain nuthatch, mountain chickadee, long-tailed chickadee, and the Rocky Mountain creeper.
All of these birds nest in holes in trees and utilize the invertebrate inhabitants of trees and the larger shrubs as food.
Both sapsuckers
feed to a certain degree on sap of trees and larger shrubs. Nearly all
of the trees and larger shrubs both deciduous and evergreen are utilized
by these sapsuckers. Certain mdividual trees appear to be a favored
source of food and are visited consistently from year to year. In the
main this coaction does not appear to effect the growth of the plant,
except where small trees are visted persistently, in which case they
eventually become killed or badly distorted.

Some
ests

of the species listed above are confined mainly to aspen for-

and others

to conifers.

The

alpine three-toed

woodpecker ap-

pears to be confined to the Upper Montane climax.

There

is

still

layer that gains

another group of birds confined chiefly to the tree
its

food in large part in the form of invertebrates

from tree foliage or nearby shrubs. This includes the broadhummingbird, golden-crowned kinglet, ruby-crowned kinglet.
Rocky Mountain Audubon's warbler, western warbling vireo and
western tanager. The hummingbird obtains most of its food from
blossoms of herbs and in this respect differs from the other species.
The western tanager eats a good deal more vegetable matter than the
others in the form of berries and buds.
directly
tailed

All of this last mentioned group are migrants except the kinglets.

The

in winter and move into the valleys and
more ground food available. They also seem
gain considerable food from trunks and branches at that season.
The Pacific nighthawk shows an interesting relationship in that it
latter

change their habits

foothills w^here there is

to

nests on the ground, rests in trees, and feeds on the wing.
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BIRD POPULATION
(Fig.

9)

Comparative bird populations, arrived

at

by the cruising method

previously described, appear to diiTer widely from place to place even

marked

within a given type of habitat and also show a

fluctuation

throughout the summer months of June through September (Fig. 9).
For this reason it is dil^cult to arrive at a population figure that is

The nesting season which for
montane birds occupies the months of June and the
first two or three weeks of July may be taken as a standard, since at
that season, populations show the greatest stability. Using this standard it is then possible to analyze the population shifts and migratory
movements characteristic of other seasons.
representative of any one community.
the majority of

The

highest populations during the nesting season (50 per hectare

covered) were found in the aspen subclimax.
only for mature forests where

water

is

is

all

aspen forest

is

is

and the

hectare)

its

Upper Montane

of Mt.

The

Timpa-

being a subclimax.

further be noted from figure 9 that the

max shows
studied.

difference between the bird

Lower Montane climax (38 per

further evidence of

It will

The

indicative of the subclimatic nature of the latter.

relative high nesting population in the

nogos

number obtained

types occur indicate that the

high for the community as a whole.

population of the

This figure would hold

nesting sites are available and

General observations where more extended

near at hand.

aspen communities of

many

Upper Montane

cli-

the lowest breeding population of any of the communities

This would be expected from the extensive and continuous

nature of the forests, which conditions are generally not conducive to

high bird populations.

The Lower Montane climax, on

hand, shows a relatively high population.
pointed out, the

As has been

Lower Montane climax never occurs

the other

previously

as extensive

and

continuous forests in the areas studied, and, therefore, partakes more
of the nature of a forest edge, a circumstance

which

is

compatible

with higher bird populaticnis.

A

general postnesting up-mountain shift in bird populations

quite apparent
is

is

from both quantitative and general observations. This

brought about by a shifting

to

higher elevations of species that

breed at lower altitudes, and by altitudinal shifts of birds that com-

monly breed throughout both associations of the montane forest. Indications are that this up-mountain movement is to some extent a
daily affair especially on steep mountains such as Timpanogos where
higher elevations

may

be quickly attained with a

minimum

of linear
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hectares Covered

40

30

50

'?

6p

Sta.

Nestlno Season (June and July)

Fhstnestln^ Season (August- October)

CI tmax Lower Montane Forest
1
Z Subcllmax Aspen Longer ^onrane Fbrest"
Z CLlmax Upper Montane forest
4 Sut>cUmax Spruce-FTr Upper Montane Forest

A
B
Fig. 9.

Breeding and Nesting Season
Postnestln^ Season

Relative
census.

summer

populations

of

coniferous

forest

birds

as

shown by
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Certain of the birds apparently

travel.

in early

morning and return

These daily

flights,

move

7S

into the higher altitudes

evening to roost at lower

in the

levels.

associated with the general flocking tendency fol-

lowing the nesting season, are greatly influenced by local or general

weather conditions over the mountains.

September 2

to 4, 1940, there

tane of Timpanogos.

During a stormy period from

were very few birds

Even during breaks

in the

in the

Upper Mon-

storm when condi-

were conducive to feeding, birds appeared only in small numbers.
When the area was again visited on September 10 following the stormy
General obperiod 77 birds were counted over a two hectare area.
servations made at lower elevations during the same time showed a
tions

general reversal of the above condition.

This post-nesting up-drift of bird populations
Uinta Mountains (Fig. 9) than
less evident.

The

it is

in the

is less

Wasatch, but

marked
it is

green-tailed towhee, western vesper sparrow,

gillivray's warbler,

in the

neverthe-

Mac-

western wood pewee, yellow warbler and Brewer's

sparrow are the more common species to follow this procedure in both
During about 6 weeks of continuous field
the Wasatch and Uintas.
work in the Upper Montane of the Uintas Hayward (1931) did not
observe the Red-shafted flicker until July 26 after which it became
common. Concentrations of large numbers of sparrow hawks .Tanner

and Hayward 1934, p. 226) have been noted
in the La Sal Mountains in late summer.

at

timber line and above

Explanations of these post-nesting travels as well as other aki-

Undoubtedly many of the facin general and so
copiously discussed in the literature would apply to these shorter altitudinal movements. At first thought it might appear that the search
for food is an important item since vegetation at higher levels reaches
its peak of succulence after the plants at lower elevations have begun
to wither.
However, my quantitative samples of invertebrates do not
show any general decrease in populations in late summer even at lower
elevations but on the contrary often show an increase in the quantity
of animal food and surely there is a greater abundance of seeds and
tudinal shifts are mainly speculative.

tors thought to be contributive to bird migration

;

fruits available later in the season.

should be further pointed out that there

It

of

all

tion

the birds

(jf

from one elevation

is

no mass movement

to another, but rather a concentra-

populations at higher levels and a gradual thinning toward

lower elevations.

From what

is

known regarding

the bird population trends at vari-
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suniman- may be drawn
period, insofar as birds

The winter

1.

from about the middle of October

to the last

are concerned,

extends

week

During

in April.

elevathis time there is a general thinning of populations at higher
particuvalley
and
tions and a concentration of birds in the chaparral
and along
larly at the mouths of canyons as lhe> open into the valleys

the stream lloodjjlain.

Species remaining

Montane Forest ingain their food from tree

in

clude mainly those forms that are able to
trunks or liranches (woodpeckers, chickadees,

on exposed fruits or
elevations to feed

A

l)uds.

the

etc.

)

and those that

few predators likewise remain

upon active mammals or other

birds.

at

live

higher

Those species

lower elevations in winter are mainly ground feeding
that occur
1935 that include migrants from more northern
Hayward,
forms (see
These species depend upon
migrants.
altitudinal
latitudes and also
at

)

exposed areas where the snow cover is light and generally of short
duration, so that an abundance of food is available at all times.
A period including the last week in April and extending
2.

At this
is one of great instability in bird populations.
more northernly nesting species are moving out, there is an
up-mountain movement of local birds to the nesting grounds, and miThese latter species usually
grants from the south are moving in.

May

through

time, the

arrive

first in

mountains

the valleys and foothills

to tlie

While nesting of some resident

3.

jays, is carried out

and

and then graduatlly

drift

up the

nesting grounds.
species, especially

hawks, owls

during the early spring instability period men-

tioned above, the great majority of the nesting in the montane forests
is carried out during June and the first two or three weeks of July.

This

is,

4.

therefore, the period of greatest stability in populations.

The

drift esi)ecially in late
5.

The

followed by the period of up-mountain
July, August and early September.

nesting period

is

overlaps somewhat the post-nesting
extends from about the middle of Sep-

final i)eriod in the cycle

season mentioned above.

It

middle of October. During this time tliere is a general
forth from high to low elevations of those species
back
and
shifting
that are ultimately to winter in the foothills and valleys. The degree
of this movement depends largely on the state of the weather. South-

tember

to the

ward migrants are

at this time

or passing thorugh enroute to

moving out. drifting in from
more southern climates.

the north,
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REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS

montane
Reptiles and amphibians are poorly represented in the
The smooth
forests and are apparently of little ecological importance.
confined
green snake {Opheodrys vcrnalis hlanchardi) seems to be
associes.
adjacent
its
of
some
and
Association
Montane
to the Lower
been able to gain little inforIt is so rarely seen that the writer has
on the lower branches of
seen
usually
is
It
habits.
mation as to its

summer and hibernates under rocks, mostly outside of the
The rubber boa (Charina hotfae) seems to be conforest in winter.
known. The
fined more to serai stages but it distribution is not well

conifers in

snake (Thanuiophis ordinoides vagrans) which is also
found in the valleys, is common near streams and often hunts some
It extends up into the Upper Montane
distance out into the forests.

common water

but

is more common at lower elevations.
The amphibian. Pscudacris nigrifa triseriata,

found near lakes
climax in wet
in the montane forests and will often extend out into the
summers where it lives under logs and rocks. The tiger salamander
(Amhvstoma figriuum nebnloswn) is mainly aquatic but wanders out
is

on land occasionally. The common Rmm pipiens is also found about
ponds in certain places in the Wasatch but it is not common where this
and
study was made. Bnfo boreas borcas is common about streams
springs at

all

elevations in the

Amphibia acc(jrding to
Tanner (1931, pi. IX ).
VI.

Time
up

the

montane

life

Distribution of

forests.

Utah

zone concept has been shown

In-

SUCCESSION IN THE MONTANE FORESTS

did not permit the detailed study of the serai stages leading
and subclimax forests, but general observations con-

to the climax

cerning the more

may

common

plants

and larger animals were made. It
from both hydroseres

be said in general that the climaxes develop

and xeroseres

in

common

witli

conditions throughout the country as

a whole.

A
est

portion of the stream side hydrosere of the

on Mt. Timpanogos was

Lower Montane For-

studied by Harris (1926), but included

onlv the plants. This sere develops from cold streams or s|)rings in
Such streams are bordered by thickets of Salix,
deep-cut canvons.
birch

and dogwood (Cornus stolonifera). The
vegetated with a variety of herbaceous plants

(Bctula foutiiialis)

,

narrow floodplain is
and a mixture of both low and high altitude trees. The Engelmann
spruce, a climax tree of the Upper Montane, here mingles with Blue
Spruce iPicca piingciis) as well as the cottonwood (Populus angustifolia)

(Fig. 5

E) which

is

characteristic of

the floodplains of the
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mixture.

this

From

1

-4,

this

tloodplain stage the sere generally passes directly into the climax forest

or the aspen sul)climax, whichever happens to be bordering the stream.
All of the

major

influent animals range freely into the early stages

of the sere, but such animals as the navigator shrew (Sorex palustris

and the big-footed meadow mouse seem to be confined
streamside.
The LUah jumping mouse, cantankerous
meadow mouse and common Peromyscus appear to reach their greatest
numbers in the early stages of the sere although they extend more or
navigator)
strict!}'

to the

;

less

out into the climax forests as well.

The beaver
building dams

in

certain localities

is

found

the early hydrosere,

in

across the streams and utilizing the willows, cotton-

woods, aspens and to a lesser degree conifers in the construction of

dams or as food.
The dipper (Cinclus mexicanus

the

the streams

unicolor)

is

confined entirely to

and the spotted sandpiper occurs on streambanks

in

some

localities.

In general, the

Lower Montane Forests

are not so extensively in-

fluenced by snowslides as the higher forests on Mt. Timpanogos.

How-

where snow is able to collect above the forests,
snowslide paths (Fig. 2) or temporary seepage from persistent snowbanks retard the development of the climax. Such places are covered
with dense growths of shrubs made up essentially of the same species
that form the undergrowth in climax forests. These thickets have not
been extensively studied, but a few of the chaparral birds, especially
Virginia's warbler and the green-tailed towhee are known to breed
ever, at certain points

there.

On
is

Mt. Timpanogos, the replacement of aspen forests by conifers

number

well illustrated in a

to be

going on

in at least

of places (Figs.

three different ways.

3, 4, 5).

This appears

In aspen forests that

are far removed from conifers and at lower elevations the principal

found in the undergrowth is the white fir (Abies concolor). In
some areas these trees appear to be making fairly good progress in the
development of a climax, but in other localities it is a slow and difficult
process due to the coactions of the porcupine, deer, snowshoe rabbit,
and sapsucker already mentioned. These conditions probably account
for the old aspen forests and the slow return of the climax where the
tree

replacement

A

is

upper elevation
fir

by the white

flr.

second mode of replacement found in higher altitudes near the
limits of the aspen,

{Abies lasiocarpa)

.

is

being accomplished by the alpine

This conifer occurs

in small

groves of almost

Nov.

15.
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on steep slopes of canyons and

g-ullies and from these centers invades the aspen forests in all direcThese trees are also attacked by the deer and snowshoe rabbit
tions.
In general they seem to be able
but not so often by the porcupine.
the white fir and the process
than
conditions
to cope better with these

of replacement

is

more

rapid.

which appears to be more rapid and permanent, occurs where the aspen forests border the climax Lower MonThe seeds of the Douglas Fir are winged and carried by the
tane.
wind, so that this type of invasion usually progresses toward the east.

The

third type of invasion

which coniferous forest animals follow the invading
vary considerably. Certain birds, notably the redbreasted nuthatch and purple finch follow closely the first conifers as
soon as the}' reach an average size. This is also true of the snowshoe

The

rate at

trees appears to

rabbit.

However,

the red squirrel does not

become established

a coniferous forest at least a half hectare in area

until

reached.

is

Developmental stages in the Upper Montane of the Uinta Mountains are well marked. The hydroseres proceed from small streams and
from the borders of lakes and ponds (Fig. 5 C). Running through
the forests are many small streams from a foot to several feet wide

which empty ultimately into lakes or ponds. These streams are fringed
with a narrow border of grasses, sedges, and mosses and next to this
is a band of low shrubs composed mostly of VaccinitDti occidentale and
;

Salix plamfolia.

In addition a

number

of hydric herbs such as Trol-

and Caltha Icptoscpala are to be found here. Sedges
and grasses are also abundant. These serai stages occupy a narrow
border onlv a few feet wide and pass directly into the climax or sub-

lius alhiflorus

climax forests.

A

of small mammals appear to be confined chiefly or enwet borders of these streams. These animals include the
navigator shrew, big-footed meadow mrnise. and dwarf meadow mouse
(Microfus montaivus nanus).

number

tirely to the

Glaciation in the past has resulted in

tlie

fornialion of a great

many

lakes and ponds which occupy open spaces in tlie midst of the forests.
These bodies of water are normally surrf)unded by meadows of vary-

ing extent and in some places have been completely

filled

up so as

to

meadows. The succession from these bodies of water
somewhat according to the nature of the shore; i. e., whether it
Some observations were made at I>ily and Diamond
is boggy or rocky.
Lakes which give some indication of llie succession processes of a typical boggy lake.
leave only the

varies
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Such lakes are generally

A

number

acid with a

pH

of typically acid tolerant plants

Vol. \'I. XoS.

of about 4 (Cottam,

grow

the water or

in

I'-n

1930\
at the

These include Sphagnum moss. Isoetes (a plant closely
and the yellow pond lily {Nymphaea polysepala).
The Sphagnum especially tends to grow out over the water so as to
form typical springy margins. The meadows immediately surrounding the lakes are wet and boggy. Some of the common plants found
there are Li(/iisficuiu fcnitifoliuiu, iicntiaiia calycosa, Swertia scopulina, Bistorta bistortoidcs, Calflia leptoscpala, Pcdicidans grocnlandica,
Trisctum wolfii, Phlcum alpinum, Dcschompsia cacspitosa, Claniagrostis caiiadciisis and a nunil)er of species of Carex.
These meadows continue to higher and better drained ground where
the most common plant species are Trifoliitin parryi, Ranuncuhis eschJ'iola iicpJirophylla,
sclioltcii, PotcntUla glaitcopliylla, J uncus lialii,
and
Trisetum
spicatnm.
Erytlirouium parviflorum,
water's edge.

allied to the ferns),

The

first

conifer to invade these

meadows

the lodgepole pine,

is

which usually appears as a fringe bordering the meadow and next to
the climax trees. The tolerance of this tree to more soil moisture and
greater acidity, as well as

counts for this condition.
tlie

climax

trees.

requirements for more light probably ac-

its

It

is

later apparently

Being intolerant of shade,

it

encroached upon by
is

gradually crowded

out.

Only general observations can Ije made at this time on the animals
The Rocky Mountain muskrat (Ondatra sihethica
osoyoosensis) lives in the lakes and makes its runways in the bank. It
feeds upon the stems of the water lily and also upon sedges which
grow next to the water. There is often a narrow border of these
clipped clean next to the water. The beaver is more often found along
the streams of the Lower Montane but it occasionally occurs in the
In such places it feeds on
lakes of Upper Montane in the Uintas.
conifers adjacent to the water and also dwarf wallows, and water lilies.
It builds houses of conifer l)ranches and sphagnum. The Uinta pocket
of this hydrosere.

gopher

is

almost exclusively confined to the

dryer portions of the

meadows. Citcllus arniatus, tlie L'inta ground squirrel, lives in still
higher ground in the fringe of lodgepole pine, but feeds a great deal
in the meadows.
The small ampliibian Pseudacris triseriata breeds in
the ponds and lakes, and adults occur around the borders.
In wet
seasons thev also

move

out into the climax forests.
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THE ALPINE MEADOW
A.

GENERAL FEATURES
(Fig.

The

meadows

alpine

81

of Mt.

12)

Timpanogos are found in cirques at:
They appear to represent the

elevations g-enerally above 10,000 feet.

climax of the alpine communities and are best developed in rather
areas where

soil

flat

has accumulated over the rock substratum to a depth

of several inches and where the ground

is exposed for from three to
These meadows are not continuous over large
areas but are comprised of small patches from a few square yards to
several acres in extent.
These areas of alpine climax are separated
from one another by boulder fields, moraines, and rocky outcroppings

five

months of the

year.

in various stages of succession.

The general

aspect of the meadow is one of low-growing vegetafrom one to four inches high, with some of the more succulent
herl)s and taller grasses forming a higher stratum late in the growingseason.
Dominant plants are sedges, with grasses and a variety of
herbs of secondary importance. The vegetation as a whole consists
of a number of alpine plants and northern species mixed with species
from lower elevations.' Dominant sedges include Carer fcstivcUa, also common at lower elevations and a number of other Carex as vet
undetermined. The more important grasses include Poa rcflcxa, Poa
tion

:

alpina,

Poa secunda, Phlcum. alpinum,

AgropyHerbs found in greatest abundance are a parsnip,
Ligusticum filicinnm, and the common bistort, Bistorta histortoidcs.
A number of species of the rose family are also found, including
I'risctum spicatiiiii, and

ron pauciflorum.

PotcntiUa

filipcs,

Sibhaldia f^rocitiiibcns, and Argentina anscriiia.

In general. Cox's (1933) description of the alpine flora of James
Peak, Colorado, fits the situation found on Mt. l'imi)anogos although
many of the species are not identical. However, that writer designates

hlyna hcUardi as one of the climax dominants. This plant is rare in
Utah (Tidestrom. 1925, ]). 102 and draham, 1937, p. 147) and, as far
as the writer knows, does not occur on Mt. Timpanogos.
It is kiKjwn
to

occur in the Swiss Alps
In

a community such as the
convenient to regard the vegetation, together witii
invertebrate population, as a hiotic matrix into which the larger

alpine
its

also.

any considerati(Mi of the ecology of

meadow

it

is

animals permeate and upon

wliicli

they

(le])en(l

largely for sustenance

and protection. Insofar as the larger animals themselves efl'ect this
matrix directly through coaction or indirectly through reaction they
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1

-4,

be considered as intluents of various categories (Clements and

mav

Shelford, 1939,

241).

p.

In the alpine

meadow

as

it

occurs on Mt. Timpanogos, ground

and herb layer societies may be recognized. The ground layer
consists of sod formed by the tough roots of the vegetation as well as
protected places under stones, piles of animal droppings and plant
layer

debris.

Invertebrate inhabitants of the ground layer society consist of a
of species that live under the protection of the scanty cover

number

few,

provided; while a

Those

mainly larvae, burrow into the sod

that creep over the

itself.

surface of the ground but feed and seek

protection mainlv in the herb layer are not included in this community.
Certain species, ncjtably ants, nest in the ground layer but feed largely
in the vegetation.

These may be considered as permeants

in the biotic

matrix.

Table III

Average

estival populations cf invertel)rates living

tection of rocks, animal scat,

meadow.

The

as the genus.

list

under the pro-

and plant debris of the climax alpine

includes only those animals identified at least as far

Numbers

represent individuals per unit area of ground
The figures, therefore,

exposed by turning over protective objects.
are of comparative value only.*

Hemiptera
12

Geocoris hiiUatiis (Say)
Coleoptera
Carabidae
Harpalus carhonatus Lee
Amara sp
Amara obesa (Say)
Curculionidae

6
2
I

°

Sitoiia sp

Panscopus sclnvarzi Buch

2

Elateridae

(Kby.)
Hypnoidiis lucid itlus (Mann.)
Hypnoidiis lecontci hirsutus Van.
Scarabaeidae

2

Liidiiis acrcipcunis

Acgialia

(near) lacusfris Lee

Chilopoda
Lophohius collium (Ch.)
Araneida
Pardosa iiidiuiairlx Thorell

4

D

1

1

^
3

*The ant species Formica fusca gclida and Losius nigcr neoniger
are also found in colonies under stones.
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83

I\^

Average summer populations of invertebrates on the herb layer of
climax alpine meadows, Mt. Timpanogos. Numbers represent
animals
taken in 500 sweeps with a net havmg a diameter of 30 cm.
Samples
of 50 sM-eeps each were taken at ab^nit four week intervals during
the
June-September period of 1938. 1939 and 1940. Only those forms determined at least as far as genus are included:

Homoptera
Dikranciira carncola
Deltocephaltis dorsti

(

Stal.

382
20

)

Oman

Laevicephalus debilis (Uhl.)
Eutcttix tenellus (Baker)
Macrosteles dahlbomi (Zett.
Thauinotettix gcrminafus
.Iphalara sitnila Caldw
Trioza
^

31
1

)

]

1

\

5

Hemiptera
Nobis altcriiofiis Parsh

4

Deraeocoris brcvis piceatns Knight
Geocoris bidlatns (Say)

1

."

8
2

Stenodcma virens (L.)
Nysius graiidis Raker
Nysins calif ornic us (Stal.)

1

1

Coleoptera
CoccincUa trausversoyuttata Fald.

Hippodamia complex Csy
Hippodamia parenthesis (Say)
Hippodamia convergens
Orthoptera
Melauoplus (Nymphs
Melanoplus infantilis Scudder
Diptera
Lasiops septal trionalis (Stein)
)

Hydrellia griseola (Fall.
Pliilygria debilis

.

.,

2
2
1
1

13

2
1
1

)

Loew

1

Tomosvaryella utalicnsis Hardv
Voria ruralis (Fall.
Sarcophaga I'lierminieri R. I)

1

Trupanea radifera Cog

2

Lw

3

1

'.

)

Tephritis clathrcta
Chlorops stigmata

1

1

Hymenoptera
Halictus

Formica

2

Linn
Lasius niger Linn
Chelonus
fiisca

5

2
2
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Orgilus
Podalonia luctuosa (Sm.)
Br emus occidcntalis (Greene)

^

Sagaritis strigosus \ ier
Olesicainpc

1

1-4,

1
1

1

Araneida
Mctapliidippits mgroniacukitus

1

exposed places shows an average
This popuof about 40 animals per square meter for the summer.
when
lation in the soil layer seems to reach its maximum in August
About
there is an average of about 100 animals per square meter.
40% of this maximum population consists of mites (Acarina of sev-

The

invei-tel)ratf i)()pulation in

)

Ground-dwelling beetles occur to
Formicidae comprise about 14%
ants
while
the extent of about 23%
wides])read burrowing bug,
and
common
The
of the poiHilation.

eral species as yet undetermined.

)

(

20% ^i the ground populacommon in the herb layer. Sam-

Ccocoris bulhtus (Say) makes up about

summer. This species is also
ground layer in exposed places brought variable results.
In some of the samples no animals whatever could be found while m

tion in

pling of the

others as

Most

many

as 150 occurred per square meter.

of the invertebrates of the

ground layer are

to be

found un-

animal droppings and debns.
are shown in Table III. Occaplaces
in
such
found
species
Numbers of
but no attempt was made
stones
under
found
are
sional ant colonies

der the protection of rocks, piles

to arrive at the

of

numbers of individuals

The more common herbs

in these colonies.

of the alpine

meadow have

already been

This layer society shows a decided difference insofar as the
listed.
Populations of the invertebrates
invertebrate animals are concerned.
In contrast to the
identified from samples are shown in Table IV.
layer, about 84% of the population consists of leafhoppers,
Hemiptera comprise
mostly of one species {Dikrancura carueola).
of Diptera
population
proportional
The
47r.
Diptera
and
about 5%
nearly
compose
may
it
where
tundra
arctic
in
the
than
lower
is much

ground

100%

of the invertebrate population

Certain of the larger

(

Twomey,

1941,

insects, notably

Orth-

Shelf ord and

and more active

65).
optera and Lepidoptera, are not readily taken in ordinary samples but
Grassare, nevertheless, important constituents of the biotic matrix.

p.

hoppers become especially abundant in August and September and
constitute an important item of food for visiting birds.
Butterllies constitute a consi)icuous feature of the alpine invertebrate fauna. Hying in large numl;ers over the alpine meadows but espe-
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Numbers per M^

Invertebrate fbpulations in Ground
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

>

*

Invertebrate Popu Lotions on Merbi
i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

/

Invertebrate Populations on Shrubi

I

20

50

I

I

I

I

I

I

60
90 100 110
50
70
so,
Invertebrate Populations on TTee^

40
1

I

120

I

)10

I

140

Climax Lower Monicme Forest

Z Subclimax A^pen Longer Montone fbrsst
3 Climax Upper Montane forest
-f

Fig. 10.

cially

Subcltmdx ^Spruce-fur Upper Montane forest

Relative populations of invL-rtelirates in the several layer eomniunities of
the coniferous forests.

over the serai

sta,L,^es

wliere masses of bright colored Mowers are

About 24 species have been recorded
from these communities. Farnassius clodius is apparently ccjnfined to
the alpine and is one of the more common species on Mt. Timpanogos.

in

blossom

in

June and jnly.

The Great

B6

i.Nxx iiAvwAKD

c.

common

C)thcr

species

Xymplialis

include

liasiii

calif orjiica,

Xaturalist

Nos.

\'ol. V'i,

1-4,

Eiiphydryas

chalccdojia, .!r(/yii)iis utaliciisis, .Irr/yniiis Jici'adcnsis, J'aiicssa cardui

and

/

ancssa caryr.

IXFLUENTS

B.

In the alpine communities of Mt. Timpanogos, the golden-mantled

marmot

(Mariiiofa flaviventris iiosophora)

This animal reaches

tant rodents.

although

found

is

it

its

rocky places

in

is

one of the more impor-

greatest abundance in the alpine,

at all elevations

on the mountain.

meadows but lives mostly in
loose rock piles or along rocky ridges.
Not infrequently, however, its
burrows are found on the climax meadows. As many as six of these
In the alpine,

it

feeds mainly on the open

animals have been seen feeding at one time on a half acre of alpine

meadow. They emerge from hibernation in May or June, often by
burrowing up through the snow, and remain active until about the
middle of October.
Smaller

mammals found on

consist of those that are

the Uinta

dance

ground

found

Timpanogos likewise
lower elevations. Strangely enough

the alpine of Mt.
at

squirrel (Citellus arniatns) reaches

in the alpine of

Mt. Timpanogos but

is

its

greatest abun-

almost entirely absent

from similar elevations in the Uinta Mountains. There were about
many burrows (63 per hectare) on the alpine meadow as
there were at a station in the aspen forest subclimax on Mt. Timpatwice as

nogos.

The period

of activity of the ground squirrel varies greatly

from

On

June

year to year, depending upon the amount of snow deposit.

65%

was covered with snow and there
were no Citellus in evidence. On June 26, 1940 most of the snow was
gone and there was considerable growth of vegetation. At that time
adult squirrels were abundant although no young were present. When
the same area was visited on July 14, 1941 there was again much snow
28, 1937 about

of the ground

and squirrels were very
in 5 hours of field work.

may

much

rare.
It

On

that date only 4 animals

were seen

appears evident that the period of

s(iuirrel

two months shorter in the alpine than it
is at the lower elevation range of the same species.
Whether this condition means a longer hibernation period, or whether this high summer
population consists in part of emigrants from lower elevations aie
activity

be as

as

questions that cannot at present be answered.

The

activities of the

ground

squirrel appear to coincide with the

prevalence of succulent vegetation.
forbes rather than sedges and grasses.

Their food consists mainly of
In early spring they feed upon
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Total Jny^ertebrate fhpulation

60

^

fitpu/ation ofAraneida

«p

on Trees

Ftpulation of CicadelUdQe on Trees

I

L

'

•

I

\

80

10
to
Ftopulaiiort of Difxtera on herbs
1

2
3
4-

50

AO

30

Climax Lo*yer Montane Forest
'Subclimax Aspen Lower Montane rorgsr

Climax: Upper Montane Forest
_
Subclimax Spruce - Fir Upper Montane Forest

Population of Araneida, Cicadellida4fe and Diptera in certain layer communities of the coniferous forests.

Fig. 11.

the tender tips of these plants as they

they

may

are pulled

appear

most

even dig for them.

down

to feed

Later,

emerge from the ground, or

when

the plants are taller, thev

and the terminal portions are eaten.

more or

less

The

squirrels

indiscriminately upon whatever plants are

available.

Hibernation takes place about the
to three

weeks

are, therefore,

ground

later than

it

first

of September,

does at an elevation of 7,000

which
feet.

two
There

is

about 8 to 10 weeks available for the activity of the

scpiirrel in the alpine

community.

should be pointed out that the presence of large numbers of

It

ground squirrels

mon

.

,

in the alpine areas of

Mt. Timpanogos is not a comRocky mountains area gen-

feature of alpine communities of the

erally

(Howell, 1938, pp. 10-11, and Davis, 1939, p. 172). Due to
mountain and the abrupt transition between alpine

the steepness of the
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mt-adijus and coniferous forests, together with the fact that a movement of animals from one to the other would involve relatively little
travel, the possibility is great that man}- of the animals found in alpine
meadows on Alt. Timpanogos. in summer shift in from lower eleva-

and may not represent animals that have hibernated at these
Such an explanation would preclude the necessity for
the animals to remain in hibernation approximately ten months of the
year, wdiich would be the case if they were permanent residents of the
tions,

high altitudes.

alpine. However, such a prolonged hibernation may not be impossible,
and direct evidence for an up-mountain shift in squirrel population
is

lacking.

The pocket gopher Thonioinys talpoides moorei) is also very comin the alpine meadow.
Counts of workings indicate that they
(

mon

occur to the extent of at least 18 animals per hectare. Winter activities

when the snow iirst leaves the ground in early
These winter activities occur in the form of shallow and
tortuous furrows on the surface of the ground or the familiar earthen
cores made by plugging soil into the snow burrows. In early summer
the damp earth mounds commonly thrown up by these animals are
This,
never as al)undant as they are in late summer and autumn.
together with the fact that green vegetation is more frequently found
are very conspicuous

summer.

in the

cheek pouches at the early season, indicates that the gophers

may

feed

this

season, gophers are occasionally'

more extensively on surface vegetation
caught

in early

surface traps

in

At

summer.

many

yards from the nearest burrow, and the animals are often taken by
predatory birds, especially owls, at this season.

Davis (1939. pp. 241-242) and Marshall (1941,
cently described the burrowing habits of
outlines the beneficial

On

efifect

p.

Thomomys.

196) have re-

Grinnell (1923)

of this reaction to general soil conditions.

Mt. Timpanogos, the effect particularly of the winter activities are

strikingly

evident immediately after the ground

melting snow.

At such times

ground may be covered by
estimated that

SO'/^

soil

as

much

as

90^

is

exposed by the

of the surface of the

turned up by gopher activity and

of the whole alpine

meadow

is

it

is

effected in this

way. A few beating rainstorms obliterate the evidence of the activity
and the alpine vegetation comes up through the loose soil. Extensive
as this activity

is, it

does not seem to influence noticeably the sod form-

ing capacity of the climax dominants.

The Uinta pika (Ochofona princips iiiiita) reaches its greatest
abundance in alpine regions although it is found consistently in suitable
habitats throughout the montane forests. This animal lives in crevises

Nov.

15,

1945
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communities of utah
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Fig. 12. A, General view of Alpine meadow, American Fork Cirque, Mt. Timpanogos, photographed July 14, 1941.
B, Alpine meadow:
(a) climax, (b) old
moraine, (c) old talus slope partly stabilized.
C, Alpine meadow and adjoining
cliff:
(a) climax, (b) old moraine (c) old talus slope, (d) recent moraine, (o)
active talue slopj; (f) barren cliffs.
D, "Haystack" of pika in tyi)ical habitat.
E, Vegetation of alpine meadow climax.
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and gains most of

in loose rock piles

however,

As

is

its

well

its

food from early serai stages;

meadow,

it

obtains

food there.

known, the pika

stores food for winter use in the

of miniature "haystacks" (Fig. 12 D).
rial
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living quarters are near the climax

if its

a portion of
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form

The gathering of this mate-

begins about the middle of June, but it is most intensive in August
The piles are frequently stored under the protection

and September.

of rocks, but they are often quite exposed.

rounded so as

to

shed a good deal of rain.

piles so gradually that
is

covered

;

it

thus the hay

In the latter case they are

Material

is

added

to the

usually has time to dry thoroughly before
is

it

generally well cured throughout.

Plants used in constructing these piles vary a great deal and depend upon whatever species are near at hand. There seems to be
little

food preference in

this

case.

In general, however, the foods

found in these piles are the most succulent herbs rather than grasses
and sedges. The writer has no record of any shrub being used. Plants

have been identified from the piles include Meriensia leonardi,
Cirsiiim lanceolatum, Frasera speciosa, Aquilegia caenilea, Raminculus
adoneus, Erigeron sp., Zygadenus elegans, Bistorta bistortoides, and

that

Ligusticum filicinnm.
The golden mantled ground squirrel (Citellus lateralis castanurus)
It is confined
is occasionally found" in the alpine of Mt. Timpanogos.
almost entirely to rock
pika.

Only

rarely

is it

piles,

occupying

much

the

same habitat

seen on the climax meadows.

It is

as the

not as com-

Mt. Timpanogos as it is in some other parts of the Wasatch,
and the writer has had little opportunity to study its habits.
The only mouse that has been found on the alpine meadows of Mt.

mon on

formed a hundred per
plots on these meadon
cent of the small mammal population trapped
Furthermore, the mammal seems to occur there only in late
ows.
summer and autumn. Three different years of trapping in June on

Timpanogos

the climax

is

Peromyscus manicnlatus

meadows

were always present

failed to reveal

ssp.

It

any of these animals, but they

later in the season.

In the autumn of 1939 there

was a population of about 46 per hectare trapped, while
were 32 per hectare trapped.

in

1940 there

It is the writer's belief that these animals spread out on the alpine
from the surrounding coniferous forests in summer and then are driven
back or killed off in late autumn or winter because of the lack of suit-

able cover.

Since these mice are active throughout the year, the probaon the alpine meadow where all food is covered by

bility of survival,

many

feet of

snow, would indeed be small, although some burrowing

Nov.

1945
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in the snow may occur.
Furthermore, there would be practically no
cover available during the winter season. In summer, deserted holes
of the burrowing rodents afford suital)le hiding places for the mice

during the daytime.

Gary (1911) records the occurrence of Microtus on the alpine
of the Colorado Rockies, but the writer has no evidence of
their presence on the alpine of Mt. Timpanogos. The Rocky Mountain
phenacomys (Phcnaconiys iutcnncdins intermedins), Gale Red-backed

meadows

Mouse {Clethrionomys gapperi yalei), cantankerous meadow mouse
(Microtus mordax morda.v), as well as two chipmunks (Eutamias
ntnbrinus and E. miiiimus consohrinus) inhabit the
krumholz ecotone adjacent to the alpine, but apparently they do not
venture far from the cover of these stunted conifers.
qitadrivittatits

The

larger influent animals of the alpine

of species that visit

it

meadow

from lower elevations and

it

consist entirely
is

probable that

none of them remain active there throughout the year. Early records
indicate that the mountain sheep {Ovis canadensis canadensis) formerly occurred on Mt. Timpanogos and undoubtedly fed upon the
alpine meadows; however, judging from the present habits of this
anmial, they were probably not confined to these communities and none
is to be found on Mt. Timpanogos at the present
time.

The mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus macrotis) is the only large
ungulate that regularly visits the alpine meadow although the wapiti
(Cerviis canadensis canadensis) re-introduced on Mt. Timpanogos in
1925, is rarely seen there. The deer is found on the alpine communities

from June

out on the

October.

until

meadows

Herds of four or

They, or their signs, have been noted

at least a mile

from the nearest vegetation cover.

animals or single individuals are frequently seen
feeding far out on the meadows in the afternoon or early evening.
Most of the feeding, however, is apparently done at night and the
animals move into the cover of the Upper Montane Forests in the daytime.

five

Observations indicate that the food

is

mostly the more succu-

lent forbes rather than the grasses

feed indiscriminately in serai

and sedges, although the animals
stages and climax wherever food is

available.

Larger predatory mammals are so reduced

numbers on Mt.
former relationship
to these communities.
The Great Basin coyote {Canis latrans lestes)
visits the alpine both in summer and winter.
The badger (Taxidea
taxus ssp.) feeds there upon pocket gophers and ground squirrels.
Areas of several square yards are frequently found dug by these ani-

Timpanogos

that

it

is

difficult

to ascertain their

in
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skull of ihc Great r.asin striped

skunk [Mcl^hitis

occidciitalis

meadow,

kut this probably

was carried

major) was found nn the alpine

Remains

there by a predator.
thiim
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the poreupine

of

{Ercihizon cpixan-

are occasionally found, although this animal

is

primarih' confined to the montane forests.

The Nevada weasel {Miistch frcnata Hcvadcnsis)

common

of the small predators.

It

has been seen in

is

the

most

of the xero-

all

and climax but is more often encountered in the loose
rock piles where it apparently feeds to a large extent upon the pika.
Long (1938) has ol)serve(l this habit in the Colorado Rockies.
seral stages

A

conspicuous feature ot the alpine

meadow on Mt. Timpanogos

the low population of l)irds, particularly during the breeding season.
During the years that a census was taken it was estimated that there
is

was not more than one pair
This

in contrast

is

to

of nesting birds per 10 hectares of area.

an estimated 25 birds per hectare

in adjoinin.g

coniferous forests during the same period.

The Rocky Mountain

pipit {Aittlnis nihcscciis altirola) is the

characteristic bird of the alpine

however, but l)reeds also

alpine,

tane Poorest.
level

Its

meadows.
in

It

meadow

is

most

not confined to the

stages of the

Upper Mon-

nests are constructed in depressions with the rim

These birds work their way
).
August and September and are found in the

with the surface (Hayward, 1941

down

the mountains in

valley grasslands in winter.

The black

leucosticte

{

Lcucosticfc afrata

)

is

seemingly confined to

summer. However, it is seen mostly in early xeroseral
It also prefers the vicinity of
stages in rock piles and among cliffs.
snowbanks and is found only rarely upon the climax meadows. In
winter most of the birds move down the mountain and live in the footliills in company with other species from the north.

the alpine in

Xo

species of jitarmigan

Rock wrens

found on Mt. Timpanogos.

(Salpiiictcs obsolctits obsolctus) are occasionally fcnuid

nesting in loose rock piles.

where

is

They

occur, however, at

suitable nesting ])laces are available

and are not

all

elevations

at all

confined

to the alpine.

summer and autunm. Hocks of small birds
meadows in search of food. The most common

in late
ali)ine

visitants are the

mountain bluebird, vesper sparrow, Brew^er's spar-

row, and western chipping si)arrow.
birds

common

ties for

often visit the
of these casual

in the general vicinity

feeding purposes.

Most

may

of

the

large predatory

also use the alpine

These include the golden

eagle,

communiAmerican

Nov.

15.
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goshawk, Cooper's hawk, sharp-shinned hawk, prairie falcon, western
red-tailed hawk, marsh hawk, and Montana horned owl
SUCCESSION

C.

studied
Succession in the alpine region has not been thoroughly
considered
be
may
only
on Mt. Timpanogos, so that general features
least two hydroIt appears, however, that there are at
at this time.
seres and two or three separate xeroseres represented.

swift-running streams occur over rocks, iMertcnsia Icoiiardi
areas
forms dense growths near the water. If the streams (KX^ur in flat
marigold
marsh
the
depth
greater
to
accumulated
has
the soil

Where

where

number of
(Catlha Icptoscpala) is the predominant plant, with a
more
these
of
invertebrates
The
present.
also
grasses and sedges
comvertebrates
the
of
most
but
studied,
been
hydric stages have not
and
food
of
search
in
stages
these
visit
mon to the alpine in general
None, however,

water.

Xeroseres

is

particularly confined to

develop either from

mav

or talus slopes of loose rock.
glacial

moraines or

it.

exposed rock, glacial moraines,

Loose rock

at the bases of activity

piles

formed

eroding

cliffs

as terminal

are the most

conspicuous of the early stages. This habitat also extends well down
animals.
into the montane forests, carrying with it its characteristic
the
role of the pika in preparing the early loose rock stage for
contemplate,
to
interesting
is
follow
to
are
successional stages that

The

although the writer has not been able to gather much direct evidence
almost
of its importance. It would appear that the storage piles are
of the
droppings
the
but
months
completely used up during the winter
they
as
concentrated
plants,
animals as well as inedible parts of the
;

are in definite places, may, in the course of years amount to a conShould such dwelling
siderable deposit in the crevices of the rocks.

not difficult to conceive of the pioneer vegetation getting started in such places. The seeding of such areas could
easily be accomplished through the agency of such animals as birds

places be

and

abandoned

squirrels.

The

it

is

latter especially arc

of Ribes cereum which

is

known

to feed

upon the

fruits

often one of the earlier plants to appear on

the rockslides.

Serai stages from

loose rock piles to climax

studied extensively by the writer, but

extremely slow.
eroding

cliffs

This

is

due

it

is

meadows were

not

evident that the process

to the fact that in

many

is

places rapidly

new rocks to these slopes, and
growth makes the accumulation of soil, even

are continuously adding

the short season of plant

in areas of relative stability,

extremely slow.

Many

of the talus slopes
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are buried under several feet of snow for 10 or 11 months of the year
and some are permanently covered. Thus in contrast to succession in
sand dunes or ponds in temperate climates, where progress may be

recorded

in

terms of decades or even

less,

here the process

is

a matter

of centuries or millenia.

In the case of talus slopes and glacial moraines, some of the large
pioneer plants are Ribcs ccrcum, Potcniilla crinita, Frascra speciosa,
Cirshim lanccolaiiwi, in dry i)laces. Wliere there is more moisture
such species as Primula parryi and Lit pin us alpcsfris, are the first of
the larger plants to appear.

When
sparse

the moraines

amount of

brilliant

become

among

soil

array of alpine flowers

blossomed flowers

in great

older, they

the rocks.

most

is

is

CastcUcja

in this stage that the

in evidence

profusion especially

plants are most conspicuous in this
yriis piyuiatifida,

It

form rocky knolls with a
with low yet large

in July.

community: Festuca

z'iscida,

The following
kingii, Syiith-

Cogszvellia triferuata, Ivesia gor-

Phlox niultiflora, Dasiophora fruiticosa, Silene
acaulis, Clematis pscudoalpina, Scnccio atratus, Pofentilla glandulosa
donii, Pofentilla crinita,

arizonica, Erigeron ursinus, Lesquerclla utahensis, Eriogonum umbcllatum, Pentstemon cyanthus, and Pentstemon humilis breviflorus.

Associated with the alpine flora of these older moraines are connumbers of the larger and more conspicuous insects, espe-

siderable

cially brightly colored butterflies

and bumblebees.

species of butterflies have already been listed.
species of bumblebees include

:

Psithyrus

insitlaris,

A number of the
The more common
P. suckleyi, Bremus

flavifrons, B. centralis, B. appositus, B. riifocinctus, B. occidentalis,
B. sylvicola, B. flavifrons, and B. biforius.

Especially on north- facing slopes of these old moraines there are
dense mats of the low-growing willow {Salix saxi-montana) which
grow almost to the exclusion of all other plants.

The distributional relationsliips of the animals in the several seres
discussed above have not been thoroughly studied. However, it may
be said that the pika. golden-mantled ground squirrel, marmot, rock
wren and

leucosticte inhal)it the earlier stages of the xeroseres

the pocket gopher, badger

The remainder

of the

and

;

while

more confined to the climax.
vertebrates appear to roam at will over all the
pipit are

stages that supply food and protection.

On

Mt. Timpanogos, a large proportion of the alpine area consists
clififs of almost barren, solid rock.
The only vegetation on
such areas is lichens and mosses. Such places are usually extremely
of sheer

RTOTIC
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and without even snow cover are exposed
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to all of the

extremes

of weather.

No mammals

frequent these

some bats that
other hawks nest on

cliffs

except a few marmots along

The golden

ledges and

live in crevices.

sible

inaccessible ledges

white-throated

and the

eagle and pos-

cliff'

swallow and

.swift build their nests in crevices.
D.

DISCUS.SION

The proper placement and classification
f)articularh- in the more southern ranges of

of the alpine communities,
the West, under the

biome

concept as set forth by Clements and Shelf ord (1939), and Phillips
(1931) and summarized by Carpenter (1939, pp. 75-89) present certain difficulties

under our present

state of

knowledge.

Relationships of these communities to the far northern tundra have
long been assumed and referred to many times. Such terms as "Arctic

Alpine" employed by Merriam (1898) and "Petran Tundra" used by
Weaver and Clements (1938, p. 485) assume these relationships. However, the older term "Alpine A'leadoAv" employed also by Clements
here used for the climax since the total community aspect
resembles very little the northern tundra, and the implication of a

(1920)

cloi-e

is

relationship by usage of the terms "tundra" and "arctic" seems

misleading.

The

alpine communities as they are found on Mt.

Timpanogos are

not altogether typical of such communities as they are found in western mountains generally, due to a considerable influence of flora and

fauna from lower elevations; however, they present enough of the
alpine conditions to place

them

definitely in that category

their properties apply to alpine

communities

and many of

in general.

Alpine meadows and their adjoining serai communities of this study
appear to have certain ecological qualities in common with the northern tundra: (1) treelessness, (2) low and stunted vegetation, (3^
short season of biotic activity associated with some climatic resem-

and (4) a number of species of plants and a few animals

blances,

common

On

hand the alpine communities
number of important respects:

the other

tundra in a
1.

also

to the northern tundra.

The

terrain in the alpine

is

generally

differ

from the

arctic

more rugged and un-

opportunity for the climax to develop except in
The general aspect is insular with small widely iso-

stable, giving little

verv small areas.
lated areas

found

and no great continuous cxpan.ses of uniformity as are

in the arctic area.
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north

is lacking-,

as

is

also

mat of undecayed or partly decayed vegetation with a thickness
of four or five inches to several feet, on which the climax forms.
3.
Great masses of foliose lichens that form the climax dominants in the northern tundra (Shelford and Twomey, 1941) are absent
and the climax assumes a dififerent life form as sedges and .grasses.
the

None

4.
is

of the larger inlluent

present in the alpine

meadow.

mammals

Xo mammal

to the alpine or particularly characteristic of

it

of the northern tundra
of any kind

is

confined

although a few species

api)ear to reach their maximum abundance there.
The pika is the
most nearly characteristically alpine of any of the mammals, but it is
confined to certain serai stages and can scarcely be considered a per-

meant.

On

5.

Mt. Timpanogos there are only two species oi birds conand these mainly during the summer. Of

fined to the alpine area,

these

two the

leucosticte

is strictly

mountainous, while the

pipit is only

from the tundra form. In most other portions
of the w^estern mountains the ptarmigan may be added to this list of
birds.
The great variety of breeding shorebirds and other types of
subspecifically different

birds

common

6.

The

to the north

is

absent.

invertebrates, particularly the insects, as far as thev are

known, show a peculiar mixture of northern, montane and
lowland species, but the general aspect of insect life appears to more
nearly resemble the plains grasslands. Such widely distributed species
at i)resent

Lygus pratensis, Geocoris hiiUatus, Nysiits caJifomicus, Nysiits
and Agenotcttix dcnniiii are common there.
Grasshoppers,
Hemiptera, and Homoptera pla}- a conspicuous role in total popula-

as

ericac,

do in the grasslands. Ants, although less abundant than
low grasslands, are nevertheless present. There is no preponderance of Diptera as there is in the north.
Some insects that are
tions as they

in the

chiefly northern in distribution are:

Harpalas carbonatus, CoccUicUa

Hippodamia converges, Adoxus ohscnrus, .Ir/^hia
frigida, Formica fitsca gilida and ]\\spHla uonvcgica norvcgicoides.
7.
Plants in general show a closer affinity to the northern species
transvcrsor/itffala,

than do the animals.
the alpine of

An

analysis of Cox's (1933)

James Peak, Colorado shows

list

of plants from

that about a tliird of the

species are also transcontinentally distributed across the arctic
list

of 99 representative species from the alpine of Mt.

shows

A

that about

25^

.

A

Timpanogos

are arctic and tran.scontinentaI in distribution.

number also occur in the Old World. A list of northern species on
Timpanogos includes the following: Cryptogramma acrostichoides,

Nov.

15.
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Felix frayUis,

Lycopodiuni sclago,

caespitosa, ^Triscfitiii spicatitni,

glandulosa,

Polygonum

Stellario

lis,

Draha

97

alpinuiti,

'''Plilcimi

Dcschai>ipsia

^Poa alpina, Carcx cleocharis, Betula
Polygonum douglasii, Silene acaii-

bistort old cs,

Crraslium

longipcs,

hccringianiim,

Sagina

saginoides,

Dasiophora fruiticosa, Sibbaldia procumbciis, Androsacc
subumbellata, Pcdicularis grocidandica, and Erigeron conipositus. Only
three of these (/^') are important in the climax on the mountains and
nivalis,

none of them occur

tundra climax near Churchill, Manitoba.

in

Absence of the thick mats of

8.

already been mentioned.

Rocky Mountains

of

From

foliose lichens in the alpine has

of alpine plants available for the

lists

Utah and Colorado,

the heaths (Ericaceae) are

not a conspicuous part of the alpine flora as they are in the northern
tundra.
It

would appear on analysis of the data

at

hand

that

blance which the alpine holds witli the uorthern tundra
total climatic similarities of the

any resem-

due to the
two communities; while the differences
is

between the two may be associated with the diversification in topog'raphy. At least two important tfjpographic differences between the alpine and northern tundra are evident
First, the island-like nature,
ruggedness, and relatively small area of alpine as compared to the
:

vast and unbroken expanse of the tundra

imity of the alpine to
trast

to

the

wide distances separating

communities on mtjre

more

;

and second, the close prox-

more temperate communities of
level

the

This

terrain.

arctic

latter

valleys, in con-

from temperate

factor lends

itself

readily to the migration into the alpine of those lowland species

that are able to tolerate the climatic conditions extant.

The

biota of

the alpine

communities, therefore, consists

main of those lowland and mo!itane

forest species

tolerate the essentially arctic climatic conditions

there only temporaril\- or during favorable
cally northern species that are able to

graphic characteristics
isolation

which

important role

is

common

to

the

that are able to

found there or occur

seasons, and those typi-

endure the combination of topomountains.
The factor of

the

fimdamentally topographic

in these

in

in

mountains

j)lavs

an

communities.

Limited area and isolation alone are sutTicient to preclude the occurrence of the large herds of caribou that roam over the northern
tundra and with tliem the group of large carivors that depends upc^n
them for food. Migration habits long established and want of suffi-

may well combine
common to the north.

cient territory

avifauna
It

would seem

to exclude the shore birds

that insofar as the a]])ine

comnnmity

is

and other
concerned.
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the clithe topoi^raphic features prt-sem are eciually as inip(n-tant as
extent
the
To
matic characters in shaping the communities that exist.

that these communities represent assemblages

of organisms existing

under a peculiar combination of climatic and topographic conditions,
they surely constitute a singular set of communities distinct from all

To

others.

this

end the alpine might be considered as a community
condiit does not measure up to all the

of biome rank even though

ccnnmonly thcnight be requisite

tions

to that category.

investigations into the bi(j-ecology of the alpine

Further

communi-

surely be necessary before a

other portions of the West
evaluation of the communities can be made.
will

ties of
final

\-III.

SUAIMARY

This study includes an analysis of the major biotic communiAlt. Timpanogos near Provo in the southern Wasatch Range
Orof L'tah and higher elevations of the western Uinta Mountains.
thenof
standpoint
the
fnjm
possible
far
as
as
studied
were
ganisms
1.

ties of

distribution,

Observations extended over a period of about 11 years from
1941, with the most intensive period of work from 1937 to

2.

1930

populations, aspections and interactions.

to

1941.

The greater part of the studies were made during the summer
Methods employed included general observations on habits,

months.

Relative numbers of
etc.. and quantitative sampling.
by cruising, counting
estimated
were
size
chipmunk
above
mammals
Smaller
pellets.
fecal
counting
by
and
signs,
other
and
dens, burrows,
plots
measured
of
l)y
use
the
determined
were
mammal populations
traps
snap
100
about
were
set
which
of one half acre (0.2 hectare) in

distribution,

for four or five consecutive days.

Xo

efi'ort

was made

to calculate

infiux or elillux so that the data are chiefly of comparative value. Bird
populations were made availal)le by crui.sing over 5 acre (2 hectare)

areas in early morning or by watching smaller areas when cruising was
Quantitative invertebrate samples were taken in all
not possible.
One tenth square meter samples of
laver communities represented.

were taken and the invertebrates counted. In the vegetative layers, 48-50 sweeps with a net 30
centimeters in diameter were taken to represent one square meter.
the upper 2 inches of soil

.Series

of specimens of

l)urp(xses.

all

and

leaf litter

grou])s

were preserved for identification

Daily weather records were kept while

field

work was being

done.
3.

The

general plan of treatment of the subject

is to

consider the

Xf)v. 15, 1945

Vfg-etation
lai-i^t-r

r.ioTK'

commi

xttiks of utaii

and the invertehratt- animals as a

animals are treated from

tlie

biotic

9Q
matrix

;

then the

viewpoint of their relationship to

this matrix, especially as their life habits are associated

ous layer communities represented.

with the variCoactions and reactions of the

larger species are brought into the discussion as far as thev are un-

derstood.
4.

Topography and geology of

the regions are considered particuregard to the bearing they have on the biota. Mt. Timpashown to be an extremely rugged mountain in upper elevations

larly with

n(jgos

is

with the result that the

Upper Montane

in scattered suliclimax

form.

forests are able to develop only

This condition

is shown to have a great
on the populations of animals and upon the presence or absence
of certain constituents. On the other hand, relatively smooth contours
and stable conditions in the high plateau of the Uinta Mountains hav^

efifect

allowed the development of extensive Upper Montane climax forests
with lower animal populations in general and with a number of true
climax animals present.
.-•.

The Montane Coniferous Forests and

sidered to be a
I'.iome

jKjrtion

of

the

their serai stages are conTranscontinental Coniferous Forest

on the basis of a large number

(^f

organisms that are

common

both and either specifically identical (-r ecologically equivalent. Presence of these organisms indicates a general similarity in living condito

tions that Itinds the northern
6.

and montane communities together.

Montane and Subalpine

forests of Clements, recognized by

him

as distinct plant formations, are here reduced to associations
as a result of including

animals in the study. The term "Montane Forest"
used to indicate their close relationship, and they are designated as
Lower and Upper Montane largely on the basis of their dominant
IS

plants, a

few

birds,

and certain climatic diiTerences. The
two communities is indicated

relationship between these
that

all

the

mammals, with

close l)iotic
I)y

the fact

the possible exception of one rare mouse,

range through both forest types.

There is a tendency for some species
more abundant in one than in the other hut in the case of the
larger animals the numbers appear to be about the same.
Of about
-V species of birds whose breeding range have been fairly
accuratelv
to be

determined. about 61

^/r
are known to occur in both Upper and Lower
About 149r are confined to the Lower Montane
and lOO'r to the Upper Montane. The remaiiuler are found in vallevs
but range through both mountain types. There ;ire also
a large num-

Montane

Forests.

ber of invertebrates found ihioughout both Monlane Forests.
7.
In the Lower M(.nlane. llu- wliih lir-l )oii-l;is hr
climax and
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more or
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The former

less detail.

occurs as relatively small patches on north-facing slopes rather than
as a continuous forest.

ceous growth in some

It

possesses a luxuriant shrubby and herbawhere the tree canopy is dense there

places, but

vegetation on the forest floor.

is little

Low

shrub-herb,

tall

shrub, and

The
were recognized
Montane
Lower
of
the
part
greater
aspen subclimax makes up the
forest on Mt. Timpanogos. There is a general tendency for the aspens
an
to eventually be replaced by conifers, but in many places this is
in the vegetation of this

tree layers

community.

extremely slow process due. in part at least, to the coactions of the
deer, porcupine, and snowshoe rabl^it which either kill the trees outHerb,
right or retard their growth by eating off the terminal shoots.
shrul>.

and

tree layers

were recognized

in the vegetation of this

com-

munity.

A comparison of the invertebrate population of the aspen sub8.
climax and the conifer climax of the Low^er Montane shows that the
The
total numbers are greater in the aspens in all layer communities.
total invertebrate populations on trees are about four times greater
In the ground la}-er ants are very important in both
in tlie aspens.
communities, living under logs and rocks as well as

in

open areas.

iVIany of the species also climb up into the vegetational layers. Beetles
and spiders are also an important feature of the ground layer. Leafhoppers are the most abundant invertebrates in the herb and shrub

layers of both communities.

In the tree layer there

is

a striking differ-

In the aspens, leafhoppers of

ence in the invertebrate constituents.
about 4 .species comprise about 87% of the total invertebrate populaOn the other
tion, while in the conifers they form only about 4%.
hand, spiders and Diptera are more abundant in the conifers. Spiders
of the population in the conifers and less than
Diptera form about 50% of the population in coni-

make up about 37%

1%

in the aspens.

fers

and only about

9.

1%

in the aspens.

All of the larger

mammals and

birds and

many

of the smaller

ones range through both aspens and conifers. A certain group of holenesting birds including several species of woodpeckers, swallows, marwhile
tins, and house wrens are confined mainly or entirely to aspens;

The red squirrel
nuthatches and kinglets are mostly in conifers.
Gophers and
conifers.
the
(Tamiasciurus) is strictly confined to
ground squirrels are much more abundant in the as])en forests and seldom enter the climax communities if they are very extensive. Bird
populations are higher
10.

Studies of the

in the

aspens at

all

seasons except winter.

Upper Montane Forests were

carried out in

Nov.

15,

the climax tvpe as

climax as found
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it

cmi

is

fijund in the Uinta

10]

Mountains and

in the sub-

The climax forests consist of
Kngelmann spruce and alpine fir. The

Mt. Timpanogos.

dense and extensive stands of
undergrowth is made up of low shrubs and herbs of about the same
height and mixed intimatel}' together.

Lower Montane.

in the

There

is

The Upper Montane

no

tall

shrub layer as

forests of Mt.

Timpa-

in the form of a subclimax of scattered Engelmann spruce
and alpine fir interspersed w^ith a dense growth of shrubs and herbs.
Herb, shrub, and tree layers may be recognized. Continuous climax

nogos are

forests are unaljle to develop here because of a numl)er of active physical forces including rapid erosion, steepness of slopes,

and snowslide

action.

Invertebrate population studies in these two communities of

11.

Upper Montane, revealed that in most layers the numbers were far
greater in the subclimax. Ground populations show^ed a lower figure
in both communities. Ants were less abundant than in the Lower Montane.
Li the herb layer there were about nine times more invertebrates
in the subclimax.
This is due to the presence of large numbers of
leafhoppers of the genus Dikraneura as well as considerable numbers
The population in trees was about
of Hemiptera in the subclimax.
the

Leafhoppers were again an imSpiders were more abundant in the climax, but even

six times greater in the subclimax.

portant factor.

there were less numerous than in the Lower Montane climax. Diptera
were comparatively more abundant in the climax forests where they
made up about 40% of the invertebrate population on herbs and 60%
on trees.
12.

All of the large vertebrates such as the deer

and larger car-

Upper Montane climax and subclimax as
well as many of the earlier serai stages. One mammal, Fhcnacouiys
intermedins, seems to be contined to the Upper Montane subclimax but
it is so rare that this has not been definitely established.
About 5 species of birds, including the Rocky Mountain pine grosbeak. Rocky
Mountain jay, and alpine three-toed woodpecker, seem to be confined
to the L^pper Montane during the breeding season and most of them
stay there throughout the year. Marmots and pikas reach their greatest abundance in early xeroseral stages in the Upper Montane but
extend down into the Lower Montane as well. The common Pcro)iiysnivors range also into the

ciis

less abundant at higher elevations particular!}- in
Taking populations of small mammals as a whole, plot

iiiaiiiculatiis is

early

summer.

trapping indicated that the population
fane

was about

in the

subclimax Upper

2.5 times greater than in the climax.

Mon-

This was partly

The Great

H'2

c.

(iiK'

lAxx iiwwAKi)

Vol.

Rasiii Naturalist

V'l,

Nos.

1-4,

to laic sumiiu'i- increase in ihc sul-cliniax.

sonic

throui^hout

than

i)()ssil)l\- rcswiling from
from lower elevations.
IJird populations
summer were about iive times greater in the subclimax

animals

of

inllux

llic

the climax forests of the

in

This high

L'intas.

vcitchrates in the open subclimax type of

community

])oi)ulation

of

characteristic of

Timpanogos, corresponds with a greater
invertebrate and ])lant foods, and suggests that foods ma}- be the governing factor.
the upi)er elevations of Mt.

amount and

variety of both

Certain

l.v

mammals and

birds appear to be

entirely C(»nhned to the climax.

The martin

ent time but indications are that

it

is

is

strictly

or almost

quite rare at the pres-

contined to the climax and does

not occur in the subclimax of Mt. Timpanogos.
to require a

The red squirrel seems
continuous conifer forest at least an acre in extent. It is

rarely found in the

Upper Montane of Mt. Timpanogos. The Rocky
Mountain jay, alpine three-toed woodpecker, and pine grosbeak are
absent from Mt. Timpanogos in summer, yet they are common species
in the
14.

climax of the Uintas.

The mule deer, porcupine and snowshoe
now present in greatest numbers in

rabbit are the larger

vertebrates

In the aspen subclimax they

may

the

Montane

Forest.

be considered as dominants since

they effectively control the replacement of the aspens by conifers as
already mentioned.
In the Lower Montane climax the porcupine is

gradually removing the white
of the
all

young

trees

lir from the community by killing most
and girdling the larger ones near the top. Nearly

of the predatory

they play

little

mammals

are exterminated or so nearly so that

The

part in the community.

are the badger and coyote which

only ones of consequence

numbers
and feed largely on ground squirrels and pocket gophers during the
summer.
15.

still

persist in considerable

General observations were made on the serai development of

the communities, but no quantitative data are available for the earlier
it may be said that the development of commnuities
an extremely slow process due to the great activity of
physical forces and the short periods of growth and activity. In stabilizing communities organisms have great obstacles to overcome in the
way of physical and biotic retroactive forces and comparatively little

stages.
in

In general

mountains

time to do
16.

it

The

is

in.

alpine meadcjw, in which grasses and

nant, appears to represent the climax
tively level basins
17.

where some

soil

sedges are domi-

community and occurs

has been

1 he biotic matrix, of the aljjine

al)le to

mead(nv

is

in rela-

accumulate.

divided into ground

Nov.

and
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15,

herl) la\'er societies.
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ground layer
burrowing Hemiptera,

Inveitei)rate populations of the

are low and consist mainl}

of mites,

lieetles,

and ants. The most abundant invertebrates on herbs are leafhoppers
and various Hemiptera.

No

18.

species of

mammal

is

confined to the alpine although the

marmot reach their greatest abundance there
A number of animals common to lower
stages.

pika and
seral

in early xero-

elevations also

These include the pocket gopher, two species of
ground squirrels, mule deer, weasel, badger and coyote. The whitefooted mouse is the only cricetid found thus far in the al])ine and it
seems to occur there only in the summer and autumn.
Breeding birds are very few in the alpine of Mt. Timpanogos.
19.
The mountain pipit, black leucosticte and rock wren are the most
common. This area is also visited by most of the large predatory
occur in the alpine.

birds.

20.

Succession was studied only superficially, but there appear to

be at least two hydroseres and three xeroseres.
21.

The

alpine resembles the tundra communities with respect to

certain climatic conditions.

Some animals and about 25%

of the plants

However, few or
none of them are important in ihe arctic climax. It differs from the
arctic in having a different life form (sedges and grasses rather than
are identical with transcontinental arctic species.

foliose lichens)

as the dominatit vegetation.

It

also lacks the large

permeant intluents and most of the characteristic animals

{peculiar to

the northern tundra.
22.

Alpine communities, as found on Mt. Timpanogos and other

more southern mountainous

areas,

seem

to consist of those northerri

species that can tolerate the combination of topographical

features

C(jmmon to high mountains, and those lowland species that are able
to endure the essentially arctic climate of the high altitudes.
To this
end the alpine comprises a peculiar set of communities which may be
considered most nearl}- in the category of a biome, even though it is
lacking in some of the features generally considered to be concomitant
to that term.
IX.
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APPENDIX A
Distri1)utional
ests

of Mt.

list

of the

are based on collections.

C— Climax
Sc

— Both

mammals and

birds of the

Timpanogos and western Uintas.

No

hypothetical species are included.

or subclimax only.

serai

and climax

Montane For-

^lost of the records

S

— Serai

stages only.

stages.

o

^ £

Sorex vagrans monticola (Merriam)
Arizona Mountain Shrew
Sorex (Neosorcx) palitstris navigator (Bair(

Rocky Mt. Water Shrew^
Myotis volans interior Miller
Interior Long-legged Bat
Nycteris cinerea (Beauvois)
Ploary Bat

Corvnorhiuus rafincsqidi pallcsceus Miller
Pallid Lump-nosed Bat

no
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Etiarctos aincricaiiits ssp.

Black Bear
Maries caitriiia oricjcucs (RlK)a(ls)
Rocky Mountain Marten
Musicla frcnata ncradciisis Hall
Nevada Weasel
Mustela vison ciicrc/iinicitos (Bangs)
Western Mink
Mepliifis occidcnfalis major
HowelH
(

Great Basin Striped Skunk
Taxidca taxv.s ssp.
I>adger
Caiiis latraiis Icsfcs

Merriam

Great Basin Coyote
Felis orcgoncnsis hip potest cs (Merriam)

Rocky Mountain Cougar
iiiiita Merriam
Mountain Bol)cat

Lynx

MariJioUi fJaviventris nosopliora Howell

Golden Mantled Marmot
CiteUus z'arieyatus Utah Merriam

Utah Rock Squirrel
CiteUus armatus (Kennicott)
I'inta

Ground

Squirrel

CiteUus lateralis castauurus (Merriam

I

Wasatch Mantled Ground Squirrel
Eittaiiiias

qitadriz'ittafiis

umhriiius (Allen)

Uinta Chipmunk

Eutamias minimus coiisohrinus (Allen)
Wasatch Chipmunk
Tamiasciurus hudsonicus z'eiitoyuiii
Allen
M^ind River Mt. Red Squirrel
Tamiasciurus fremonti fremonfi And. & r)ach.
(

)

Fremont Red Squirrel
Glaucomys sahrinus lucifuijus Mall
Utah Flying Squirrel
Thomomys talpoidcs moorei Goldman
Moore Pocket Gopher
Castor canadensis

ssp.

Beaver

Peromyscus maniculatus

ssp.

White-footed Mouse

Neotoma

cinerea acraia (Flliott)
Bushy-tailed Wood Rat

Phenacomys iutcrmedius iiilennedius Merriam
Gale Red-backed Mouse
Microtus montanus natnts (Merriam)
Dwarf Meadow Mouse
Microtus mordax mordax (Merriam)

s
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Faico span'criiis sparrcrius L.

<)!.

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

S

S

Sparrow Hawk
Dcdragapus ohscnrns ohscurus (Sav")
Dusky Grouse
BoHasa umbellus iiicoiiiis Aldr. &• Fried.
Ruft'ed Grouse

\'

I

.

X OS.

1

-4.

I--astern

-Ictitis

(L.)

ijiaculoria

Sc

Sc

S

Spotted Sandpiper

Zcuaidura macroura

Duvciiiiclla

I

A\'()()dli.

.Sc

i

.Sc

Western Mourning Dove
Otiis flammeohis
Kaup
Flammulated Screech Owl

C?

C

Buho virginianus occidciitalis Stone
Montana Horned Owl

Sc

Sc

Glaucidiiiiu qnonia phiicola

C

(

i

Xelson

Sc

Sc

?

?

Rocky Mountain Pvijmy Owl
Aeronaut cs

sa.rafalis sa.ratalis (Wood.")
White-throated Swift
Selasphorus plotycerciis plafxrcrcus T Swain")

.S

S

.s

S

Sc

Sr

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

.*^c

.^c

Sc

Sc

Shhvrapieris varius uuchalis P.aird
Refl-naoed Sapsucker

C

C

C

Sphyrapicus tJiyroideus
N'atalie's Sapsucker

C

C

C

Sc

Sc

Sc

C

C

Broad-tailed

Hummer

Selasphorus rufiis (Gmelin

Rufous

Hummer

i

TAMsitant only")

(Gould)
Humming'bird

SteJhfIa calliope
Callio])e

iiafa'liae

C^Malherbe')

Colaples cafer collaris Viq-ors

Red-shafted flicker
Dryohafcs viUosits mouficoJa Anthon}Rockv Mt. Hairy Woodpecker
Dry abates puhescens leueiirits (Hart.)

C

.Sc

G

G

Alpine Three-toed Woodpecker
Empidonax hanimoudii (Xantus")
Hammond's Flycatcher

C

C

Empidonax

Sc

.Sc

ricliordsoiiii (Swdlns) Sc
West. Wood Pewee
NuttaUornis horealis horcalis (Swainson)

Sc

Western Flycatcher
Myiochanes richardsojiii

Olive-sided Flycatcher
Tachycinefa thalassina lepida Mearns
\'iolet Green Swallow'
Iridoprocne hicolor (Vieillot")

?

C

Batchelder's Woodpecker
Pic aides fridactylus dorsalis Raird

difficilis difficilis P.aird

'

Sc

Sc
Sc

Sc

C
'

G

G?

.S

.S

Tree Swallow
PetrocJielidoi! alhifrons hypopolia 01)erholser

S

S
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Cliff Swallow
Progne stibis subis (Linnaeus)

C

Purple Martin
Perisorens canadensis capiialis Kkh^way
Rocky Mt. Jay
Cyanocitta stelleri ssp.
Crested Jay
Nucifraga Columbiana (Wilson)
Clark's Nutcracker

Sc

Parus

c

atricapillus ncz'adcnsis (Linsdale)

Nevada Black-capped Chickadee
Parus gambcli gambeli Ridg-way)
Mountain Chickadee
Sitta carolincnsis nclsoiii Mearns
Rocky Mountain Nuthatch
(

Linnaeus
Red-breasted Nuthatch
Sitta caiiadoisis

Ccrtliia faniiliaris niontaiia

Kidgwav

Rocky Mountain Creeper
Cincliis

mexicanus unicolor Bonap.

Dipper
Troglodytes acdon parkjiuniii

Audubon

Western House Wren
Salpinctes obsnictus obsoletus (Sav)

Rock Wren
Turdus niigratorius propinquus Ridi^wav
Western Robin
Hylocichla guttata auduboiii

{

Baird

)

Audubon's Hermit Thrush
Hylocichla ustulata aUnac Oberholser
(^live-backed Thrush
Sialia cnrrucoidcs (Bechstein)

Mountain Bluebird
Myadestes tozunsendi (Audul)()n
Townsend's Solitaire
Rcgidus rcgulus olivaceus Baird
Western Golden-crowned Kinglet
Rcgidus calendula cincraccus (Grinncll)
Western Ruby- crowned Kinglet
)

Antlius rubcscens alticola

Rocky Mountain

Todd

Pipit

Vireo gilvus leucopolius Oberholser

Oregon Warbling Vireo
Vermivora celata orestera (Say)
Mountain Orange-crowned Warbler
Dcndroica auduboni memorabilis
Mountain Audubon Warbler
Piranga ludoviciana (Wilson)
Western Tanager

:.113

()I)er.

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc
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iiiclaiioccphalus

\'ol.

(Swainson)

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

Sc

VI, NoS.

1-4,

Sc

Sc

Rockv Mountain Black-heacled Cirosbcak
PasscriiHi ainoena (Say)

Lazuli Bunting

Carpodacus

cassinii

Baird

Cassin's Purple Finch
Piiiicola cnuclcator montaiia Ridifway

C

Rocky Mountain Pine Grosbeak

c

Hcsperiplwna vcspcrtiiia hrooksi Grinnell
Western Evening Grosbeak
Spin us pinns piniis (Wilson)
Northern Pine Siskin
Loxia curvirostra bcnti Grisconi
I'lent's

Crossbill

J unco caniceps (Woodhouse'l

Gray-headed

J unco

Zonotrichia Icucophrys oriantlia

C

)ber.

White-crowned Sparrow
PassercIIa iliaca scJiistacca Baird
Slate-colored Fox Sparrow
Mclospica lincfllnii olticola Miller &

McCabe

Lincoln Sparrow
Spizella passerina ariconae Coues

Western Chipping Sparrow

APPENDIX

B

List of invertebrates taken in samples

climax communities and identified at

from the cHmax and

least as far as genus.

sub-

This

list

does not imply that the species are necessarily limited in distribution
to the particular places in which they were taken, although many of

them undoubtedly are. The key to abbreviations used in the list is
ground layer, H herb layer, S shrub layer, T tree
as follows: G
Aspen subclimax, UMC
layer, LMC, Lower Montane climax, AS
Upper Montane climax, UMS Upper Montane subclimax.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mollusca
Helicidae
Micro physula ingersolli (Bland)
Oreohelix strigosa depressa (Cock.)
Zonitidae
Viirina alaskana Dall
Euconnlus fulvus alaskensis (I Mis.)
Say)
Zonitoidcs arborea
(

Valloniidae
Vallonia albula Sterki

G: LMC,
G: LMC, AS,

UMS
UMS

G LMC, AS, UMS
LMC, AS, UMC, UMS
LMC, AS
:

.

.G:

G LMC, AS
:
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Pupillidae
Vertigo modcsta corpulciita (Morse)

G: LMC,

Chilopoda
Henicopidae
Zygcthobius dolichopus (Chamberlin)

G:

L.ithobiidae

Pokohius utalieiisis (Chamberlin)
Bothropolys pcrmudns (Chamberlin)

AS

UMC
UMC

G: AS,
G: LMC,

AS

Chilenophilidae

Gnathoucrium xcuoponis (Chamberlin)

LMC, AS

G:

Diplopoda
Taiulus tiganiis (Chaml)er]in

LMC, AS
G LMC, AS
G: LMC, AS
G:

)

Nemasoma

ufa Chamberhn
Oriulus niedianiis (Chamberlin)

:

Araneida
Gnaphosidae

G: LMC, AS,

Zclotes subtcrraneus Koch
Gnaphosa gigantea Keys

UMS

G UMS
:

Agelenidae

G LMC

Ciciiriiui garrina Chamberlin
Clubionidae
Clubiona sp
Attidae

Metaphidippus

uiqronuiciilatits

:

H LMC
:

S

;

LMC, AS

:

Keys.

H: UMS;

UMS;

S:

Paraphidippus inargimiiKS
Argiopidae

T:
S

:

UMS
LMC

H LMC T LMC, UMS
T LMC, UMC
G AS T UMS
T LMC

Aranca displicaia Htz
Aranea sp

:

;

:

:

Metcpcira foxi G. and
Tctragnatha sp

1

:

:

;

:

Dictynidae

Dictyna stulfa Gertsch
Dictyna uintana Chamberlin
Dictyna coniplcta Chamberlin
Lycosidae
Pardosa niackcnziaua Keys
Lycosa orophila Chamb. and Gertsch
Lycosa sp

T LMC
LMC, AS
T UMC
:

H LMC;
:

S

:

:

G: AS, UMC
G: AS

G AS
:

Theridiidae

Theridium placcns Keys
Tlicridioii

S

sp

:

LMC T LMC
H LMC
:

;

:

Thomisiflae
Pliilodroniits pacific us

P.anks

T:

LMC

Linyphiidae
Ccraticcliis crassiceps

Chamb. and

Lcphfliyphanfes iicbidosus Sund

1

vie

H UMS
G: UMS
:
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Orthoptera
Locustidae

H AS
H AS

Cammda pcllucida Scudder
Circotettix verruculatus (Kirby)

:

:

H UMC

Melanoplns marshaUn marshaUii Thorn
Neuroptera
Chrvsopidae
Chrysopa calif oniica Cog

H

and S

:

:

UMS

LMC, AS, UMC,

Homoptera
Aphidae
Macros! phum (near) albifroiis Essig
iMacrosiphum rudbeckiac Fitch
Macrosiphum stanleyi (Wilson
Macrosiphum afripcs G.-P
Macrosiphum solanifolii ( Ashm.
Macrosiphum valerinae (Clarke
Macrosiphum timpaiiogos K
Mindarus ahictinus Koch
Myzus haywardi Knowlton
Myziis monardac Williams ?
(

H UMS
:

S
S

)

)

AS
AS

:

:

:

1

Amphorophora (near)

:

H LMC
H AS
H AS
H UMS
H LMC

)

-

:

:

:

TT

:

AS

LMC
H LMC
S

rubi (Kalt.")

:

:

T:

Chaitophorus popidifoUae Oestlund
Myzocallis alhambra Davidson
Cinara lasiocarpac G.-P
Cinara osborni Knowlton

S

:

AS
AS

T L^MC
T LMC
:

:

Cicadellidae
Idioccrus suturalis Fitch
Idiocerns lachrymalis Fitch
Idiocerus formosus Ball
Thamnotettix cockerelli Ball
Thamnotettix citrinifrons G.
Thamnoteilix flavocapitatus

H AS
:

;

S
S
S

:

:

AS T AwS
AS T AS
AS T AS
;

:

;

:

H AS
H UMS S UMS
H UMS T L^MS
& B
?I
UMS T: UMS
Van D
H AS. UMS S AS, UMS
gcminatus Van D
H AS
'belli (Uhl.)
:

:

AS.
(

UMC. UMS

;

:

:

:

:

;

;

:

:

;

:

S
AS,
S
:

H

H

:

:

UMC
UMS
UMS

UMS
H UMC. UMS
T UMS
H LMC

AS,

:

;

:

:

:

;

fabae j^roup)
pcctinata Del
Nesostcles neglect us (Del. & D.)
Balclutha punctata (Thunb.)
Erythroneura aspera B. & C
Parabnlocralus viridis fUhl.)
sp.

;

:

Deltocephahis dorsti Oman
Laevicephalus debilis (\Jh\.)
Latalus misellus (Ball)
Dikraneura carneola (Stal.)

H LMC.

:

:

Thamnotettix
Thamnotettix
Macrostelcs divisa (Uhl.)
Macrosteles variata (Fall)
Deltocephahis grex Oman

Empoasco
Empoasca

;

S

:

AS T LMC. UMC, UMS
T^
LMC, AS
S AS
H AS
H AS. UMS
H LMC S LMC
;

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

H LMC
:
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Membracidae
Stictocephala gillettei Godg
Ceresa basalis tnrbida Godg
Psyllidae
Triosa sp
Trioca maura Forst
Psylla amcricana Crawf
Psylla brevistigmata acuta Crawf

Arytaina ribesiae (Crawf.)
Aphalara samila Caldw

H LMC
H UMS
:

:

UMC

UMS
UMS
T UMC, UMS
S UMC
T UMS
H AS T UMC, UMS
T

:

;

S
S

:

:

:

:

:

:

;

:

Hemiptera
Pentatomidae
Chlorochroa congrua Uhler
Trichopepla atricornis Stal
Banasa dimidiafa (Say)
Miridae

Lygus praicnsis (Linn.)
Dicyphus discrepens Knight
Dicyphus agilis (Uhler)
Coquillettia insignis Uhler
Polymerus tumidifrons Knight
Dcraeocoris nebulosus Uhler
Deraeocoris Bakeri Knight
Phytocoris intesperstis Uhler

S

S

H LMC, UMS
:

;

:

Anthocoris antevolens White
Anthocoris melanocerus Renter
Tetraphleps furvus Van Du/ree

:

:

:

:

:

T L^MS
:

S

LMC

:

S

UMS

S

;

:

LMC, AS,

:

UMS

G:
:

T L^MS
:

T AS
S AS
:

H

:

AS, LIMS

:

;

T [TMC
:

G: AS
G AS
:

AS
G AS

Metablctus americanus (Dej.)

Mebria obtusa Lee
Pterostichus angusficolHs Csy

Calosoma frigiditm Kby
Nebria sahlbcrgi Fiseh
Callisthcnes striatulus (Lee.)

AS

:

(i

Lee

AS

H UMS
H AS

hcspcria Csy

Ptcrostichiis protracfus

AS

:

Coleoptera
Carabidae
Har pains rufii)iauus Lee
Calailiiis reductus Csy

Amara

:

UMS
H AS
S UMS
H UMS
H UMS
S LMC
S

PlagiognatJius obsciirus LThler
.

AS

:

.'

Nabidae
Nabis altcriiatus Parsh H LMC. AS,
Lygaeidae
Scolopostethus thomsoni Renter
Nysius californicus Stal
Nysius ericae (Schilling)
Lygacus kalniii Stal
Anthocoridae

:

H UMS

:

:

G LMC, AS. UMS
G UMC, UMS
:

:

UMC

G: AS.

(j

G

:

AS

UMC

:

G AS
:
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G:

AS

Staphylinidae
Tachyf'orus rnlouiiis IWkwr
Quedius lacvigatus (Gyll.
Coccinellidae
.Idalia anucctaus Cr

G

)

T LMC
:

calif oruicits

UMC; H: UMS

T:

CoccincUa transt'crsogiiitata Fakl
I lipf'odaniia convcrgens Ciuer
Psyllohora tacdata Lee
Cycloncda polila Csy

Exochomus

UMC

:

H UMS
H LMC, AS
:

:

T AS
:

G

Csy

:

UMC

Tenebrionidae
I phthimus

G AS
G: AS

scrratus (Mann.)

:

Eleodcs piuiclioides Mann
Lucanidae
Platycerus )iuirgifialis Csy
Chrysomelidae
Orsodacnc atra {Ww.

G AS
:

S

]

Phyllotreta sp
Halfica tombacina Mann.
Adoxus obscurtis (L.)
Syiieta carinata (Mann.)

:

AS

UMS
H AS
H UMS
T UMS

T AS,
:

?

:

:

:

Buprestidae
Agrihts politus (Say)

S

:

LMC

Elateridae

Hypnoidus hicidulus
Cerambycidae

(

Callidiiwi violaceum

(L.

S pondylis

Mann

upiformis

C

Mann.)

:

UMS

H UM.S
H UMS
T LMC
:

)

:

Stenocorus vestitus Hald

:

Scolytidae

T

Hylurgops porosiis (Lcc")
Erotylidae
Dacne uteana Csy

UMC

:

H UMS
:

Ostomidae
O stoma fcrruginca (L.)
Melandryidae
Incolia longipennis Csy

H UMS
:

S

:

AS H UMS T UMS
;

:

:

;

Cantharidae
Silis

H LMC

mumta Lee

:

Mordellidae

Say

Anaspis

riifa

Anas pis

a f rata

S

:

LMC, AS T
;

Champ

S

Melyridae
Hoppingiana lutdsonica Lee

T

:

:

:

UMC
UMS

UMS

Rhynehophora
Thricolepis inornata

Horn

Dyslobus zvasatchensis Tanner
Magdalis gentUis Lee
Hyper odes porcellus (Say)

H LMC
:

;

S
S
S

:

:

:

LMC
LMC
UMS

G L^MC
:

Nov.

IS,
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Diptera
Calliphoridae

T UMS

Protophormia terrac-novac (R. D.)
Empididae
S
Rhaniplwmyia sp

:

UMS
H UMC, UMS

LMC, AS H AS,

:

:

;

Platy palpus sp

:

Rhagionidae

i-

Symphoromyia

H AS

fulvipcs Bigot

:

S

;

LMC, AS

:

Agromyzidae

H AS

Agromyza affinis Mall
Ayromyca sp
Phytomysa flavicornis Fal
Cerodontha dorsalis Loew

:

S

;

:

;

S

:

H UMS
:

Wagneria heiymus (Walker

:

;

S

;

S

)

Steveniopsis sinuata Tns

LMC
H AS
:

:

:

H UMS
H UMS
:

Lw

:

Tabanidae
Chrysops noctifer O. S

S

Chloropidae

LMC

:

H UMS
H LMC
T UMS

Oscinella frit (Linn.)
saltatrix marginata

UMS

:

H AS

Leucostoma atra Tns
Trupaneidae
Trupanea radifera Coq

Merotnyza

:

:

H UMS

Sepsidae
Sepsis signifcra Mel.-Spul
Tachinidae

Tephritis clathrata

AS

:

UMC
H AS
UMC T UMC
T

:

Becker

:

Chlorops stigmata Becker

:

Sapromyzidae

H AS

Sapromyza
Lauxania sp

:

T AS
:

S

Minnettia lupulina (F.)
Dolichopodidae

Sympycnus

sp
Chrysotimiis pusio Loew
Hercostomus imicolor Loew
Dolichopus hlandus V. D
Chrysotus sp
Campsicncnius uigripi's V. D

LMC T LMC

:

:

;

S LMC
H LMC S LMC, AS
LMC H AS T UMS
H AS S AS
H AS
:

;

:

S

:

:

:

;

:

;

:

:

;

:

S

UMC

:

Sarcophagidae
Sarcophaga pcnicidata Pk
Ephydridae
Philygria debilis

Loew

Scatella sibilans (Haliday)
Scatella stenhammari (Zetterstedt)

S
S

:

AS T
;

:

AS

UMC

:

H UMC T UMC
H LMC
:

:

;

:

Syrphidae
Platycheirus angustatiis Zett
Melanostoma sp
Metasyrphus luniger Mg

H AS
H AS
LMC T LMC
:

:

S

:

;

:
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Mefasyrphus lapponicus Zetl
Syrphus opinator O. S
Scaeva pyrasfri L
Anthomyiidae

S
S
S

ScIiocno)ii\'::a

dorsalis sitlfitriccps Mall.

Scliociiofiiyca

sp

LMC T LMC
LMC T LMC
LMC T LMC

:

:

;

:

:

;

:

;

:

H: UAIS, UMC; T:
Fannia

:

H LMC, AS S LMC
H AS S AS

sp."

:

Hylcmyia scaiiiansi Huck
Hylemyia alcathoe (Walker)
Hylemyia (near anyusta Stein

':

;

:

:

;

S

:

:

Lasiops spin'ujcr (Stein)
Spilogona sp

S

:

AS T AS
:

;

UM S

T AS, UMC,
:

Pcgomyia sp

T
maculata Stein

Hoplogaster inoUicula Fallen
Limosia anthracina (Malloch
Limosia nigrescens (Stein)
Paregle cinerella (Fallen)
Morellia micans Mgt

AS

H AS

)

Hammomyia

UMS

T UMS

S
S

UMC
UMS

:

:

LMC
LMC T LMC
S UMC
T UMC, UMS H UMS
S

)

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

S

T

Helemyia (near) triviffata (Stein)
Scatophage grisea Mall

H

:

:

:

AS

UMS
L^MS

Hymenoptera
Formicidae

Tapinoma sessile (Say)
Formica neogagates lasioides Emery
G:
Formica sp. (rufa group)
Formica fusca gelida VVheeler
G: LMC, AS, UMC, UMS S
Formica sanguinea subnuda Emer}:

;

G LMC H LMC
:

:

;

LMC; H: LMC; S: LMC
G AS T AS
:

:

;

UMS T AS

LMC, UMC,

:

;

G LMC, AS H AS T AS
AS H LMC; S AS
G: LMC; S LMC
:

G: LMC, AS,

:

;

scabrinodis Nylander. .G: LMC,
Camponotiis sansabeanus vicinus Mayr
Camponotus herculeanus zvhympcri Forel

Myrmica

UMC, UMS;

:

;

:

:

;

:

S:

AS: T: LMC, AS

Leptuthorax acervoriim canadensis Prov.

G: LMC, AS,
S: LMC, AS,
Lasiiis riigcr neoniger

UMC, UMS;
UMC, UMS

II

LMC. UMS;

:

Emery
G: LMC, AS; H: AS; S:

LMC;

T:

Vespidae
Odynerits sp
Vespula pennsylvanica Sauss
Vespula maculata (Linn.)
Vespula arenaria (Fab.)
Vespula norwegica norvegicoidcs
Vespula vulgaris (Linn.)

AS
l

T UMS
G AS S AS T AS
H AS
H AS T AS S AS
H AS
G AS
:

:

;

:

:

;

:

:

.^1

;

:

:

;

:

.

.

.

:

Nov.

15,

1945

BIOTIC

Pseud omasaris
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H AS

)

:

OsiJiia cyanella Ckll

S
S
S
S

Osmia sp
Mcgachile sp
Megachile inermis (Prov. )
Bremidae

Bremus
Bremus
Bremus
Bremus
Bremus

:

;

:

:

AS
AS
AS
AS

H LMC, AS
UMS
H LMC AS
H AS, UMS
H LMC. AS

appositus Cress

:

H: LMC, AS,

occidentalis (Greene)
centralis (Cress)

:

(Cress)
rufocinctus (Cress.)
bifariits

:

:

Hylaeidae

S UMS
H UMS

Hylaeus modcstus (Say)
Hylaeus sp

:

:

Halictidae
Halictus (Evylaeus) sp
Halictus (Chloralictus
sp
Halictus rubicund us (Christ.)

H UMS
H AS
:

)

:

S

:

AS

Tenthredinoidea

Xyela sp
Pleroneura aldrichi Ross
Tenthredo sp

UMC

G:

H UMC
H UMS
H UMS
:

:

Pachynematus sp

:

Braconidae

T LMC
H AS S AS
H UMS
H :UMS

Meteorus reticulafus Mues
Meteorus vidgaris (Cress)
Microbracon xanthonotus ( Ashm.)
Microbracon hyslopi Vier
Opius sp
Chelonus (near protcus Gahan
Dacnusa sp

:

:

:

S

)

:

AS T AS
H AS
H AS
:

:

H LMC
:

sp

T:

T

Aphidius sp
Diaeritus rapac (Curt.
Trioxys sp
Doryctes sp
Goniocormus sp

:

;

Aspilota sp

Rogas

:

;

:

LMC; H: AS

UMC H UMS
T UMC
;

:

:

)

S

T
T

:

AS

UMS
UMC

:

:

Serphoidea

T AS

TricJiopria sp
Calliceras sp

:

S

LMC

:

Dryinidae

Anteon sp
Ichneumonidae
Cratichncumon adonis Vier. ?
Amblyteles sp
Amblyteles brcvipcnnis (Cress.)
Phaeogenes sp

H AS
:

.H
S

:

:

AS

UMS

G AS

.

:

H AS
:

;

S

:

UMC
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^

Cryptus altonii D. T
Cryhtus coloradcusis Ashni

Hcmiteles

UMC

S:

Phv,,adeHo>, sp

S:

.Iclastus sp..

•

.

(

Angitia sp
Inareolata eureka
Campoplex sp

.

.

H

:

:

^^f}^
LiMC

:

;

Walley

AS
" ^'

'^w^.
•

Ashm.)

-"^

L-J^C

:

'^
(

a 5
^-^

c

Ashm.")

-^

:

H LMC
:

Hexacola sp
Phaenoglyphis sp
Charipssp

•'- ^^^^

^^

_•

V^..^^

V.^MC
^^^^^
-^

Ceroptres sp
Chalcidoidea
.-huhlynierus sp
Ifaltioptera stella Gir
Zatropis sp
Pteromalus sp
Hahrocytus sp
Svntomopiis aniericanus Ashm
.IsapJies calif ornicus Gir

H UMS
:

;

S

:

•

T: CMS
UMS T UMS
^
K^^9
^ ^'^
:

;

•

^-

:,

UMS
'^/l:'^

->
:

^ ^'^^
'•

UMC
UMS
UM^
H U^S
H UMS
T UMS
T:

r.^ro^Ja sp
7.ro/.ia sp
Terohla sp

H:
H:

Parerotolepsia sp

:

Bothriothorax calif ornicus
Microterys sp.
._
Berecyntus bakeri How
.

How

:

:

.

i

•

'"^

Pseitdochalcura sp
F.lachertns sp

•

-^

sp
sp
sp
sp
sp

^-^^^
•

^^.

''^u^ A^'
^-^

^T: AS
H UMS
•

:

H AS
:

;

H:

Caliimomesp
Callimome sp
Callimome sp
Megastigmus sp
Crypto pristus lazidella

U Mo^
^^^^^

•

T^

Eupchn Its sp

Callimome
Callimome

•

H LMC T UMC

Cvnipidae
'Melanips sp

Elachertus
FJachertus

i"'iCrc

H

;

(

Leptopygus politus

Placlicrtiis

I

TUMS
^
^ ^^^-^
--

f------

pilosa

UMS
MS

LMC; H: UMC.

Itoplechs obesiis Lush
Lissonoia sp
Alexcter sp
Prov.^
DipJacon pulchripcs
Orthoccniriis sp

CampopJegidca

:

H:

;

^'^
A.S

•

-^

LMC T AS
UMS; S: UMS

S

:

:

;

T L Ml.
:

" ^^^
•

^

Ashm

•

^-"^^

H UMS
:

Nov.

15,

1945

BioTic

Spilochalcis albifroiis
Platvgasfer sp
Megaspilus sp
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H AS
H AS

(Walsh)

:

:

H AS T UMC
:

;

:

APPENDIX C

A

partial

list

of the Lepidoptera found on Mt. Timpanogos,

Utah

Papilionidae
Papilio bairdii hollandii Edw.
Parnassiiis clodiiis Men.
Pieridae
Colias eurythana Bdv.
Colias eurytheme erypJiyle Edw.
Pieris occidentalis Reak.
Pieris occidentalis calyce Edw.
Pieris rapae L.
Pieris napi L.

Nymphalidae
Minosis oetus Bdv.
Argynnis nevadensis Edw.
Argynnis chitone Edw.
Argynnis utahensis Skin.
Argynnis pfoutsi Gund.
Euphydryas chalcedona Dbldy. and Hew.
Nymphalis calif ornica Bdv.
NympJialis niilbcrti Godt.
Basilar chia wcidcmcyrii Edw.
Vanessa cardni L.
Vanessa carye, Hbn.
Lycaenidae
Lycaena heteronea Bdv.
Lycaena rubidus Behr.
Sphingidae

Sphinx c her sis Hbn.
Celerio lineata Fabr.
Pericopidae
Gnupluiela lapipcnnis vcrniicidata G. and R.

APPENDIX D
Gazetteer of Stations

(Map,

(No
.

Station

4.85

quantitative

1.

Fig. 1)

work was done

at stations

Lower Montane climax coniferous

miles northwest of

\\'ildwood Resort,

A, B. C)

forest. Aspen Grove.
Mt. Timpanogos, Utah
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C.

County, Utah.
3E. section

9.

LYNN TIAYWARD

Elevation 6.800

feet.

\"ol. V'l

Located

in

.

Nos.

1

-4,

township 5S. range

All s.je(jgraphical locations are given with reference to

Lake meridian.
Aspen subcliniax of the Montane Forest, Big Tree
2.
Camp. 3.2 miles northwest of Aspen Grove. Mt. Timpanogos. Elevathe Salt

Station

tion 7,700 feet.

Located

in

township 4S, range 3E, section

33.

(Not shown on map) LTpper Montane climax. Lost
longitude about 110° 37'. latitude 40° 41', WasatchCamp,
Forest
Lake
Elevation 9,800 feet. A land survey marker
line.
Summit County
near the area shows the corners of sections 32 and 33, township IS,
range 9E. and sections 4 and 5, township 2S. range 9E Salt Lake
Station

3.

meridian.

Station 4. Upper Montane subclimax, Timpanogos Cirque, near
Hidden Lake, Mt. Timpanogos. Elevation 9,700 feet. Located ia

township 5S, range 2E. section 8.
Station 5. Chaparral Ecolone,
across the canyon from station

Station

6.

1.

slope,

Elevation about 10.000

township 5S, range 2E, section 23 and
Station B,

feet.

Chaparral ecotone, between Dry and Battle Creek Can-

yon, west side of Mt. Timpanogos, elevation about 6.000
in

directly

in section 3.

Alpine Meadow, Timpanogos Cirque, located about a

half mile southwest of station 4.

Station A,

southwest-facing

Located

feet.

Located

26.

Chaparral ecotone, mouth of Grove Creek Canyon,

west face of Mt. Timpanogos, elevation about 5,200
township 4S, range 2E, section 15.

feet.

Located

in

Station C. Aspen subclimax, Camp Timpooneke, 7.17 miles northwest of Aspen Groye, Mt. Timpanogos, elevation ab(^ut 7,300 feet.
Located in township 4S, range 3E, section 30.

